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Abstract
Compliance and control of the Chilean armed forces, a powerful and politically
influential organization, is critical to a healthy democracy in the country. The period of
the transition to democracy, from the end of the 17-year military government in 1990 to
the consolidation of a liberal democracy in 2010, was marked by tension and strained
relations between Chilean military officers and civilian elected officials. Chilean civilian
government officials – outside military circles – need to understand the reasons for
military institutional resistance to identify constructive negotiation techniques. The
research question is: “what negotiation techniques of civilian leaders worked best to
break down that institutional defiance of the Chilean military?” To support the case
study analysis of Chile during the 20-year transition period from 1990-2010,
phenomenological analysis of interviews with 25 Chilean military officers and content
analysis from 50 primary source documents written by Chilean military officers provide
important insights into the military institutional culture and philosophy. Combined, the
Chilean case study – supported by phenomenological interviews and qualitative content
analysis – help identify nine negotiation techniques for effectively managing the Chilean
military. The end product is an interpretivist and qualitative study of the challenges
associated with negotiations with the Chilean armed forces in post-conflict transitions to
democracy.

viii
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Civil-military relations and negotiations with the armed forces in many Latin
American countries are urgent matters for elected government officials. For most of the
20th century, the militaries of many countries in the region played a direct and dangerous
role in the internal domestic politics of their country. Many Latin American militaries
may have recently surrendered their prerogatives but the armed forces remain a powerful
political organization. For example, seven of the nineteen countries (37 percent) in South
and Central America (including Mexico) do not have effective control over their
militaries, according to the U.S. State Department (2017).
Chile is an important example of military resistance to reforms and how civilians
struggled to establish control over an autonomous armed forces. Chile had a military
government under General Augusto Pinochet from 1973-1990. Following the transition
back to a democratically-elected, civilian-led government in 1990, it still took two
decades before the Chilean military had surrendered all its political prerogatives and was
considered subordinate to elected officials. During that period, the armed forces
obstructed the peace process and refused to cooperate with civilian officials. When the
new government tried to open human rights investigations, the Chilean military publicly
threatened to launch another military takeover as they had done in 1973. General Augusto
Pinochet famously warned the new President Aylwin administration, “No one is going to
touch my people. The day they do, the state of law will come to an end” (Salmon, 2006,
p. 77; Loveman, 1998, p. 40). It took until 2010 – 20 years after the restoration of
democratic government in 1990 – before the civilian government could implement
sufficient reforms to make the armed forces subordinate to civilian leaders.
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In the democratization literature, much emphasis and effort has been paid to the
rule of law, democratic transitions, judicial reform, election organization, and
accountability. However, relatively little substantive research has been collected on
defense organizations and military institutionalism. As Karen Remmer mentions in
Military Rule in Latin America, "Scholars moved from the study of democratic
breakdown to the study of democratic transitions without pausing to analyze the
authoritarian phase that came in between" (Remmer, 1989b, p. 120; Hagopian, 1993, p.
466). Other scholars agree. Douglas Bland in an oft-cited article, “Patterns in Liberal
Democratic Civil-Military Relations,” writes, “the framework of ideas, principles, and
norms that shape civil-military behavior in liberal democracies has not been adequately
explained” (Bland, 2001, p. 525). This research project seeks to fill those scholarly gaps.
With specific regard to Chile, a large amount of scholarly work has been
conducted of the transition to democracy that began in Chile in 1990 (Fitch, 1986;
Hunter, 1998; Loveman, 1991; Salmon, 2006; Weeks, 2000; Zalaquett, 1999) but very
little analysis has been made of what made the Chilean military so resistant to reforms.
The research will employ a phenomenological methodology to analyze the first-hand
accounts of these matters and understand the unique perspectives of the Chilean armed
forces during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010. The results may assist civilian
leaders in understanding what negotiation techniques worked best to break down that
institutional defiance.
The principal theory to understand the interaction between Chilean military
officials and civilian politicians is civil-military relations. A second theory,
phenomenology, is also critical to comprehend Chilean military philosophy and culture.
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Third and last, negotiation theory and techniques will be scrutinized from the perspective
of the lengthy talks conducted between Chilean military and civilian officials from 19902010. The features of the three theories are explained in detail in the Theory and
Methodological sections as well as addressed in the literature review. The research is
focused on the case study of Chile, specifically during the transition from the military
government to a democratically-elected regime from 1990-2010. Data for the study come
from (1) phenomenological analysis of interviews with Chilean officials and (2) archival
content analysis of articles written by Chilean military officials. Combined, the theories,
case study, methodologies, data collection/analysis represent an interpretivist and
qualitative study of the challenges associated with negotiations with the armed forces in
post-conflict transitions to democracy.
Problem statement
From the perspective of civilian officials (Fitch, 1986; Huntington, 1957;
Loveman, 1991; Pion-Berlin, 2001a; Stepan, 1988), the armed forces of a country are
difficult to negotiate with because of structural and cultural characteristics of the
institution. At the same time, compliance of the armed forces, a powerful and politically
influential organization, is critical to a healthy democracy (Huntington, 1991; Dahl, 1989;
Armony and Schamis, 2005; Norden, 1996; Kapstein and Converse, 2008; O'Donnell and
Schmitter, 1986; McFaul, 2002; Zakaria, 1997). Civilian government officials – outside
military circles – need to understand the reasons for military institutional resistance in
order to persuade the armed forces to accept subordination to elected civilian officials.
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Research Objectives
There are four principal objectives to the research. First, through
phenomenological interviews, I seek to understand the lived experiences of Chilean
military officials who were on active duty during the transition to democracy from 19902010. Second, through content analysis of archival material, I will examine the cultural
and institutional characteristics of the Chilean armed forces that made them resistant to
negotiation efforts during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010. Next, I will
describe civilian and military negotiation efforts in Chile from 1990-2010 in order to
provide a practical example of what happened in those conflict resolution dialogues. Last,
based on the phenomenological experiences of the Chilean military officers and the
cultural and institutional characteristics of the armed forces, I will identify negotiation
techniques that would be the most constructive during discussions with the armed forces.
Theory
This research proposal is centered around three theories: (1) civil-military
relations, (2) phenomenology, and (3) negotiations. These three theories are at the heart
of the dissertation in that they provide the what, why, and how of the research project.
Civil-military relations theory, for example, contends that elected Chilean civilian
officials should have authority over the military. The Chilean armed forces – particularly
the very powerful Chilean Army – is permitted to have limited authority for some matters
internal to the military but its institutional autonomy should be bounded. As the country
began the transition from the military government to representative democracy in 1990,
civil-military relations was the backdrop for how elected Chilean civilian officials would
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reduce the prerogatives and privileges that the military had accumulated during its 17
years of control.
Phenomenological analysis of interviews with Chilean military officers provides
the perspective of the armed forces during this tense transition. It permits us to hear the
opinions and concerns of the Chilean military as it resisted civilian attempts to reduce the
authorities of the armed forces. The “lived experiences” of the Chilean officers during the
long transition to democracy, a process that took 20 years before the government could
consolidate its democratic control of the armed forces, are critical to understanding why
the military took the position that it did.
Finally, an examination of the negotiation efforts of the Chilean civilians with
their military counterparts reveals what techniques worked and which did not as
representatives of the Aylwin, Frei, Lagos, and Bachelet administrations attempted to
wrest control of the national defense away from the obstinate Chilean military.
The following section examines each of these three theories, describing the basic
concepts and the central aspects of each. The three theories form the foundation of the
discussion in the dissertation and are elaborated on in greater detail in the literature
review, case study analysis, and complementary studies.
Civil-military relations theory
The first theory, civil-military relations theory, is essential for understanding the
authorities of elected civilian officials and senior military officers in Chile. The theory
contends that civilian control over the military is an important measure of the health of a
democratic society. For a liberal, representative democracy to exercise its authority
properly, it must limit the armed forces’ involvement in political matters, either by
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institutional checks and balances or by disciplinary action. In Latin America, with its
long history of self-appointed military leaders and armed forces which frequently enjoy
an unusual amount of autonomy, the civilian-military relationship in many countries is
especially fraught. Some scholars even consider the military, because of its frequent
participation in politics, to be a fourth branch of government (Loveman, 2001, p. 125).
In accordance with civil-military relations theory, the President and the Minister
of Defense – both civilians – manage the strategic and political elements of the national
security enterprise. Civilian elected officials oversee the larger strategic interests of the
country, including the decision of when and how to deploy the military, while the armed
forces have responsibility for operational and tactical decisions if the military is called to
action (Paterson, 2019, p. 151).
In the U.S., for example, the founding fathers of the country understood the
dangers of creating too strong of a military. Large military forces were viewed as a threat
to liberty and democracy, an armed tool that could be leveraged by a power-hungry
autocrat with personal ambitions. The armed forces were expensive to maintain and
vulnerable to arms races that could lead to war (Paterson, 2009). In the opinion of one of
the U.S.’s earliest statesmen, “an armed disciplined body is dangerous to liberty” and can
be “ruinous to society” (Burke, 1999, p. 13).
In contrast to the civilian leadership, the military’s responsibility is centered on
the technical expertise and operational requirements related to the application of military
force during times of conflict. When commissioned, U.S. military officers swear
allegiance to the Constitution, not to the President or a political party. The military serves
as a government organization that designs and executes military operations, not
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determine their necessity (Bland, 1999; Feaver, 2003). In other words, the role of the
military is to advise civilian authorities on how to employ the armed forces to achieve the
policymaker’s goals, not to make political decisions or to determine when the military
should be used. A military that can choose its missions is not compatible with the
principles of a democratic state (Fitch, 2001, p. 62; Paterson, 2019, p. 152).
Just as the military should refrain from getting involved in domestic politics, so
should the civilians leave operational planning to the armed forces. According to civilmilitary relations theory, civilian leaders should direct the actions and strategy of the
military and then step back and allow the military to run the operations. Military leaders
should have a degree of autonomy when it comes to their own internal organization and
tactical operations. One of Samuel Huntington´s main premise in his seminal work on the
topic is the idea of “objective control,” in which civilians recognize and accept the
professional expertise of the military and avoid meddling in these matters (1957, p. 4).
This represents the paradox of civil-military relations. A government needs a
strong, well-equipped, and effective fighting force that will defend its national interests
but, at the same time, that armed force can represent a threat to its society. As democratic
institutions in many countries have matured, methods have been put in place to prevent
this internal threat. Congressional oversight, civilian security and defense experts, nongovernment organizations, the free press, and judicial accountability mechanisms have
reduced the operational liberties of the armed forces. Military missions such as responses
to natural disasters, security cooperation with other countries, and United Nations’
peacekeeping operations require more civilian oversight and involvement in operational
matters (Paterson, 2019, p. 152).
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Phenomenology
The second theory of this research project is phenomenology. The first-person
accounts of Chilean military officers who witnessed the transition to democracy in their
country from 1990-2010 are critical to understanding Chilean military culture and
philosophy. How Chilean military officers perceived the threats to their country during
the military government from 1973-1990 and then again in the transition to democracy
from 1990-2010 are undoubtedly very different from civilians who were victims of
military repression or who struggled to negotiate with military leaders. Understanding the
first-hand experiences of Chilean military officers may help explain the obstinate
resistance that the Chilean military presented to civilian government officials.
According to phenomenology, researchers can learn much from the personal
experiences of participants in an event. Phenomenology (often referred to as “existential
phenomenology”) is defined as “the study of consciousness as experienced from the firstperson point of view” (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 8). According to Moustakas,
phenomenology allows the participants in the research to share their own personal
accounts and experiences (1994, p. 17). In more general terms, it can be thought of as the
common experiences (phenomena) shared by a group of people.
From the perspective of phenomenology theory, reality consists of the perceptions
and consciousness of individuals, a subjective perspective rather than an objective one.
Individual beliefs are often based on a relative meanings conceived through perceptions
and experiences. It may consist of the memories of an event that, for the participant,
reflect the reality of what occurred (Moustakas, 1994, p. 25). The description of the
phenomena allows readers to imagine the lived experiences of the participants, to see
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things the way they occurred (Moustakas, 1994, p. 25). In other words, a
phenomenological study permits researchers to understand how a group such as the
Chilean military thinks of itself (Willis, 2007, p. 53). Hearing the perspectives of Chilean
military officers – a phenomenological analysis of their “lived experiences” – provides
important insights into how the Chilean military perceived of their role in Chilean society
and the relations they had with elected civilian officials during the transition to
democracy that occurred from 1990-2010.
From a methodological perspective, it is important to delve deep into the
individual’s experiences. To ensure that the person’s complete account is heard,
researchers should give each person the right to fully share his or her experiences
(Hermans, 2002, p. 13). Participants will often reflect more deeply on the experience if
given ample time. Permit the person reciting their account to guide the discussion rather
than to be led by the researcher. As Moustakas describes it, “it is important for the
researcher to remain with a question until it is answered fully” (1994, p. 18).
Negotiation Theory
The third theory in this research project is negotiation theory. Much can be drawn
from the Chilean experience to determine which negotiation techniques worked best to
wrest control from the Chilean armed forces. Following the 17-year military government
in the country, there were profound differences between the Chilean military and civilian
government officials that presented serious obstacles to developing a dialogue. Lewicki et
al. identify a number of these; lack of trust, perceptions of dishonesty, misperception or
bias, emotionality, and rigid commitments (2011, p. 17 & 19). The lived experiences of
the Chilean military officers coupled with the requirements of civilian control over the
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armed forces offer valuable insights into what negotiation techniques were most
constructive. In Chile, this was by no means a simple task. It took twenty years of
protracted negotiations but eventually the Chilean military acquiesced to civilian
authorities. The lessons of that process are at the center of this research project and
valuable for conflict resolution specialists.
Lewicki et al. defines negotiation as “a form of decision making in which two or
more parties talk with one another in an effort to resolve their opposing interests” (2011,
p. 3). This normally happens when two parties have failed to reach agreement on a matter
and establish a dialogue in order to resolve the issue. They may have few options at this
point other than to negotiate; continuing to fight or surrendering to the other group are
not acceptable so they try to reach an agreement over the dispute.
In sum, the three theories central to this research project – civil-military relations,
phenomenology, and negotiations – permit complementary philosophical analysis of the
Chilean transition to democracy from 1990-2010. Much has been written about the risks
associated with too much institutional autonomy (Huntington 1991; Feaver 2003, Fitch,
1986; O’Donnell and Schmitter, 1986; Mendez, 1997; Loveman, 2001; Hayner, 1994;
Kritz, 1995; Salmon, 2006) and about the transition to democracy that began in Chile in
1990 (Fitch, 1986; Hunter, 1998; Loveman, 1991; Salmon, 2006; Weeks, 2000;
Zalaquett, 1999) but relatively analysis has been devoted to the perspectives and
experiences of the Chilean military during the transition to democracy and what made the
Chilean military so resistant to reforms. Likewise, little analysis on effective negotiation
techniques have been drawn directly from the experience of Chilean military and civilian
officials during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010.
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Table 1
Summary of Theory, Methodology, Data Collection, and Data Analysis
Table 1. Summary of Theory, Methodology, Data Collection, and Data Analysis
Theories
Civil-military relations, References: Huntington, 1957;
involved
phenomenology,
Huntington, 1991; Pion-Berlin, 2001a;
negotiation
Hayner, 1994; Kritz, 1995; Mendez,
1997, 2001; Arnson, 1999; Moustakas,
1994; Sokolowski, 2000; Lewicki et al.,
2011.
Methodology

Case Study

Case Study

Chile

Data collection

Interviews and content
analysis
Phenomenological
analysis for interviews;
coding for content
analysis

Data Analysis

References: Yin, 2014; Tellis 1997;
Meyer 2001; Brinkman & Kvale, 2015;
Kvale, 1996; Smith, Flowers, & Larkin,
2009; Sokolowski, 2000.
References: Fitch, 1986; Hunter, 1998;
Loveman, 1991; Salmon, 2006; Weeks,
2000; Zalaquett, 1999.
References: Brinkman and Kvale, 2015;
Krippendorff, 2012.
References: Brinkman & Kvale, 2015;
Kvale, 1996; Moustakas, 1994; Glaser
and Strauss, 2010; Wilkie, 2018;
Charmaz and Belgrave, 2012; Saldaña,
2013.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This section examines the existing literature of the theories of civil-military
relations, phenomenology, and negotiation efforts in Chile. It also provides an important
context for the analysis conducted in the subsequent portions of the dissertation, namely
the Chile case study, the interviews with Chilean military officers, and content analysis of
the written reports of Chilean military representatives.
The literature review is focused on three unique research questions:
RQ1: From a phenomenological perspective, what are the lived experiences of Chilean
military personnel who were involved with the political crisis in Chile and the transition
to civilian democratic rule in Chile from 1990-2010?
RQ2: From qualitative content analysis, what can be learned from how the institutional
autonomy of the Chilean military related to the attempts to establish civilian control over
the armed forces from 1990-2010?
RQ3: Based on the data collected from interviews and content analysis, what techniques
were most constructive when negotiating with Chilean military officials?
RQ1: Phenomenological perspective of Chilean military officers
The first research question of this dissertation regards the perspective and
experiences of Chilean military officers during the transition to democracy in the country
from 1990 to 2010. In that the military is a very hierarchical organization with strict
protocols and regulations, it is often difficult to hear individual opinions of members of
the armed forces. More often, a spokesperson for the Chilean military will release an
official statement about an incident or issue to the public. Individual officers are
prohibited from speaking to the press or public without explicit authorization from senior
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military officials. In contrast, Chilean civilians make their perspective known to the
public through interviews with the press, through speeches, or through written reports.
For those reasons, much about the transition to democracy has been written by Chilean
civilians but very little is known about the military’s perspective outside of official press
releases or speeches by senior officers.
With that background, the first research question examines what has been written
by scholars regarding the Chilean military, its culture, its political philosophy, and its
system of norms and values. Specifically, the question at hand is, “RQ1: From a
phenomenological perspective, what are the lived experiences of Chilean military
personnel who were involved with the political crisis in Chile and the transition to
civilian democratic rule in Chile from 1990-2010?” The contents of the literature review
can be combined with other elements of the dissertation – namely, the interviews and
written reports by military officers – to provide an extensive description of Chilean
military culture and philosophy.
Military doctrine is philosophically opposite of the standards of representative
democracy. Democracy is based on the popular participatory will of the citizens and the
norms and values of society. Individual rights – civil, political, economic, and social – are
the central focus of democratic policies and practices. Military doctrine, on the other
hand, is decidedly undemocratic. Military officers are afforded unilateral decisions based
on their rank and seniority. The hierarchy of military authority is steeply vertical with
each leader in the sequence afforded the ability to approve or deny the recommendations
of subordinates as issues are elevated in the pyramid of authority. Respect for authority is
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obediently followed and dissent is hardly ever tolerated or permitted (Solar, Urbina, &
Crowther, 2020, p. 27 & 33).
Additionally, most scholars of civil-military relations recognized a profound
military contempt for civilian politicians. According to scholar Brian Loveman, most
Latin American professional military officers detest politics. The often-unseemly
characteristics of politics – corruption, dishonesty, incompetence, political gridlock,
disorder, inefficiency, and frequent socioeconomic breakdown – are anathemas to
military officers who value conformity and order (2001, p. 15). In the words of another
U.S. scholar, military culture is a “hyper conservative, illiberal, decidedly un-American
ideology” (Rivas-Pardo, 2014, p. 130; Driver, 2009, p. 172). According to Richard Kohn,
“the military is among the least democratic institutions in human experience” (1997, p.
141).
David Pion-Berlin summarized how military officials perceive democratic
regimes and its problems:
Democracies are, by nature, politically porous. They are easily penetrated by the
“invading microbes” of undesirable movements and ideologies. Their adherence
to standards of free expression, justice, and fairness – while otherwise laudable –
make it difficult to defend against an unscrupulous foe that would exploit such a
libertarian environment. The nation, it is believed, would do better to place strict
limits on individual and group freedoms so that the state may combat its
adversaries with unmitigated vigor. (1989, p. 414)
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Conditions in Chile
These conditions were present in Chile in the early 1970s. Many Chilean military
officers viewed the political system with contempt. Government corruption, civilian
incompetence, political tolerance of subversion, disdain for Socialists, civilian inability to
maintain order or security, and the socioeconomic breakdown were contributing factors
in the Chilean military’s decision to intervene (Gustafson and Andrew, 2018, p. 411).
The country was “one step away from being a copy of Cuba,” said one Chilean military
officer (Weeks, 2003, p. 70). Despite questions on whether the Chilean military was
equipped to manage the huge political and economic requirements of running the
government, the Chilean military felt compelled to intervene “to protect and defend the
fatherland’s permanent national interests against internal subversion and decay, disorder,
economic collapse, and foreign intrigues” (Loveman, 1998, p. 122).
Once in power, the culture within the Chilean military proved to be an
impediment to negotiation with civilian politicians who sought to restore democracy to
the country. The armed forces, with its entrenched traditions and customs, are institutions
of individuals that are intensely loyal to others within the armed services. According to
military personnel surveys in the United States, for example, loyalty to one’s peers in a
military unit is perceived as the highest priority for fellow service members, more so than
motivations derived from ideals like patriotism or the necessity of fighting the enemy
(Wong and Gerras, 2015, p. 492; Nielsen and Snyder, 2009, p. 87). General Stanley
McChrystal, a retired four-star U.S. Army general, once described loyalty to fellow
soldiers as stronger than marriage vows between two spouses (McChrystal, 2011). The
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emphasis on personal loyalty generates deep cohesion and insularity within the unit, an
immensely important feature during combat.
How Excessive Loyalty can be Bad
Loyalty to one’s military colleagues can be excessive to the point that it is
detrimental to good order and discipline. In the United States, for example, this distorted
view of loyalty was observed during the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. According to
the 2008 Mental Health Assessment Team (MHAT) Soldier Well-Being Survey of
deployed U.S. soldiers in Iraq, unit loyalty often overrides the urgency of reporting
ethical violations. The survey findings revealed alarming tendencies among U.S. Army
soldiers: only 41 percent of U.S. soldiers said they were willing to turn in a fellow soldier
for killing a civilian in Iraq and only 35 percent said they would report another soldier for
stealing from a civilian. This was in spite of the fact that 80 percent of the soldiers
reported that they received adequate training on the proper ethical treatment of noncombatants (MHAT V, 2008, p. 57).
Another example demonstrates how military loyalty can be carried to dangerous
extremes. During the 1991 Tailhook Convention, U.S. Navy junior officers were accused
of sexually assaulting 83 women in the hallways of the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel. During
the subsequent investigation, many officers refused to cooperate with investigating
officials, effectively hindering the efforts to expose the misconduct of themselves or their
colleagues. This occurred despite the fact that many of the women assaulted in the hotel
corridors were also Navy officers, members of service’s own elite aviators. The official
report into the Tailhook debacle exposed an organized effort to close ranks and stonewall
investigators (Office of the Inspector General, 1993; Ogden, 1995).
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Military Loyalty in Chile
The Chilean military valued loyalty as an important characteristic of its institution
following the September 1973 coup. The Chilean military even carried out a purge of its
own officials that were expressed doubt or resistance to the coup. Scores of officers were
killed, imprisoned, or forced to retire. Enlisted personnel who refused to participate in the
coup also were executed, incarcerated, or punished (Rivas-Pardo, 2014, p. 129; Angell,
1979, p. 58; Loveman, 1997, p. 292; Robledo, 2013, p. 152).
Military loyalty was also reinforced by lucrative payoffs that induced military
officers to join the coup or at least not speak against it, even if they harbored personal or
professional doubts about the military’s political role. In other words, the Chilean
military leadership offered incentives to entice skeptics within its ranks to remain loyal
and avoid criticizing the military regime. Government service provided military men with
responsibility and status they had rarely enjoyed. In addition to increases in pay and
fringe benefits, officers could look forward to attractive rewards such as ambassadorships
and memberships on boards of corporations. High-ranking officers were assigned
governmental positions that ranged from cabinet posts, heads of state agencies, to
university presidencies and local governorships (Solar, Urbina, & Crowther, 2020, p. 8;
Valenzuela and Dammert, 2006, p. 81).
As a result of the sanctions and incentives, the military members who remained
were, by a process of elimination, the most dedicated and unquestioning of the Chilean
military institution. Under these institutional conditions, military members also had
incentives to maintain control over their military unit, making them intolerant of internal
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dissidents. This induced compliance served the institute well by establishing a collective
defiance of any outside inquiries or oversight by Chilean civilian leaders.
RQ2: Institutional Autonomy of the Chilean Military
Military institutions exist in nearly every country in the world. With its monopoly
on the use of force and its extensive set of arms and equipment, the military can be a
formidable organization. This is particularly true if the military in a country is not a
professional force that adheres to democratic standards and subordination to elected
civilian officials (Paterson, 2019, p. 147). Militaries are expected to remain apolitical so
that their political interests do not clash with that of elected civilian officials. In other
words, too much institutional autonomy for the armed forces can be detrimental to the
quality of democracy in a country.
The second research question of the dissertation addresses the potential tensions
that exist between the military and civilians in a country, particularly if the military has
an active political role or a history of refusing to follow direction from elected civilian
officials. These are conditions that scholars refer to as the “autonomy of the military
institution” (Huntington 1991; Feaver 2003; Fitch, 1986; Mendez, O’Donnell, and
Pinheiro, 1999; O’Donnell and Schmitter, 1986; Paterson, 2019, p. 150). Specifically, the
question examines the following: “RQ2: From a qualitative content analysis, what can be
learned from how the institutional autonomy of the Chilean military related to the
attempts to establish civilian control over the armed forces from 1990-2010?”
Civilian control over the military represents the ability of the duly constituted
authorities (executive, legislative, and judiciary) to oversee the armed forces’ behavior.
This means democratically elected or appointed authorities should have the capability to
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impose upon the armed forces their political will, consequently curbing autonomous
military power (Zaverucha, 1993, p. 283). Under ideal conditions, there should be a
distribution of power that permits the constitutionally elected government authorities to
make policy with the expectation that the military will carry it out (Pérez-Liñán &
Mainwaring, 2014, p. 142; Oelsner, 2016, p. 177).
The power and privileges of the military – an authoritative and influential political
organization – should be reduced to a degree that is does not impede the functioning of a
constitutional democracy (Huntington, 1991, p. 238). According to Pion-Berlin, there
should also be a functional division of labor: civilians set the general guidelines and
requirements for military and security objectives and the military fills in the technical
details. For this process to work, military members must accept the right and authority of
the civilian political leadership to rule over the armed forces (2001b, p. 33). From a
reductionist viewpoint, one could consider civil-military relations to be an absence of
military involvement in politics.
Defining military institutional autonomy
What is military institutional autonomy? Alfred Stepan, in his classic study of
civil-military relations in Brazil, writes that military autonomy is when the armed forces
of a country have “acquired rights or privileges, formal or informal, to exercise effective
control over its internal governance, to play a role within non-military areas within the
state apparatus, or even to structure relations between the state and political or civil
society” (1988, p. 93).
In contrast to military autonomy, Felipe Aguero defines civilian supremacy as
“the ability of a civilian democratically elected government to conduct general policy
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without interference from the military, to define the goals and general organizations of
national defense, to formulate and conduct defense policy, and to monitor the
implementation of military policy” (Aguero, 1995, p. 19; Weeks, 2003, p. 3).
Civil-military relations in most countries – including Chile – is a not a black-andwhite issue. Certain authorities rest nearly exclusively with civilian authorities
(declarations of war or the authority to deploy military forces, for example). Other
authorities such as the development of tactics and military operations should remain
within the authorities of the military officials. However, in many other areas, the lines of
authority are not clearly established and these disputed spheres of influence are where
tensions can rise between elected officials and military officers.
The military’s responsibility is centered on the technical expertise and operational
requirements related to the application of military force during times of conflict. The
military should serve as a government organization that designs and executes military
operations, not determine their necessity (Bland, 1999; Feaver, 2003). J. Samuel Fitch
writes that such a Ministry of Defense would be as “illogical as an autonomous selfgoverning Ministry of Foreign Relations that can craft foreign policy and alliances
without executive or legislative approval” (2001, p. 62).
A critical assumption of civil-military relations is that military involvement in
politics is bad for democracy. Samuel Huntington, in his 1957 work, The Soldier and the
State, perhaps the first significant scholarly assessment on the subject, considered an
undisciplined military harmful to democracy. Poorly trained or undisciplined militaries
often see a political opportunism that results from their institutional power. In these
cases, according to Huntington, military officers frequently intervened in domestic
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politics either for personal gain or to acquire institutional prerogatives. In contrast, a
professional military willingly accepts its subordination to democratically elected leaders.
According to Huntington, a highly professional officer corps stands ready to carry out the
wishes of any civilian group which secures legitimate authority within the state. A
professional military obeys civilian authority and a military that did not obey was not
professional (1957, p. 36; Feaver, 2003, p. 18).
Huntington argued for “objective civilian control” in which the military was
granted a degree of autonomy within institutional boundaries so that civilians with
personal political agendas could not co-opt the military for their own benefit. Civilian
interference in internal military matters could politicize the military and reduce its
effectiveness. In contrast, an officer corps with some independence would focus on its
own professionalism, remain politically neutral, and therefore be less likely to intervene
in politics. Hence, the paradox of Huntington’s theories on civil-military relations is that
objective civilian control might minimize military involvement in politics but would, at
the same time, reduce civilian control of the military.
The dangers of too much military institutional autonomy
Why was a Chilean military with too much institutional autonomy considered
dangerous for democracy? According to democracy scholars, militaries that have too
much institutional autonomy or are able to dodge accountability for criminal acts are
contrary to democratic processes (Huntington 1991; Feaver 2003, Finer 1962; Fitch,
1986; Mendez, O’Donnell, and Pinheiro, 1999; O’Donnell and Schmitter, 1986; Paterson,
2019, p. 150; Diamond, Fukuyama, Horowitz, & Plattner, 2014, p. 99). Militaries that
have too much independence or political influence are an anathema to democratic states
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that are striving for rule of law and legal equality. In addition, with its control of arms
and equipment, the armed forces of a government are able to physically resist reform
efforts. According to Deborah Norden, in a consolidated democracy in which decisionmaking authority rests with civilian officials, “the armed forces should not threaten,
interfere with, or inordinately influence policy decisions of the elected government. The
military responds to the directions of the government rather than forcing the government
to respond to its demands” (1996, p. 428). Soldiers that can coerce civilian officials into
making decisions that are against their will are corrosive to the quality of democracy
(Armony and Schamis, 2005, p. 113). In 2002, Michael McFaul wrote, uncooperative
militaries can result in “protracted confrontation, yielding unconsolidated, unstable
partial democracies and autocracies” (p. 214).
Military rebellions have been the cause of Latin American governmental collapse
more than nearly all other factors combined (Dix, 1994). From 1900 to 1999, militaries in
South American nations had control of their governments for an average of 21 years. In
Central America, it was even longer: 23 years. Some countries like Brazil, Argentina, and
Paraguay had military rule for over a third of the century. In addition, during many of the
internal conflicts in the region, the armed forces were responsible for a significant
percentage of the atrocities perpetrated during the fighting, at times even more so than the
rebels or insurgents they were fighting against (Pérez-Liñán & Mainwaring, 2014, p. 155;
Rettig Commission, 1991).
Latin American militaries have long been involved in politics in their countries
and frequently at the cost of democracy. According to democracy scholars, military
authorities and prerogatives have permitted the military to frequently operate above the
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law, unaccountable by civilian legal standards, able to justify their actions as for the
“greater good of the country,” and often protecting their own interests and personnel
(Magalhaes, 2014, p. 81; Fitch, 1986; Huntington, 1957; Loveman, 1991; Pion-Berlin,
2001a; Stepan, 1988). Such institutional autonomy is not compatible with democracy. For
example, political scientist Adam Przeworski considers that civil-military relations in a
country to be a crucial indicator of the democracy’s health, saying, “the institutional
framework in which civilian control is exercised over the armed forces [represents] the
focal point for democratic consolidation” (1991, p. 59).
In fact, at one time military involvement in politics was so commonplace in Latin
America that some consider it a feature of regional politics. Some scholars even consider
the military because of its political power to be a fourth branch of government (Wiarda
and Collins, 2011; Loveman, 1991, p. 33). One scholar describes military coups as
“something of the functional equivalent of elections in North America. Leaders are
recruited and selected, alternative programs weighted, coalitions built, public opinion
consulted, new governments formed, etc. Both electoral and non-electoral routes to
power carry some (but not total legitimacy” (Wiarda, 1979, p. 39). Another democracy
scholar echoes similar sentiments when he describes military intervention in Latin
America as “an integral part of the political system, rather than an aberrant event” (Fitch,
1986, p. 151).
Military Governments
There is little debate that military intervention in the domestic politics of a nation
is disruptive to the quality of democracy in that country. The military coup, an all-to
frequent occurrence in Latin American history, usually results in a reversal of democratic
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fortunes for most constituents. States of exception are declared, political rights are
suspended, civil liberties are suspended, elections are cancelled, and political institutions
are marginalized. Whether the event is relatively benign – a temporary suspension of
democracy until new elections can be held – or incredibly malevolent - murder, torture,
kidnapping of political opponents - there is little doubt that military takeovers were a
common feature on the landscape of Latin American politics (Diamond, Fukuyama,
Horowitz, & Plattner, 2014, p. 100; Pérez-Liñán & Mainwaring, 2014, p. 142).
When a military takes over governance of a nation, damage to democratic
processes occurs for a number of reasons. First, the militaries are poorly equipped to
handle the diverse requirements that come with governance of an entire nation. The
economic, social, educational, industrial, and political demands required to govern an
entire nation, rather than just the military apparatus they have been trained and
accustomed to dealing with, often overwhelm the new stewards and result in loss of
credibility and public support (Paterson, 2019, p. 153; Dreisbach, 2015, p. 2; Valenzuela
and Dammert, 2006, pp. 65-79). In 2001, in his analysis of Latin American military
institutions, Pion-Berlin wrote, “military governance is a contradiction in terms” (2001a,
p. 8).
During the 20th century, the Latin American militaries believed they had a
political role to play on behalf of their governments. Rather than focusing on only
security and defense issues, the military extended their responsibilities under a national
security strategy to include larger strategic and diplomatic matters of state, matters that
should be within the purview of civilian politicians to oversee. J. Samuel Fitch wrote,
“According to the national security thesis, the military has a professional responsibility
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for all issues which affect national security – the economy . . . foreign relations, political
leadership – instead of purely external defense” (1986, p. 19; Norden, 1996, pp. 433434).
Chile was no different from other Latin American countries. The Chilean military
– in particular the Army – believed it had a duty to protect the country from subversive
elements and viewed President Allende’s “Road to Socialism” program with deep
suspicion. Government corruption, civilian incompetence, political tolerance of
subversion, disdain for Socialists, civilian inability to maintain order or security, and the
socioeconomic breakdown were contributing factors in the Chilean military’s decision to
intervene. From their perspective, military action was necessary to avoid national
disintegration and Soviet domination (Gustafson and Andrew, 2018, p. 409; Weeks 2000,
p. 727). The Chilean military felt compelled to intervene “to protect and defend the
fatherland’s permanent national interests against internal subversion and decay, disorder,
economic collapse, and foreign intrigues” (Toledo-Parada, 2017, p. 23; Loveman, 2001,
p. 122).
As a result, soon after the September 11, 1973 coup, political opposition groups
were outlawed and civil liberties greatly restricted. Nearly 30,000 political opponents
were arrested and thrown into prison. Many of them were tortured. More than 3,000 died
or “disappeared” (Rettig Commission, 1991). A country that had one of the longest
democratic traditions in Latin America was transformed into an authoritarian regime that
oppressed the basic principles of liberal democracy including values of individual
freedom, social and economic equality, and free elections. The Chilean dictatorship lasted
for nearly 17 years (Solar, Urbina, & Crowther, 2020, p. 22).
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Democracy returns to Latin America
The wave of democracy that swept through Latin America at the end of the
century marked a sea change among the nations of the region. In the 1980s, over 75
percent of the countries were ruled by right-wing autocrats or military juntas. Only
Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela avoided military rule during that period. In the
1980s, major political changes occurred in Latin America. The rapid expansion of
democracy was extraordinary in light of long history of authoritarian rule in the region. In
a little over a decade from 1979-1991, fourteen Latin American countries replaced
military dictatorships or military-dominated regimes with elected governments. Direct
military involvement in politics, at least to the degree that the region had experienced
previously, is mostly an artifact of the past. Five military coups have occurred since
1991, but none have resulted in a military government for any significant length (Matei,
2013, p. 30; Rivas Pardo, 2014, p. 124).
In 1991, Samuel Huntington termed this expanse of democratic nations, “the third
wave of democratization.” He attributed it to three main factors: (1) the loss of legitimacy
of authoritarian regimes due to poor economic performance and increased expectations of
democratic efforts, specifically elections; (2) economic growth which helped modernize
many countries and led to increased rates of education and a rising middle class; and (3) a
snowball effect or demonstration effect which spread democracy like a contagion among
regional neighbors (1991, p. 22).
Since the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s, many Latin American militaries
may have surrendered their prerogatives but the armed forces in many countries remain a
powerful political organization. This is especially true in Chile, where there was an
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absence of civilian experts in security and defense matters and a tradition of a politically
active army (Dreisbach, 2015, p. 6). Even though the long reign of military dictatorships
has passed, a number of countries are still trying to implement civil-military reforms. As
Pion-Berlin describes it, “in a region historically plagued by politically ambitious
militaries that have frequently usurped power, governments need institutional
arrangements that establish their authority over the armed forces” (2009, p. 566)
How and why did the authoritarian dictators, who had ruled with such frequent
disregard for civil liberties, cede power in this democratic transition process? In many
cases, the answer is they didn’t. Military regimes rarely surrendered all their rights during
the turnover of power. Powerful and influential military officials, who cultivated power
over the course of years or even decades, dictated terms for the transfer of power.
Situations in which the military can strongly influence policy decisions and in which they
retain a high level of prerogatives generates instability and creates a fragile political
system (Pérez-Liñán & Mainwaring, 2014, p. 143; Mainwaring, Brinks, and Pérez-Liñán,
2001, p. 44; Stepan, 1998; Norden, 1996). In Guatemala, for example, the military played
an active if indirect role in politics. Two years after winning the 1985 presidential
election, President Vinicio Cerezo admitted that he was nearly constantly in a “test of
wills” with the Army and that the Guatemalan military only permitted him to use an
estimated 30 percent of his constitutional powers (San Jose Mercury News, 1986). As a
result, the quality of democracy in Latin America leaves much to be desired and, in many
countries, the democratic institutions and processes still must be consolidated.
The military coup is now widely condemned internationally. A sea change has
occurred: the introduction of democracy and human rights as sacrosanct international
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norms. Most militaries know that these lines cannot be crossed. As a result, the
professional and political repercussions of military intervention are costlier than in the
past in that such action is likely to provoke widespread condemnation from the
international community. Some militaries have gotten the signal. During the 2001
economic crisis in Argentina that resulted in the collapse of the government, many
wondered if the Argentine military would intervene in order to restore control and
establish austerity measures. However, the acting head of the military confided to a U.S.
Embassy representative that, “it was their (the politicians’) mess, let them clean it up”
(Borders, 2012). Likewise, when the Ecuadorian military declared that they would join a
ruling junta following the ouster of President Gutierrez, in 2000, they quickly bowed to
international pressure and offered to support Vice President Noboa, the constitutionally
mandated rightful successor.
Contemporary civil-military relations in Latin America
As a result, civil-military relations in Chile and other Latin America nations
remain muddled. Some indications are very positive. Military prerogatives have been
reduced or eliminated. The quality of liberal, representative democracy has reached
heights never before seen in Latin America. For the most part, the militaries remain out
of direct politics. David Pion-Berlin summarizes the situation as, “The militaries have
accepted ‘major reductions in their budgets and structures’; lost control of police forces;
watched as their courts have lost jurisdiction over human rights cases; accepted, despite
their displeasure, abrupt and sweeping personnel changes; and, in general, been obedient
to executive orders and thus refrained from interference in governmental policymaking”
(2005, p. 27).
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However, this is not to say that the militaries of Latin America are compliant or
apolitical. In most cases, the armed forces and civilians have settled into an uneasy status
quo. The civilians accept that the military has authorities in which the civilians will not
meddle. At the same time, military leaders offer reluctant subordination to the
democratically elected civilian leaders. The military has offered its allegiance to civilian
leaders as long as the military sphere of influence is not challenged. Military leaders still
remain contemptuous of politicians, government policy, and civilian ineptitude but they
do so within closed circles, not publicly. When boundaries between civilians and military
are crossed, the military can voice its disagreement. When there is outright intrusion into
military prerogatives, such as significant cuts to the military budget, promotions, or
punishment of military personnel outside of military courts, the military may openly
threaten rebellion, a reminder of their monopoly of military power and force (Diamond,
Fukuyama, Horowitz, & Plattner, 2014, p. 101; Zaverucha, 1993).
The result of these uneasy conditions is what Pion-Berlin calls “a complex array
of military behaviors and civil-military interactions.” It is the complexity of such a
system that requires, in his opinion, a more systemic and methodological rigor to
understand the exact level of civilian control and military compliance in Latin America
(Pion-Berlin, 2001b, p. 1). Ideally, military leaders will recognize and voluntarily accept
the reasons for civilian supremacy rather than having it forced upon them by elected
officials. Pion-Berlin summarizes this willing subordination as follows:
Governments must be able to make decisions that are unpopular with the military,
yet retain the military’s compliance. It is not enough that civilian government
managers gain the military’s cooperation by proving their own defense
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credentials. Rather they must gain compliance by reminding the military the
civilian and their administration is the one that makes policy and that it is their
constitutional obligation to fulfill policy in a subordinate manner. (2005, p. 28)
In almost all cases in Latin America, there is room for improvement in civilmilitary relations. The democratic advances made since the 1980s does not mean that the
military is completely subordinate to civilian leadership. Indeed, civil-military relations
are not dichotomous. Instead, the military retains many benefits that are counter to
democratic standards. In other words, while they have “returned to the barracks” and in
most cases no longer pose a direct threat to democracy, they retain authorities and rights
that are contrary to democratic practices. Hence, there remain degrees of military
obedience to elected officials. Only in a few cases is there absolute subservience
(Dreisbach, 2015, p. 3; Fitch, 2001, p. 62).
RQ3: Negotiation techniques with the Chilean Military
The third and final research question addresses the main objective of this
dissertation: the negotiating techniques that can be used by civilian officials to sway an
obstinate military force which may retain a preponderance of authorities. As I will make
clear in the case study portion of this dissertation, senior Chilean military officers took a
very combative position against President Aylwin and other elected officials when the
country transitioned away from the military government and back to a representative
democracy in March 1990. In many ways, the first two research questions on
phenomenology and civil-military relations provide an important segue to the third
research question: “RQ3: Based on the data collected from interviews and content
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analysis, what techniques were most constructive when negotiating with Chilean military
officials?”
Nearly every Latin American country had an internal conflict during the Cold
War (Loveman, 1991; Fitch, 1986; Mendez, 1997; Wiarda and Collins, 2011). Many
leftist guerrilla groups, supported by the Soviet Union or Cuba, launched campaigns to
unseat the central government and install communist or socialist regimes. During the
ensuing conflict, horrific violations of human rights were committed by both the leftist
forces and government security forces. The types of violations range from torture, forced
disappearances, murder of civilians, and rape, all of which constitute war crimes or
crimes against humanity (Norden, 2014, p. 25; Pérez-Liñán & Mainwaring, 2014, p. 145;
Burt, 2009; Collins, 2010; Correa, 1992; Dinges, 2004; Mendez, 1997; Pion-Berlin,
1995).
Peaceful resolution of Latin America conflicts were particularly difficult. Factions
that have been fighting against each other had to find a way to live together peacefully.
Desires for revenge were difficult to ignore. Animosities persist and the ceasefire may not
be possible in areas where the central government only had minimal presence.
Unresolved grievances generated anger that lingered among survivors. Reconciliation
represented an important but often elusive chance to resolve the conflict (Robledo, 2013,
p. 152; Mendez, 2001; Salmon, 2006; Hayner, 1994; Paterson, 2016, p. 12).
Military Interests in Chile
The return to representative democracy in Chile that began in 1990 involved
lengthy negotiations with the military to convince them to surrender the authorities they
acquired during 17 years of military rule. In Chile, civilian government officials who
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came to power under the Aylwin Administration in March 1990 had to contend with
obstinate Chilean armed forces. During the military regime, the armed forces controlled
nearly all parts of Chilean society and the 1980 Constitution had formally codified an
active political role for the military. In addition, General Pinochet had vowed that none of
his people would be held accountable for the crimes they committed during the previous
17 years (Solar, Urbina, & Crowther, 2020, p. 24). As a result, President Aylwin, his
Cabinet members, and other officials in his administration had to figure out how to
negotiate a restoration of civilian authority and wrest prerogatives away from the
powerful military. The ensuing negotiations were a veritable minefield of hazards. If
Aylwin overreached, the military could seize power again. If he and his staff didn’t
demand enough changes, Chilean democracy may never be fully restored and victims of
military abuses would feel cheated from the justice they deserved (Oelsner, 2016, p. 179;
Diamond, Fukuyama, Horowitz, & Plattner, 2014, p. 102).
To understand how to negotiate with military leaders, it is important to understand
the unique characteristics of the armed forces. What is it that motivates the armed forces
to seize power in a country that they often are constitutionally sworn to protect?
According to democracy scholars, they are compelled to do so for two reasons. First, the
armed forces are sworn to protect what they value most dearly: la patria (the homeland,
or literally, the fatherland). The military assumes it has a duty to “police” the politicians
that govern the state. According to Loveman, one of the most common and important
missions of the military officers in Latin America is to protect the country against “civic
betrayal and bungling” (2001, p. 85). In this capacity, military officers perceive
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themselves as guardians of the nation’s interests and, as a result of this self-designated
stewardship, as surrogates for popular sovereignty.
Protecting military prerogatives
The second reason for military intervention is to protect the privileges and
prerogatives that the armed forces have accumulated. This is much more self-serving
justification for intervention than protecting the country from politicians who they
perceive are threatening the country’s interests. Under military rule, officers normally
enjoy lucrative privileges. In addition to increases in pay and fringe benefits, officers may
be assigned to attractive positions such as ambassadorships or membership on boards of
public and semipublic corporations (Valenzuela and Dammert, 2006, p. 75).
Stepan called such incentives “military prerogatives” and defined them as “a
prior, exclusive, or peculiar right or privilege, which is specifically and advantageously
distinguished above others” (1988, p. 11). Prerogatives also refer to authorities the
military retains after it surrenders power, something it negotiated as part of its agreement
to transition from power. This could include the right to retain its political influence
through military participation on the Presidential cabinet, political appointments to senior
government positions, unilateral authority to coordinate defense sector issues, or military
participation in the legislature. Such prerogatives, according to Stepan, permit the
military to “to exercise effective control over its internal governance and to play a role
with extra-military areas with the state apparatus” (1988, p. 92). Moreover, according to
Stepan, the quality of governance in a post-authoritarian democracy is a direct reflection
of the number of prerogatives retained by the armed forces and the degree to which
civilian policy decisions generate contestation from the armed forces (1988, p. 94). As a
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result, the democratic institutions and processes in many countries remain
unconsolidated.
This institutional-interest hypothesis is considered by some civil-military relations
scholars as the “most comprehensive explanatory thesis” of military intervention and
institutional autonomy. For example, Ross K. Baker noted that, “the desire for selfpreservation, service integrity, autonomy, and corporate privilege was of critical
importance in precipitating military action” (1967, p. 77). Samuel E. Finer in his analysis
of nearly one hundred military coups concluded that military coups occurred in most
cases because of “the corporate self-interest of the military [including] pride, ambition,
and self-interest” (1962, p. 49).
Negotiating with the military
This brings us to an important question: how and why do military officials, who
often rule with disregard for political and civil liberties, cede power to democratically
elected civilian officials? Or, if not in power, why do the armed forces agree to surrender
their privileges to civilian officials? In many cases, the answer is they don’t. So Samuel
Huntington’s assertion in Political Order in Changing Societies that, "negotiation and
compromise among political elites were at the heart of the democratization processes,"
was only half true. Negotiation and compromise were indeed part of the process, but
frequently on the terms and timeline as negotiated by the military leaders. As a result, one
legacy of authoritarian rule has been the persistence of "reserved domains" of military
power over which elected governments have little or no authority (Huntington, 1968, p.
23).
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Residual enclaves of authoritarianism can hinder the consolidation of democracy
in a country like Chile (Magalhaes, 2014, p. 82; Garreton, 1989). According to Mendez,
O’Donnell and Pinheiro, flaws in the rule of law are part of root causes of illiberal
democracy in Latin America (1999). As the United Nations put it, these weaknesses can
have a cascading and debilitating effect on the ability of a state to govern:
For societies emerging from conflict, weak justice and security institutions
struggle to manage the wider socio-economic and political challenges inherent in
recovery processes. Institutional actors may prove to be incapable or unwilling to
pursue accountability for serious crimes of the past. Civic trust is at a nadir,
undermining collective efforts to meet rule of law challenges. The risk of relapse
into violent conflict only increases with time. (United Nations, 2011, p. 4)
Transition to Democracy in Chile
Transitions from military rule to democratic systems may occur under a number
of circumstances: (1) a distribution of power that favors the armed forces, (2) a
stalemated balance of power, or (3) a defeat or loss of legitimacy of the military
(Diamond, Fukuyama, Horowitz, & Plattner, 2014, p. 100). Under the first and second
circumstances, the military may retain many of its prerogatives. A weakened or underdeveloped democratic system, one that tolerates military autonomy, may result. Samuel
Huntington wrote that when non-democratically chosen groups like the armed forces can
exert political influence, then that system is not democratic (1991, p. 10). In the second
case in which the balance of power is equally divided, the pacted transition may lead to
partial, unstable democracy (Diamond, Fukuyama, Horowitz, & Plattner, 2014, p. 102;
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McFaul, 2002, p. 223). Only when the armed forces have been defeated or unseated are
fully developed democracies able to be established.
Democratic governments like that in Chile are particularly vulnerable when
transitioning out of a period of conflict. Governments institutions emerging from a
national crisis must cope with daunting economic and social challenges, and need
improved state capacity, accountability, and representativeness in order to provide
adequate governance (Robledo, 2013, p. 170; Valenzuela 1995). Institutions may have
been damaged, the rule of law may have been suspended, and government branches like
the judiciary may have been co-opted. Scholars point out that establishing democracy is
one thing, while consolidating it is something else entirely. As Kapstein and Converse
write, democracies need time to become “habituated” (2008, p. 57). The democratic
institutions, once formed or re-formed, need time to get organized, establish operating
procedures and by-laws, train workers, educate their experts, and refine their policies and
procedures. In these instances, basic elements of democracy may exist (elections and the
right to vote, for example) but the depth and quality of the democratic institutions may be
wanting. Governments may have to undergo a process of democratic liberalization for its
institutions to be considered effective. The amount of time a democracy has existed is
positively related to its chances for survival (Rueschmeyer, 2004; Magalhaes, 2014, p.
82; Nielsen & Snider, 2009, p. 22). Immature, young democracies may be the most
vulnerable to challenges to the rule of law and accountability practices.
In Chile in October 1988, buoyed by strong economic conditions, a confident
Pinochet permitted a “yes-no” vote via plebiscite that would allow him to remain in
office for an additional eight years. Shockingly, when the government lost the plebiscite,
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presidential elections were scheduled for the following year and Pinochet subsequently
relinquished control to President-elect Patricio Aylwin. The new democratically-elected
government was inaugurated despite the de facto powers of the Chilean military and the
backing of the Constitution of 1980 that continued to provide a political role for the
Chilean military. Although removed from power officially, Pinochet and the Chilean
Armed Forces still retained much political authority. Pinochet’s influence in Congress
remained strong, supported by a delegation of senators who had been appointed during
his 17-year military rule, part of an effort by the military to ensure the continuation of its
ideology. In effect, instead of Chilean civilians providing oversight of the military, the
Chilean military – through the retention of political authorities and veto power - provided
oversight of the civilians (RESDAL 2016, p. 88).
Human Rights Accountability
No other factor in the civil-military relations dialogue is as polemic or as
controversial as accountability for human rights violations. Throughout Latin America,
the armed forces often denied responsibility for human rights abuses committed during
the internal conflicts of the 1970s and 1980s. Errors that did happen, they contend, were
the responsibility of individuals not the military as a whole. Harsh tactics, military
officers insist, were justified while fighting violent leftist insurgents who themselves
demonstrated little regard for human rights and often targeted civilians. Hence, any
allegations of human rights violations were invalid because the armed forces used
legitimate force in the prosecution of a just war. In the eyes of many military leaders, a
disproportionate focus on human rights violations undermines their honorable effort and
sacrifice the armed forces made to defend the country from extremist organizations.
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Moreover, protecting the integrity and reputation of the armed forces is considered one of
the highest priorities of military institutions in Latin America (Rivas Pardo, 2014, p. 126:
Zagorski, 1992, p. 55). Consequently, attempts to open investigations or conduct trials of
Chilean military officers were met with fierce resistance and even open threats of
retaliation. General Gustavo Leigh, commander of the Chilean Air Force from 19781990, warned of a “very, very tense” situation if the civilians continued to pursue justice
for human rights violations (Weeks, 2003, p. 55). As a result, newly elected civilian
leaders in Chile and nearly every country in Latin America have been forced to approach
this issue with trepidation and caution as they pursue lifting amnesty laws, conducting
human rights trials, or moving trials to civilian in place of military courts.
Scholars widely agree that permitting the military to judge its own members is
damaging to the rule of law and allows for potential impunity. According to some
scholars, “this parallel legal system erodes the principle of equality before the law,
threatens civilian control of the military, and nurtures a culture of impunity” (Kyle and
Reiter, 2012, p. 27). For example, military courts in conflict-riddled areas of Latin
America like Colombia and Peru have been accused of using a double standard by
shielding their military members from actions taken during combat against drug
traffickers and guerrillas. Such infractions prevent a lack of independence and
impartiality that are centerpieces of a rule of law society.
Some of the thorniest and most difficult negotiation subjects between Chilean
military and civilian officials were transitional justice issues. The Chilean military had
murdered thousands of adversaries, tortured and exiled tens of thousands more, and had
terrorized much of the population of the country. The U.S. Institute of Peace defines
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transitional justice as “efforts to address human rights abuses that cannot be addressed by
existing judicial and nonjudicial structures” (USIP, 2013, p. 51). Transitional justice
efforts can take many forms including truth and reconciliation commissions, human
rights trials, reparations, reforms for the state security forces, and museums or memorials
that provide a factual record of what occurred.
Transitional Justice and the Search for Truth
At the theoretical center of transitional justice efforts in post-conflict societies are
three important components: truth, justice, and reconciliation. Seeking the truth about the
past includes a learning process that is intended to prevent such violations from occurring
again. The most important aspects of the investigation are to reveal the fate of individuals
or victims of the conflict, to disclose the truth about disappearances, and subsequently
provide closure for victim’s families who suffered “unrelenting anguish and unburied
dead.” This type of “individualized truth" is an especially urgent matter (Mendez, 2001,
p. 29). As United Nations representative Juan Mendez stated, “The clamor for truth,
acknowledgment, and justice concerning such grievous crimes cannot be overstated”
(Zalaquett, 1999, p. 353).
Many of the families of the Chilean victims had no idea what had happened to
their relatives. In many cases, they had been snatched off the streets or pulled from their
homes by secret plain clothes policemen who provided no warrant, no identification, and
no justification for the detention. The Chilean military and police refused to release
records or even acknowledge that certain persons had been held in confinement. The
“truth” about what happened to these victims rested in the hands of the Chilean security
forces who, at least initially, refused to reveal any information. In fact, Pinochet
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contended, even if military officers knew the locations of the bodies of victims, they
would not cooperate nor reveal the locations of the graves (Brahm, 2005; Rivas Pardo,
2014, p. 130).
Justice for Victims
The second principal component of transitional justice is justice. According to the
World Justice Project (an index that measures rule of law in countries), there are four
principles of the Rule of Law: (1) accountability, (2) just laws, (3) open government, and
(4) accessible and impartial dispute resolution. These are the bedrock of a vibrant
democracy. Accountability means representatives of the government are subject to the
law. Just laws means the legal system is clear, publicized, stable, and fair, and that laws
are applied evenly. An open government is one in which laws are enacted, administered,
and enforced in an accessible, fair, and efficient manner. The last principle of the rule of
law is that justice is delivered timely by competent, ethical, and independent
representatives (World Justice Project, 2019, p. 9).
During conflicts like that in Chile, victims are often frequently falsely accused of
baseless charges. Justice represents a vindication of the memory and reputation of the
victims. As a result, the investigation may clear their name, an important opportunity to
prove their innocence. Victims or their surviving relatives can finally have their moment
of reckoning when their story emerges and their suffering is revealed. This, in turn, might
restore the dignity of the victim. The investigation is often accompanied by prosecution
and punishment of perpetrators and compensation for the victims or their families.
To avoid impunity for members of the armed services, egregious illegal acts
conducted by military personnel should be tried in civilian courts. Otherwise, the
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military’s propensity may be to “protect their own,” especially during a time of civilianmilitary tensions in which significant philosophical differences divide the two groups. To
the victims and their families, the state’s perceived exoneration of the perpetrators can
sometimes be an even more painful punishment than the losses they originally suffered.
As Argentine scholar Juan Mendez, the former United Nations Special Rapporteur on
Torture, states, if crimes are exonerated, the political system that is being built will lack
“the essential ingredient of accountability” (Mendez, 2001, p. 25; Pion-Berlin, 1993, p.
105; Magalhaes, 2014, p. 82).
Reconciliation
If conducted successfully, the third element of transitional justice, reconciliation,
is a product of the first two. Reconciliation, the process by which the parties to a conflict
are able to build trust, coexist, and create a stable peace, is the most important objective
of most countries coming out of a violent period of conflict but, to achieve this lofty goal,
a country must first pursue truth and justice. These are necessary first steps in the
transitional justice sequence.
Reconciliation is a very subjective concept. Some victims may never forgive
members of the Chilean military for the crimes they committed against their loved ones.
Likewise, many Chilean military officers still believe that Pinochet and his troops did
what was necessary to save the country from communism and, for that reason, never
acknowledge any remorse for their actions. Others may look at the period of the military
government as a chapter in the country’s past, one that occurred in the context of the
worldwide Cold War confrontations between communist and capitalist countries. They
may be more willing to forgive and forget than individuals who were directly involved in
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the conflict (Norden, 2014, p. 44).
Often times, amnesties for crimes committed are a part of the reconciliation effort.
Proponents of amnesty argue that post-conflict forgiveness is required as a gesture toward
national reconciliation, one that a conflict-torn society requires to build a new democracy
based on tolerance among warring groups who have very recently tried to destroy one
other. Amnesty is supported by the Geneva Conventions as a conflict resolution tool and
it is often used as an incentive to peace processes and truth commissions (Article 6(5) of
Additional Protocol III to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949). Others believe
that amnesty is an egregious affront to the victims who suffered extrajudicial actions such
as kidnapping, torture, rape, and murder.
Chile had never had a need for an amnesty for human rights violations prior to
1973. But the horrific crimes committed by the military against alleged enemies of the
state in the name of national security left the armed forces worried about legal retribution
after a transition to civilian control. In 1978, the military government passed an amnesty
law, forgiving all political crimes committed since the 1973 coup including the
“disappearances” conducted by the Chilean secret police (DINA). It applied to state
security forces as well as the members of the insurgent gropus fighting against the
military regime. The amnesty covered most of the crimes committed between September
11, 1973 and March 10, 1978. However, the Chilean courts still conducted investigations
of many of the crimes ostensibly so that they could determine if a crime occurred before
granting amnesty for the event. Despite the amnesty law, a number of major crimes
during the conflict were eventually brought to trial including the 1976 assassination in
Washington DC of Orlando Letelier, a former civilian cabinet member of the Allende
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government and former Ambassador to the United States (Rivas Pardo, 2014, p. 86;
Robledo, 2013, p. 183).
Rationale for a Qualitative Analysis
A study of Chilean civil-military relations is best conducted as a qualitative, not
quantitative, analysis. Qualitative studies normally include information acquired through
observation, interviews, document analysis, memoirs, biographies, historical archives,
and autobiographies, to name a few of the most common resources (Corbin and Strauss,
2007, p. 27). Scholars use these sources to develop a subjective understanding of
complex social issues such as human and group behavior. This research employs two of
the five principal qualitative research techniques: case study and phenomenology.
The qualitative methods employed in the research are interpretivist, not positivist.
Interpretivist studies assume that human behavior is often socially constructed and
therefore can best be understood through a subjective lens that permits interpretation of a
person’s experiences (Denzin as cited in Willis, 2007, p. 160). Those experiences are
relative. That is, each person may interpret the same situation in different manners based
on their own biases, beliefs, cultural norms, and personal experiences.
In the case of Chile, interpretivist analysis through interviews and archival
analysis with members of the military and civilian politicians and archival analysis of
first-hand written accounts may help researchers understand the organizational dynamics
at play during the transition to democracy that began in 1990. This manner of analysis is
certainly appropriate for research on the beliefs and philosophies of Chilean military
officials who, although they share common features such as citizenship, society, and
probably religion, had significant differences in political philosophy and patriotism with
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Chilean civilians. Hence, interpretivist analysis allows the research to be placed in a
context that is understandable.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The principal methodology used in this research is a qualitative case study
that permits a comprehensive assessment of what occurred in Chile from 1990 to
2010. According to Creswell, case study methodology is one of the five
fundamental qualitative research techniques. The other four qualitative research
designs are narrative , grounded theory, ethnography, and phenomenology (2014,
p. 13). I chose case study research because it provides an in-depth, contextual
perspective of the political dynamics in Chile during this period. The type of case
study I employ is descriptive (Willis, 2007, p. 243) or sometimes called
observational. It provides the historical backdrop of the Chilean military
government (1973-1990) and the transition to democracy (1990-2010). The focus
of this research project is on the second period (the transition to democracy) and
particularly on the negotiations between the Chilean military and elected civilians
officials that occurred during this period. It is essential that readers know what
transpired in the country during these periods if they are to understand the
relations between the elected civilian officials and the Chilean military.
In addition to the Chilean case study analysis, there are a number of other
techniques such as interviews, surveys, questionnaires, examination of archives,
document mining, direct observation, participant observation, and analysis of physical
artifacts that permit the collection of qualitative data (Tellis, 1997, p. 4). In this research
project, two complementary methods of data collection will be used to support the case
study: phenomenological interviews and qualitative content analysis. The first
complementary study, interviews employing a phenomenological approach, were
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conducted with Chilean officials to understand their perspectives on the conflict, the role
of the armed forces, and the distinctions between military prerogatives and civilian
authority. The interviews may reveal important accounts of the transition to democracy
from 1990-2010, a unique opportunity to collect information that may not be accessible
via other means.
The second complementary method, qualitative content analysis of written reports
published by Chilean military officers – adds an additional layer of analysis to the
dissertation. Studying the thoughts and philosophies of members of the armed forces
(most of them senior officers) that they published in military journals provides a second
important source of insights of Chilean military culture and philosophy. In many cases,
the Chilean military authors used the opportunity to opine on important issues directly
related to this research project.
Using the principal qualitative tool in this dissertation – case study research – and
supporting it with two other methods, phenomenological interviews and qualitative
content analysis, permits a triangulation through multiple methodological approaches and
optimizes the chances that the research will capture the nuances of civil-military relations
in the country. The case study and the two complementary studies that support it are
designed to address the three research questions identified earlier in this dissertation.
Whereas the two complementary studies, phenomenological interviews and qualitative
archival content analysis, will be examined in details in their respective sections of the
dissertation, the following portion will discuss the overarching case study.
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Case Study as a Methodology
This research uses a qualitative case study methodology that permits a
comprehensive assessment of what occurred in Chile from 1990 to 2010. I use Robert
Yin’s 2014 textbook, Case Study Research: Design and Methods, as the primary resource
to guide me through the process, though I also draw on case study information from a
number of other scholars. My case study is explanatory, in lieu of descriptive or
exploratory, because it permits the readers to determine the major issues related to civilmilitary relations in Chile, how the Chilean armed forces acquired its institutional
prerogatives, and how those were gradually stripped away by elected civilian officials.
The case study employs two complementary studies for additional data collection –
phenomenological interviews and qualitative archival analysis – to provide a
triangulation of methods that contribute to the validity of the research (Yin, 2014, p. 118).
Case study methodology provides an in-depth, contextual perspective of the
political dynamics in Chile during this period. Meyer describes case study analysis as a
form of inquiry that “investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context
and addresses a situation in which the boundaries between the phenomenon and the
context are not clearly evident" (2001, p. 330-331). As Yin describes it, the contextual
conditions are the focus of the research, not statistical generalizations (2014, p. 19). In
other words, the research on Chile may not be generalizable to a larger population but it
contributes to an important understanding of what occurred in Chile that may then be
applied to other similar events.
According to Yin (2014, p. 19), case study research provides a number of
advantages to the research. It is explanatory, descriptive, illustrative, and illuminating or
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enlightening. A case study helps explain causal links that may be too complex for survey
research or other empirical studies. It can also be descriptive of the event being studied
and can help put it into a real-world context. Case study research can also illustrate how
events occurred. Last, it can illuminate or enlighten facts that have bearing on the
outcome.
Examining the negotiated transitions to civilian control in Chile is particularly
prone to case study research because much of the information surrounding the issues is
not disposed to quantitative analysis. Hence, case study research permits an examination
of the complex cultural, social, economic, and political circumstances surrounding the
Chilean transition to democracy to be put into an understandable, real-world context that
explains how and why the negotiations between the Chilean government and military
occurred. Interpretivist research is helpful for conditions that cannot be studied under
objective conditions. That is, certain studies – such as human behavior – are not ideally
suited for a quantitative study and instead require qualitative research techniques that
place the issue into a context that has illuminating abilities. This is particularly suitable
for the social sciences some of which are not prone to empirical studies.
Multiple sources and Triangulation
Case study methodology can be strengthened by other complementary studies
such as observations, document analysis, interviews, and even quantitative studies (the
latter as part of a mixed methods approach). These supplementary studies add a level of
explanatory power to the descriptive case study research. Yin writes, “a major strength of
case study data collection is the opportunity to use many different sources of evidence”
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(2014, p. 119). He also states, “any case study finding or conclusion is likely to be
more convincing and accurate if it is based on several sources of information”
(2014, p. 120).
Specifically, Yin identifies six fundamental sources of complementary
data that can be collected and cross-checked as a form of triangulation that
strengthens the construct validity of the research: documentation, archival
records, interviews, direct observations, participant-observation, and physical
artifacts (2014, p. 106). Each data source has unique advantages and
disadvantages so no one form of information is better than the other. Using
multiple sources broadens the scope of the data though there is no stated
minimum number of unique data sources required.
In this dissertation, I use two different sources: (1) phenomenological
interviews and (2) qualitative content analysis to provide a triangulation of the
data. Yin encourages using data triangulation to strengthen the construct validity
of the research design (1994, p. 46) and improve the quality of the dissertation.
Triangulation – a navigation term in which a location is verified by multiple
bearings - results in a convergence of the data (1994, p. 118). In this dissertation, I
use both interviews and archival analysis to verify independent sources of data
related to an issue. This triangulation produces a sort of “cross hairs” that validate
the information I am using. The results will be discussed in Chapter 5 – Findings,
Conclusions, and Recommendations.
This is particularly apparent in the responses to about half of the interview
questions. Interview question number one addresses the need to educate civilians
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on security and defense matters and the military’s obligation to provide that orientation,
topics mentioned frequently in both interviews and written reports of the Chilean officers.
Interview question number three (regarding how relations normalized between military
and civilian officials) generated responses about the collaborative efforts to develop the
Chilean Defense White books and national defense as a responsibility for all Chileans,
not just the military. Last, the responses to interview question number five (what civilian
negotiators should know of conflict resolution and transitional justice efforts) generated
remarkably similar responses. The internal conflict in the country was a “war” and the
military was obliged to respond, officers contended in their interview responses. The
same topic was frequently repeated in written reports examined during the content
analysis phase.
Despite these additional data collection methods, case study research may not be
considered sufficient by itself to draw generalizable conclusions of the intervention being
studied, particularly in the case of a single case study in which a comparative analysis
among multiple cases is not possible. In fact, according to Bloomberg and Volpe, most
qualitative research is not generalizable. It only describes the intervention or case study
being examined in the research (2008, p. 78). However, it may be “transferable;” lessons
and research methods in particular may be applied to other cases. But it is not intended to
provide particular model of a sample that is directly replicable to other cases (Yin, 2014,
p. 19 and 42).
Ensuring High Quality Analysis
Yin encourages case study researchers to use as much material as necessary to
provide a complete assessment. Using multiple sources of evidence such as interviews,
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surveys, archival analysis, direct observation, and examination of other associated
documents can help strengthen the research. Maintaining a chain of evidence and good
record keeping also assists in this regard. Second readers, particularly by other scholars
familiar with the case, also help validate information following the composition of the
case study report.
Specifically, Yin contends that there are four requirements to ensuring a high
quality analysis (2014, p. 168). First, use all the available evidence. In the Chilean case
study, I provide a thorough chronological review of what occurred in the country from
1970 to the present. It is important for readers to have a clear perspective of the period
following the 1970 elections, the 1973 military coup, the justification for military actions,
the governance decisions made by General Pinochet and other military leaders, the runup to the 1988 plebiscite, and the transition to democracy following the 1990 election of
President Aylwin. The second part of the case study historical overview focuses on the
events during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010. It involves efforts to reduce
prerogatives of the Chilean military, attempts by President Aylwin, Frei, Lagos, and
Bachelet to hold the armed forces responsible for human rights abuses, and, last, the
plight of General Pinochet following his 1998 arrest in London. Last, it examines the
civil-military reforms of 2005 and 2010 and explains why these are considered the
culmination of the military subordination to civilian authorities.
The second requirement to ensure high quality analysis is to consider plausible
alternative interpretations (2014, p. 168). Indeed, much of the historical assessment
presents the incidents of the period from two important perspectives: (1) the Chilean
military and (2) the elected civilian representatives. It also refers frequently to the
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scholarship on civil-military relations in order to provide a baseline of what is considered
appropriate with regard to the spheres of influence and authority of the two groups.
Yin’s third requirement is to address the most significant aspects of the Chilean
case study (2014, p. 168). There were no shortage of contentious and important events
during the long transition to democracy in the country. Here are a number of the issues I
examine in order to provide a comprehensive compendium of incidents in the country:
President Allende’s attempts to take Chile down a “road to socialism”; the September
1973 military coup; the 1980 Constitution; the 1988 plebiscite and the opposition
coalition called the Concertacion; Aylwin’s and Frei’s initial attempts to roll back the
military prerogatives; the 1993 boinazo; accountability for human rights issues; the two
Chilean Truth Commissions (the 1991 Rettig Commission and the 2004 Valech
Commission); and the 2005 and 2010 reforms to the military institution that finally
restored sufficient civilian control over the armed forces.
The last of the four requirements that Yin recommends to ensure high quality
analysis is that the author should use his or her own prior expert knowledge (2014, p.
168). As I mentioned a number of times in the dissertation, I have studied the situation in
Chile for more than twenty years. I lived in the country in 2017 during which I collected
a lot of material for this dissertation and I served as a visiting professor at one of the
Chilean military’s premiere military institutions. My own service in the U.S. military also
provides unique insights that permit me to provide important assessment of the Chilean
armed forces.
To conclude this section on what constitutes high quality analysis, Yin also
reflects on what makes a good case study (2014, p. 200). First, it should be about a
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significant case, one that generates public interest and may have important
consequences for policy development. This is certainly true because much can be
learned from the gradual restoration of democracy in Chile and specifically about
the best negotiation practices with a resistant armed forces. The 17-year military
regime in Chile was a headlines-provoking feature of the Cold War. The incident
transcended the commonly-known facts about the 1973 coup and the military
government. It represented the role of the armed forces in a country as well as
served as an important event in the Cold War competition between communists
and capitalists.
Yin also two additional attributes of a “good” case study (2014, p. 200).
The report must also contain “sufficient evidence” to provide a comprehensive
picture of what occurred. With that in mind, I provide almost fifty double-spaced
pages of detail for the reader. Last, the report must be composed in an engaging
manner. Yin describes this as using “flair” (2014, p. 177). In other words, make
the account dramatic and entertaining to keep the reader intrigued. Certainly, I
attempt to do that with all my writing. However, in this case, the Chilean case
study circumstances tells its own story in my opinion. The conflict, the torture, the
assassinations of exiled Chileans, the long odds at restoring democracy, the 1989
election victory by the Concertacion coalition, and the attempts at restoring
democratic practices amount to a compelling tale for most readers.
Case Study Protocol of the Chilean Military
My development of the case study of the Chilean military follows Yin’s
process, one he refers to as the “case study protocol” (2014, p. 84). It is, in other
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words, the plan for developing and implementing the research. Yin suggests four key
steps in the process: (1) an overview of the case study to include guiding questions,
hypotheses, and associated theories; (2) the data collection procedures; (3) the data
collection questions; and (4) the development of the case study report. In the following
section, I will describe how my research uses each of these steps.
Step 1 - Overview of the Case Study. In this research project, the Chilean
military is the unit of analysis. The armed forces – particularly when regarded as a
cohesive institution in lieu of a large group of individuals - is a collective organization
that often thinks as one mind and has homogenous features. Conformity is encouraged
and dissidence is not tolerated which leads the organization to often speak with one voice
and have predictable behavior patterns.
The case study and the two complementary studies that support it are designed to
address the three research questions identified earlier in this dissertation. Whereas the
two complementary studies, phenomenological interviews and qualitative archival
content analysis, will be examined in details in their respective sections of the
dissertation, the following portion will discuss the overarching case study.
Case study research should be “bounded by time and activity” (Creswell, 2014, p.
241) and the Chile case study is no different. The case study section that follows this
introductory portion provides the historical backdrop of the Chilean military government
(1973-1990) and the subsequent transition to democracy (1990-2010). The focus of this
research project is on the second period (the transition to democracy) and particularly on
the negotiations between the Chilean military and elected civilians officials that occurred
during this period. It is essential that readers know what transpired in the country during
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these periods if they are to understand the relations between the elected civilian
officials and the Chilean military. In light of that, the Chilean case study goes into
lengthy detail to provide the readers a chronological history of the two periods.
According to Yin, there are no established limits or lengths of the case studies.
Some, he writes, “can be as extensive as the length of a book” (2014, p. 184).
What is important is to provide a comprehensive assessment that is sufficient to
provide the reader the background of the case and all pertinent information. In
other words, as long as the case study is organized in a logical and coherent
manner, the length of the description is less important than ensuring a complete
assessment is provided.
Step 2 - Data Collection Procedures. The second step of Yin’s case
study protocol is to describe the data collection procedures. The two
complementary studies that augment the case study are unique forms of data
collection and are explained in detail in their own respective sections further
along in this dissertation. However, sources for the chronological description of
Chile come from a number of scholars who have studied the country for years.
Most notable among them are Weeks, Nunn, Arson, Hunter, Loveman, Remmer,
and Pion-Berlin. My own experiences working and studying in the country also
provide important contributions.
The military government in Chile and the subsequent transfer of power to elected
officials has drawn an immense amount of scrutiny and I’ve tried to capture most of these
salient issues in this explanatory portion of the case study write-up. Some of the scholars
have examined the situation from the perspective of the military institution and what role
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the armed forces play in a democratic state. Others have written about the delicate
balance of civil-military relations and whether an autonomous military institution is
dangerous for democracy in a country. Still others have examined the transitional justice
issues in the country and how (or if) the military should be held accountable for the
actions committed during the internal conflict. Few scholars have examined the
negotiation techniques that conflict resolution savants could use during often fraught
talks with military officers, something that I hope this dissertation helps illuminate.
The two complementary studies – phenomenological analysis of interviews and
qualitative content analysis of written reports – also provide an immense amount of
material in support of the case study analysis. I conducted interviews with 25 senior
Chilean military officers who had been on active service during the transition to
democracy that lasted from 1990 to 2010. This provides important first-hand testimony of
the interests and concerns of representatives of the Chilean military institution. Each of
the interviews lasted on average 45 minutes. The interviews were designed to permit the
participants to share their lived experiences during this tumultuous political period in the
country. Likewise, the majority of archival material for the qualitative content analysis
was acquired through Chilean military academies. As a visiting professor at the National
Academy of Political and Strategic Studies (ANEPE) in Santiago, I also had special
access to valuable archival material.
My role as the researcher also enhanced the access I had to these sources. As a
former military officer and a visiting professor in one of Chile’s premiere military
thinktanks, I had a unique ability to recruit Chilean military officers for the interviews.
The willingness to participate in a discussion on these delicate matters is not something
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most Chilean military officers are comfortable doing. But I had developed a rapport with
many of them during my long association with military officers in the country. My ability
to speak and read Spanish also permitted me to acquire written archival content that was
instrumental to the research. For example, a senior Chilean military officer provided me
his personal copy of transcripts of General Pinochet’s speeches. My position as a
professor at National Defense University (NDU) also gave me access to hard-to-find
books in the Special Collections section of the NDU library.
Step 3 - Data Collection Questions. The dissertation and case study are focused
on the three principal research questions. These research questions address the central
themes of the report: the lived experiences of the Chilean military officers, the risks
associated with an autonomous military institution, and constructive negotiation
techniques. Whereas the two complementary studies permit a specific focus on these
matters through tailored interview questions and a search for content based on these
central issues, the historical overview provided in the first section provides an important
historical synopsis of the political situation in the country. The combined result is both a
comprehensive examination of Chile over the course of four decades and a focused look
at specific issues (the lived experiences of Chilean officers, risks of autonomous military
institutions, and constructive negotiation techniques) identified in the research questions.
Step 4 - Development of the case study report. The fourth and final step of
Yin’s case study protocol is the assembly of the case study. This includes listing the
research objectives, the principal research questions, an examination of the pertinent
theories, an exhaustive literature review, and an explanation of the multiple
methodologies employed to collect and analyze the evidence. Once all the data has been
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collected, processed, and interpreted, I convert the findings into recommendations for
how to best conduct negotiations with a resistant military force like that of Chile.
Case Study of Chile
Chile has one of the longest traditions of military subordination to civilian rule of
any country in Latin America. Unlike many of its Latin American neighbors, Chilean
military officials have revolted against the national leaders only a handful of times during
the country’s nearly 200 years of independence. All that changed in 1973. In September
of that year, Chile experienced a violent upheaval of its political system when military
officers revolted against Salvador Allende, the democratically-elected President. Allende,
intent on converting the country into a socialist economy, was accused of usurping
power. Complaints by the Supreme Court and the lower house of Congress failed to
dissuade Allende. The military believed the country was headed for a civil war and
launched a military coup to unseat the President. Allende died in the subsequent attack on
La Moneda, the Presidential Palace.
For the next seventeen years, the military ruled Chile, mostly under the firm
control of General Augusto Pinochet. During this time, civilian control of the government
was nearly non-existent. When Pinochet agreed to step aside in 1990, he left behind a
codified system of military prerogatives and authority that greatly constrained the
transition to democracy by the new civilian leaders. The military was determined to
protect the Chilean way of life and vowed to ensure a “protected democracy.”
In many ways, the liberalization of Chilean politics after the return to
representative democracy was the opposite of the way it had occurred. Coming to power
with an abrupt and violent military coup that crushed any semblance of civilian
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democratic rule in 1973, the military only gradually relinquished control in a tense
political give-and-take that would take 20 years to return the country to representative
rule. Many of the anti-democratic military prerogatives were made legal when Chile
implemented a new constitution in 1980. They were later revoked during the 1989, 2005,
and 2010 reforms negotiated by the military and newly elected civilian leaders.
Background
Throughout most of the 20th Century, Chilean political practices were considered
to be a model of representative democracy (Nunn, 1975 p. 30; Weeks, 2003, p. 26).
Chilean politics were characterized by high levels of political participation, party
competition, free and fair elections, and robust civil and political liberties. In fact,
according to one study in 1965, Chile enjoyed political liberties that placed it in the top
15 percent of all democracies across the globe, higher than that of the U.S., Britain, and
France (Valenzuela, 1995, pp. 67-68). What is more, the Chilean military was considered
one of the most professional and developed in the region. Chilean scholar Karen Remmer
remarked about “the highly professional character of the Chilean armed forces and their
tradition of non-deliberation, constitutionalism, and subordination to civilian authority”
(1989a, p. 150). According to Remmer, Chile stands alone among other South American
militaries, most of which have a long history of political interference and self-serving
agendas (1989a, p. 152). In the opinion of Chilean historian Fred Nunn, the Chilean
armed forces are among the most highly professionalized in Latin America, and the
history of military professionalism in Latin America is longest in Chile (1975, p. 287).
Political scientist Robert Putnam agrees. He places Chile in a category with other Latin
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American countries such as Mexico and post-1957 Colombia in which military officials
rarely challenged civilian control of politics (Putnam, 1967, p. 83; Nunn, 1975, p. 287).
The Chilean military had only successfully seized control a handful of times prior
to the 1973 crisis. In September 1924, a group of military officers seized power from
President Arturo Alessandri and subsequently dissolved the Congress. Civilian control
was returned just a few months later but the military had established itself as an agent in
Chilean politics. In July 1931, the military returned to power again during the global
economic crisis spawned by the financial collapse in the United States. In the eighteen
months between civilian administrations (which eventually returned under President
Alessandri in December 1932), there were ten different military regimes, all marked by
violent clashes and coups. However, these instances are outliers in a long history of
respect for civilian rule in Chile. In fact, as Chilean historian Fred Nunn states, “Chile's
armed forces have the longest history of apolitical behavior with the lowest possible
incidence of military action since 1932 (Weeks, 2003, p. 29; Nunn, 1975, p. 274 & 287;
Fossum, 1967, p. 228).
From 1932 to 1973, Chile was the only country in Latin America to sustain
electoral democracy at a time when major Marxist parties led workers’ movements in
many countries. Its stable multiparty political system bore more resemblance to West
European nations than to Latin American models. Chileans took great pride in their
representative democracy and many looked with contempt on their more tumultuous
neighbors (Hudson, 1994).
Since the middle of the 20th century, there were a number of attempted coups but
never any successful ones. In 1948, retired General Ramon Vergara led other active and
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retired officers of the Chilean Anti-Communist Action (Accion Chilena Anticomunista) in
a plan to force President Gabriel Gonzalez to appoint a military cabinet, to suppress
Communism with brute force, and to stabilize the country through decree legislation and
authoritarian rule. The event became known as “The Pigs Feet Plot” was stopped before
it occurred.
In 1955 during the Presidency of Carlos Ibáñez, army officers suggested he use
unconstitutional means to restore economic stability and social discipline and to forcibly
retire anyone any officers who did not join their forces. The event, had it occurred, would
have been more of a self-coup (an auto-golpe in Spanish) than a military takeover (Nunn,
1975, p. 287). In October 1970, General Roberto Viaux led a coup attempt against the
government of President Eduardo Frei in rebellion that became known as the “Tacnazo”
after Viaux’s regiment in Santiago, Chile. Like its predecessors, it was also stopped
before it started (Remmer, 1989a, p. 154). However, Viaux’s revolt wasn’t completely
unsuccessful. It set a precedent for military involvement in politics, one that would have
dramatic repercussions just three years later.
Like many Latin American countries during the Cold War, Chile faced a
monumental struggle between political factions. On one side of the conflict, socialists
sought a revolution in the model of Fidel Castro’s Cuban Revolution. On the other side
were conservative political parties aligned with the U.S.’s ideas of free market economies
and liberal democratic politics.
Both the radical left and the conservative right felt threatened by their perceived
political marginalization. The left, motivated by the Cuban model, wanted a more drastic
reform process and the right worried about land redistribution efforts and the
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nationalization of privately owned companies. Surprisingly, in the September 4, 1970
Presidential election, the central-left Christian Democrat candidate came in third, a
reflection of the party’s inability to include fringe elements in its agenda. Salvador
Allende, the leftist candidate and an avowed Marxist, squeaked by with a narrow victory
over the rightist candidate, Jorge Allesandri, by a margin of 36.2 percent of the vote to
34.9 percent. Under these conditions, the Chilean Congress selects the winner and
Allende was declared President on October 24. On November 3, 1970, he assumed the
Presidency.
Allende’s election triggered a wave of national paranoia that the new President
would establish a Marxist nation like that of Cuba. He pledged to put the country on a
"peaceful road to socialism" that would redistribute wealth to end extreme economic and
social inequalities in the country. Nearly immediately following his election in 1970,
Allende nationalized U.S.-owned copper mines and other privately owned industries.
Allende accepted support by Cuban intelligence and military forces, adding to the
Chilean military’s conviction that their beloved country was soon to be seized by
communists. Soon after he was inaugurated in 1970, he accepted the protection of Cuban
bodyguards, a group known as the Grupo de Amigos Personales (GAP, or Group of
Personal Friends in English). Composed originally of Bolivian ex-guerrillas, it was
trained and equipped by Cubans. Rather than the Carabineros, Allende chose the GAP for
his personal protection. Later, members of leftist insurgent forces like the Revolutionary
Left Movement (Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria or MIR) joined the GAP
(Gustafson and Andrew, 2018, p. 411).
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Attacks by leftist militants such as the MIR rose during Allende’s term, in part
because a radical faction of the Left believed that an armed insurrection was a necessary
component of the popular revolution in Chile. Violent leftist militants inspired to start an
armed revolution seized private property of Chilean civilians in the southern regions of
the country intent on distributing it to economically disadvantaged Chileans. A number of
land owners were killed in these confrontations. Chilean Carabineros (police) were also
frequently attacked and murdered. By 1973, the violence had advanced to the
Metropolitan Region of Santiago and there were frequent crimes and attacks by MIR
guerrillas. Dozens of Chilean policemen died in these confrontations.
The Chilean military feared these groups were intent on launching a violent
revolution against the State as had been done in Cuba in 1959. In his 1991 autobiography,
Pinochet writes that he believed the opponent were 10,000 foreign guerrillas with enough
weapons for 20 battalions (p. 20). The ensuing civil war (p. 32) which would consist of a
planned mass murder that would leave one million Chileans dead by the Marxists (p. 21).
Pinochet also warned that “atrocities” that would be committed against families of
military officers (p. 296). Communists were all around, he warned, operating in
clandestine groups but pretending to be loyal officials (p. 56). This type of fear
mongering generated suspicion and paranoia among military officers which further
strengthened the institutional loyalty within the armed forces, the only organization that
could be trusted, alluded Pinochet.
By most accounts, there was no formal coordination between Allende’s Unidad
Popular (Popular Unity) party and the MIR. The political ideologies were similar but the
main difference lay with the means of achieving the political goals, namely the use of
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armed force. Allende called for a “peaceful transition to socialism” (Rettig Commission,
1991, p. 66) whereas the MIR called for armed revolt.
In the Chilean Congress, conservative political elements opposed Allende’s
domestic economic policies and sought to undermine the President’s credibility through
strikes and legislative resistance. In the United States, the Nixon Administration watched
Chile apprehensively, worried that a new “Cuba” would take root in South America.
Nixon and his Secretary of State Henry Kissinger vowed to undermine Allende’s political
and economic agenda. Tragically, as Arturo Valenzuela describes it, political
maneuvering, subversion, and sabotage that put party interests above that of national
stability overcame Chile’s long legacy of democracy, at one time the most impressive on
the continent (1995, p. 95).
The key to the future of the country rested in the hands of the armed forces, an
institution that had historically maintained a neutral role. Even President Allende
believed in the apolitical virtue of the Chilean military. In 1973, Allende extolled the
virtues of the armed forces when he proclaimed,
We are proud of the professional role of our armed forces. The main
characteristic of the armed forces of Chile has been obedience to civilian power,
total adherence to the popular will expressed in elections, to the laws of Chile, to
the Chilean Constitution. (Nunn, 1975, p. 297)
Just a month before the violent 1973 coup that would change Chile forever, he
attested,
In this country, there will be no Armed Forces other than those established by the
constitution and the law. In this country, there will be no parallel army. In this
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country, the chain of command will be preserved. In this country, the Armed
Forces, Carabineros, and Investigations have written their loyalty and obedience
to the civilian power in the history of democratic evolution. For this reason, the
government will reject any attempt at subversive infiltration of the Armed Forces.
(Palacios, 1979, p. 519; Johnson, 1982, p. 468)
Soon after Allende’s fateful misdiagnosis, the civil-military chemistry in Chile
began to change. Strikes, violence, assassination, and illegal seizures of property
continued with no effective response from the government. Chilean military officials’
concern about the deteriorating social and political conditions triggered an
uncharacteristic political activism by the armed forces. The political opposition to
Allende called for a military intervention to “rescue” the country from socialism.
Allende’s opponents in the Supreme Court and the Congress alleged that he was
systematically violating the Constitution. On June 29, 1973, Colonel Roberto Souper led
elements of the 2nd Armored Regiment in a coup attempt that involved a tank attack on
the La Moneda government palace and the Ministry of Defense. It was rebuffed by
elements in the military loyal to Allende. Shortly afterwards, Allende sought to name a
new cabinet with military support in early July, but was rejected by opponents in the
Congress. Allende was forced to appoint entirely civilian ministers (Weeks, 2003, p. 40;
Nunn, 1975, p. 303).
On August 23, 1973 the Chamber of Deputies passed a resolution condemning the
unconstitutional nature of the Allende regime and tacitly calling on the military to correct
the situation. However, the resolution did not pass the Senate and therefore was
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considered unsupportable. It may have provided an unofficial justification for the military
to intervene which they did just over two weeks later.
The Military Takeover
On September 11, 1973, following years of political struggle between the socialist
and conservative factions, the military inserted itself into domestic politics. President
Allende, surrounded by his personal bodyguards and unable to reach loyal military
officers by phone, vowed to remain in the National Presidential Palace, La Moneda, until
the end. By mid-morning, Air Force jets bombed the palace from overhead while Army
tanks and infantry surrounded it on the ground. After making a final radio broadcast to
his followers, Allende committed suicide. The head of the Chilean Army, General
Augusto Pinochet, was initially one of four coup leaders but soon seized power as the
sole leader of the country. He subsequently implemented one of the most savage military
dictatorships in the history of Latin America.
As a result, soon after the September 11 coup, the military junta announced that
the 1925 Constitution was suspended and that Congress would be closed. Executive
power and control of the government fell into the hands of the military. They suspended
habeas corpus, prohibited Marxist parties and other leftist political groups, censored the
media, shuttered radio and television stations, rid the universities of students and faculty
they deemed a threat to the country, and shut down union activities. A nightly curfew was
put in effect. The military ruled by a series of decrees rather than legislation. Almost 250
decrees were passed in the first four months of the military regime. Political opposition
groups were outlawed and civil liberties greatly restricted. Nearly 30,000 political
opponents were arrested and thrown into prison. Many of them were tortured. Almost
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3,000 died or “disappeared” (Rettig Commission, 1991). A country that had one of the
longest democratic traditions in Latin America was transformed into an authoritarian
regime that oppressed the basic principles of liberal democracy including values of
individual freedom, social and economic equality, and free elections.
Of the three branches of government, only the judiciary was left intact. The
Supreme Court declared its support for the military regime two days after the coup.
The military under Pinochet had a number of stated objectives: (1) destroy the
leftists and their collaborators, (2) establish a role of the military as the guarantors of
Chilean society and institutional order, and (3) restructure Chilean political institutions to
ensure a government that would modernize the country and protect the interests of the
Chilean military establishment (Heiss and Navia, 2007, p. 167). The Chilean military
would establish a “protected democracy,” one that would ensure the perpetuity of the
Chilean way of life and its values. According to Ensalaco, Pinochet and his colleagues
believed liberal democracies with its customs of pluralism and political inclusion were
particularly vulnerable to communist infiltration (1995, p. 258).
In the chaotic months that followed the military coup of September 11, 1973, it
became readily apparent that the military was in no hurry to return to representative
democracy. The first phase of the dictatorship (1973-75) was mainly destructive, aimed at
rapid demobilization, depoliticization, and stabilization (Valenzuela, 1995, p. 98). The
armed forces treated political opposition as an enemy to be exterminated, not just as a
political opponent to remove from office. The military even carried out a purge of its own
officials that were expressed doubt or resistance to the coup. Scores of officers were
killed, imprisoned, or retired. Enlisted personnel who refused to participate in the coup
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also were executed, incarcerated, or punished. Much of Pinochet’s authority resided with
his control of powerful secret police network and the National Intelligence Directorate
(Dirección Nacional de Inteligencia or DINA). He used it to solidify his authority and to
crush any political opponents, whether in Chile or abroad (Angell, 1979, p. 58; Loveman,
1997, p. 292).
During the four-and-one-half years following the 1973 coup, Chile was officially
in a state of siege and functioned under martial law. Military tribunals expanded their
jurisdictions to include violations (including those perpetrated by civilians) of the allencompassing security laws enacted by the government. In 1978, the state of siege was
replaced by a state of emergency, which restored a larger degree of authority to the
civilian courts, although military tribunals continued to deal with cases involving public
security (Hudson, 1994).
Most of the main insurgent groups – the MIR, Frente Patriótica Manuel
Rodríguez (FPMR), and the Movimiento de Acción Popular Unitaria (MAPU) – suffered
heavy losses to their leadership and personnel in the three to four years after the military
seized control. Detained suspects were tortured for information on other members of their
groups and then executed or disappeared once Chilean officers deemed they had collected
as much intelligence as was possible. Despite the heavy losses, the leftist militants
continued to launch periodic attacks against the military regime. In 1980, for example,
the head of the Army Intelligence School, Colonel Roger Vergara, was shot in his car as
he traveled to work. In August 1986, the military uncovered a huge cache of weapons of
the FMPR in Carrizal Bajo that included hundreds of rifles, thousands of pounds of
explosives, and hundreds of thousands of bullets. A month later, the same group tried to
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assassinate Pinochet as he returned from the countryside. Despite the death of a number
of his bodyguards, the general was able to narrowly escape with his life.
Soon after the 1973 coup, Pinochet emerged as the dominant figure of the military
junta. Junta members had informally agreed to a rotating presidency and parity among the
three major services. However, Pinochet quickly moved to build his power base,
appointing ministers, ambassadors, and other top officials without consulting other junta
members. The junta also began to meet only once or twice a month rather than on a
weekly basis. In addition, outsiders were brought into the meetings, diluting the
significance of the other junta members. The ministerial councils, through which the navy
and the air force had controlled economic and social policy, were dissolved. Other junta
members were relegated to the margins of the policy process and assigned purely
legislative functions (Angell, 1979, p. 58; Loveman, 1997, p. 292). Pinochet proudly
boasted of his absolute authority and involvement in all decisions. He announced, “Not a
leaf moves in this country if I am not moving it! I wish to make this clear. All the
economic plans, all the laws pass through the presidency” (Remmer, 1989a, p. 163). By
June 27, 1974, just nine months after the military takeover, he had become the sole
military leader in the country and was designated president of the republic.
On March 11, 1974, just seven months since the coup, the military government
published its Declaration of Principles (Declaración de Principios). It decried Marxism
and communism as forms of government that would take away individual liberties of
Chileans in order to establish a collective good. It emphasized that the State should serve
the people, not the other way around. It proposed a national effort to make Chile a great
nation based on Christian values bestowed upon humans by the Creator, references that
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reveal the religious conservatism that are embraced by many in the Chilean military. It
also identified the principles that the military government contended should be part of the
national identity: (1) justice and equality before the law, (2) restoring the dignity of work,
(3) a moral system based on merit and personal effort, (4) sobriety and austerity of
Chilean leaders, and (5) an apolitical public administration. The Declaration also insisted
that the military government did not intend to remain in power but, at the same time,
acknowledged that the reconstruction of the moral and institutional structure of the nation
would require a deep and prolonged effort. The military government would remain in
power another 16 years (Centro de Estudios Miguel Enriquez, 2020).
On July 18, 1978, the Chilean Air Force representative on the junta, General
Leigh, challenged Pinochet’s control of the government. Leigh began calling for the
restoration of political liberties and the acceleration of the institutionalization process
which, according to Pinochet's timetable, would not return power to civilians before
1991. However, Pinochet’s position had grown so strong that he simply surrounded
Leigh’s air force bases with army troops and dismissed Leigh. Leigh was forced to resign
on July 28. Ten other officers were dismissed that day including eight generals. The next
day ten more resigned, leaving only two of the original 21 generals in the Air Force
(Valenzuela, 1995, p. 101; Angell, 1979, p. 58). The mass exodus of any political
opponents simply permitted Pinochet to appoint an Air Force counterpart more amenable
to Pinochet’s authority. In August 1985, Pinochet further consolidated his control by
similarly removing General Cesar Mendoza, the head of the Carabineros (Remmer,
1989a, p. 159).
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The Chilean Military Solidifies Control
Before 1973, with few exceptions, military officers did not hold political office in
Chile. Historically, military officers were regular participants in the Chilean Cabinet but
they were always a minority, outnumbered by civilian Cabinet members. Periodically,
active duty military officers served as Ministers of the Interior, Defense, or Treasury
(Weeks, 2000, p. 38, 41). There were a few exceptions. President Allende assigned
General Carlos Prats as the Interior Minister on November 3, 1972. He served in the
cabinet along with Rear Admiral Ismael Huerta in Public Works and Transportation, and
Air Force General Claudio Sepulveda as Minister of Mines (Nunn, 1975, p. 302).
Civilian administrators held nearly all positions in local, regional, and national political
posts. However, under General Pinochet’s plan, military leaders placed members of the
armed forces in positions of authority so that they might create a “nation of pliant and
patriotic citizens, devoted to their private pursuits under the tutelage of a strong and
benevolent state with merely a façade of representative government” (Hudson, 1994).
Article 32 of the 1980 Constitution called for the direct presidential appointment of
military officers as regional intendants, governors of provinces, and mayors of large
cities. Other mayors could be appointed by provincial corporative bodies (Remmer,
1989a, p. 160). This ensured that the central authoritarian government had control over
all aspects of Chilean society and decision making.
Immediately following the coup of 1973, the four military services shared control
of 13 of the 15 cabinet positions; only two cabinet members were civilians. Even when
Pinochet permitted civilians to return to Cabinet positions, military officers remained in
positions of influence throughout the various ministries. Not surprisingly, their loyalty
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often lay with Pinochet, the person who had promoted and assigned them to that post,
rather than to their civilian Ministry boss. According to Chile expert Karen Remmer,
active duty army officers whose careers depended upon Pinochet dominated in the most
sensitive and important sub-secretarial posts such as defense, foreign relations, economy,
finance, telecommunications, and secretary general of government. In late 1983, for
example, Subsecretary of Foreign Relations, Colonel Humberto Julio Reyes had been
exercising powerful responsibilities such as naming ambassadors, a responsibility that
should have belonged to the civilian Minister of Foreign Relations (Remmer, 1989a, p.
164). A military majority in the cabinet would remain the standard for nearly the next ten
years with the military-civilian ratio fluctuating around 50 percent from 1976 until 1984,
usually in favor of the military. By 1985, half of the Cabinet members since 1973 had
been military officers and more than one-third of the Chilean Army generals on active
duty had held a government post normally reserved for civilians (Remmer, 1989a, p. 159
& 164). It was not until 1984 that civilians dominated the Presidential Cabinet again.
Even then, the civilian cabinet members were under close scrutiny by General Pinochet
and the Chilean military leadership.
In addition to the military regime’s efforts to control the decision making at all
levels of government, it was also determined to limit the criticism from opposition forces.
To do so, they prohibited opposition groups from meeting, seized control of the media,
arrested opposition spokespersons, and overtly threatened others. As Stepan described,
“the military project to rebuild the political system on new foundations required more
than the cancellation of elections and the jailing of party leaders; it necessitated
undermining the structural bases of the parties' electoral support and their roles in
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society.” As a result, the military regime was able to “to fragment and even atomize”
opposition groups so as to make political association and collective action more difficult
and to diminish the opportunity for societal demands to be directed toward the state
(Stepan, 1988, p. 495). Consequently, the political opposition faced an uphill battle to
restore their political authority (Geddes, 1990, p. 126).
Chilean Military Growth
What little civilian control over military expenditures existed before 1973 quickly
disappeared after the military seized power. Military expenditures soared immediately
after the coup, reaching a figure in 1974 that was nearly 50 percent above the 1973 level.
Consequently, the military budget as a percentage of the gross national product more than
doubled in the first two years of the military government, rising from 2.4 percent in 1972
to 5.6 percent in 1975. Defense expenditures dropped temporarily in 1975 due to
economic austerity measures but subsequently increased in the following years, more
than doubling in real terms between 1975 and 1980 (Remmer, 1989a, p. 149).
Historically, the Chilean military has wide latitude to determine its own budget
and expenses. For example, according to the Copper Law enacted in 1958 by the
government of Carlos Ibáñez del Campo (1952-58), the armed forces were entitled to 10
percent of the gross copper earnings of the state-run Copper Corporation (Corporación
del Cobre or CODELCO). Additionally, the armed forces would receive a minimum of
$90 million annually ensuring the military would continue to receive funding even during
times of economic hardship when CODELCO profits waned. A floor for the minimum
level of profits (set at $90 million per year in 1973) was doubled to $180 million annually
under the military government in 1986. In 1987, the military government changed the
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law, applying the 10 percent figure to all CODELCO export earnings, including the sale
of gold and molybdenum, not just the copper sales. Between 1989 and 1993, CODELCO
provided more than US$1.2 billion to the armed forces.
In addition, the 1980 Constitution passed by the military government decreed that
the military budget could not fall below the 1989 spending levels, thereby preventing the
President or the Congress of controlling the purse strings of the military budget as a form
of leverage or to roll back military prerogatives (Weeks, 2001, p. 75; Fuentes, 2000, p.
117).
In the years following the military coup of 1973, active duty military officers
assumed control of the national mining companies, the Pacific Steel Company, the
explosives industry, the Chilean Development Corporation (CORFO), nuclear research
facilities, agrarian reform projects, engineering projects, state-run foundries,
telecommunications and maritime shipping enterprises.
The justification of such legislation was to provide the armed forces with stable
funding and hard currency for arms purchases. During the period of economic austerity
from 1970-1973, the military enjoyed an inviolable source of revenue that was in stark
contrast to the financial hardship experienced by other branches of the government
(Weeks, 2003, p. 43).
The revenues were explicitly designed to permit the military to purchase new
equipment but the budgetary benefits of such a windfall also permitted the military to
increase the numbers and salaries of its personnel. In the army, the number of generals
increased from twenty-five in 1973 to fifty-four in 1984. The rate of promotion also
increased. In 1973, it took an average of 31 years to attain the rank of general. By 1984,
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that amount of time had been reduced to 28 years (Remmer, 1989b, p. 159). The payrolls
for the armed forces also doubled since the 1970s (Hunter, 1996, p. 30). Once the elected
government displaced the military regime, it took nearly twenty years to roll back these
expensive funds for the Chilean military. In October 2009, legislators presented two
reform bills to the Chilean Congress that would remove such prerogatives (Kyle and
Reiter, 2012, p. 41).
The 1980 Constitution Consolidates Military Control
Despite that the new military government appointed a commission of conservative
scholars to begin crafting a new constitutional order, commission members soon
discovered that democratic reform was not a top priority of the military authorities.
Attempts to establish a timetable for return to democratic elections were sidelined. On
July 9, 1977, Pinochet dashed the hopes of Chileans who dreamt of an early return to
democracy when he announced his Chacarillas Plan, a scheme to institutionalize an
authoritarian regime to preside over a protracted return to civilian rule in a "protected"
democracy (Weeks, 2003, p. 42).
In 1980, Pinochet held a referendum to determine whether the Chilean public
would permit an additional nine years of military rule. In the run-ups to the vote, a
coalition of pro-military groups campaigned for public support of the military
government. They reminded citizens of the chaotic and crippling economic conditions in
1973 and warned that those conditions would return if Pinochet was voted from power.
The warning resonated with the sentiment of elements of Chilean society that was more
fearful of communist rule than they were of a military regime. According to a Gallup poll
held before the vote, 100 percent of the upper class and 45 percent of the middle class
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were highly satisfied with Pinochet’s authoritarian regime. Additionally, about 60 percent
of the upper class and 33 percent of the middle class considered that the worst outcome of
the referendum was a return to the conditions of 1973. Although the vote was considered
to be widely tainted by government electoral engineering and intimidation, 67 percent of
the population voted for continuation of the military regime (Shu-Yun Ma, 1999, p. 60).
Backed by alleged popular support, the military government moved to codify its
rule. In 1980, it drafted and passed a new constitution in which military domination of the
country’s politics was to be accomplished in three ways: (1) the armed forces would play
a permanent role as "guarantors" of the nation's institutions; (2) political activity would
be restricted, particularly any groups that challenged the military government; and (3)
institutional procedures that would limit civil and political liberties (Hudson, 1994, p.
205).
In accordance with the 1925 Chilean constitution, the legislative branch consisted
of a bicameral system made up of a 150-member Chamber of Deputies and a 50-member
Senate. Under the 1980 constitution designed by Pinochet, Chile retained the bicameral
legislature composed of the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate. However, the 1980
charter reduced the Chamber of Deputies to 120 members, two for each of sixty
congressional districts. The 1980 constitution also reduced the Senate to thirty-eight
members serving eight-year terms, with half of the body coming up for election every
four years. Pinochet ensured that the military would maintain its political control by
reserving the right to appoint four of the thirty-eight senators and allowing five others to
be appointed by other government bodies. The nine appointed senators gave the rightwing political factions (friendly to the military regime) a three-seat advantage in the
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Senate. Through this electoral engineering, Pinochet guaranteed that a majority in the
Senate protected the military. Such constitutional provisions virtually barred the Senate
from exercising oversight of the executive branch or expressing opinions on the conduct
of government.
The new Constitution also authorized any Chilean that had served more than six
years as President was also entitled to be appointed senator-for-life. However, because of
term limits, only one Presidents prior to 1990 had ever served more than six years:
Chilean founding father Bernardo O’Higgins (1817-1823). Pinochet became the second
when he resigned as Commander in Chief of the Chilean Army in 1998. President Frei
Ruiz-Tagle also became senator-for-life when he concluded his presidency in 2000.
The extensive authorities granted to the armed forces in the 1980 Constitution
resulted in what one historian called a “fourth branch of government” (Wiarda and
Collins, 2011). The Constitution expanded executive power and gave military
commanders the right to declare martial law when they deemed it necessary. It inserted
military officials into the legislation and public administration. At the same time, it
reduced legislative authorities, eliminated representative local government, cancelled
civil rights and liberties, and placed civilians under the jurisdiction of military courts
without an option for appeal to the Supreme Court. It created a National Security Council
with veto power over civilian decisions (Loveman, 1991, p. 46).
The 1980 Constitution codified multi-faceted authoritarian control of the
government and entrenched military influence in domestic politics. It also was the most
difficult instrument of military authority to reform once a new government was elected.
Through the authorities vested in Pinochet through the Constitution, he was able to
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appoint almost one-third of the Senate lawmakers. Additionally, the congressional
election would take place under political conditions designed to favor the military
institution (Hudson, 1994).
Arrested suspects were prosecuted in military tribunals where rules of evidence
and due process were in accordance with the Military Justice Code. Under this system,
the armed forces were permitted to imprison civilians for minor infractions. According to
the code, the military had authority to arrest, “anyone who causes any disturbance or
disorder, through speaking, written word, or any other medium, or causes anything to be
known by the troops intended to cause them disgust or indifference to the service, or
criticizes the service, will be punished with. . . military imprisonment.” Furthermore, if
the Supreme Court heard a case that originated in a military court, the Auditor General of
the Army temporarily became a Supreme Court justice. (Weeks, 2001, p. 77).
The right to try civilians in military courts was codified in the Anti-Terrorism
Law passed in May 1984. The law identified 16 specific acts as “terrorist actions” and
gave military courts jurisdiction over the trials. The Military Code of Justice also
permitted the police to arrest and try anyone who “threatens, offends, or insults”
members of the Armed Forces. This was particularly useful against opposition political
leaders and newsmen who dared to question the legitimacy of the military regime. The
Anti-Terrorism law permitted the security forces to keep suspects incommunicado for up
to 20 days during which period they could be interrogated and, often times, tortured
(Loveman, 1991, p. 49). The Anti-Terrorism law remained in affect after the transition to
civilian government in March 1990.
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Like the Anti-Terrorism Law, the Law of the Interior Security of the State also
imposed harsh punishment on civilians for infractions against public order or the security
of the state. The Pinochet regime greatly expanded the scope of criminal activities and
placed perpetrators of these laws under military jurisdiction. Some of the more benign
offenses included attending unauthorized public rallies, protesting against government
policies, publishing unauthorized magazines or newspapers, or the catch-all prohibition
against disturbing public tranquility. (Loveman, 1991, p. 51).
Under the authority of the new Constitution, Pinochet had little intention or
interest in returning to a democratic system. When the Council of State (Consejo de
Estado) headed by former president Jorge Alessandri Rodríguez (1958-64), proposed a
return to civilian rule by 1985, Pinochet balked and demanded a new, tougher version
that would require stringent control of national politics for a longer period. When the plan
for transition back to representative democracy was approved, it came loaded with
requirements that would ensure military involvement in the political process. For
example, the designers of the 1980 constitution arranged for a plebiscite to be held in late
1988 or 1989 on a single candidate to be designated by the four commanders of the
armed forces (army commander Pinochet included) to lead the country in the next eightyear term. In an obscure provision, the text specifically exempted Pinochet from the
article barring presidents from reelection, a clear sign that the general had every intention
of perpetuating himself in power.
According to the new constitution, Pinochet would remain president through
1989, and a 1988 plebiscite would determine if he would have an additional eight years in
office. The 1980 Constitution contained stipulations for a period of transition (from
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March 11, 1980 to March 11, 1990) and then a period of constitutional government (in
effect after March 11, 1990). The Constitution imposed by the regime consisted of 34
"transitional" articles and 120 "permanent" articles that corresponded to the two time
periods. The transitional articles provided the regime with sweeping powers. The most
controversial provision was Transitional Article 24, which eliminated due process of law,
giving the president broad powers to curtail the rights of assembly and free speech and to
arrest, exile, or exile any citizen with no rights of appeal except to the President himself.
None of the provisions provided for any manner of civilian oversight by the Chilean
Congress.
With the ratification of the new constitution of 1980, Pinochet achieved many of
his political objectives. After seven years of “constitutional ambiguity and questionable
political legitimacy,” the military's sweeping control over virtually every aspect of public
life had become codified and sanctioned in an elaborate "democratic" ritual, which the
authorities believed finally conferred on them the legitimacy of the popular will. In the
eyes of the military, a dictatorship had now been transformed into a legal authoritarian
regime, rule by exception having been replaced by the rule of law. Pinochet seemed
untouchable. When the new charter took effect in 1981, the dictatorship was at the peak
of its powers, politically unaccountable. As if to signal the government's renewed
confidence and continuing contempt for its political opponents, Andrés Zaldívar, the
highly respected president of the Christian Democratic Party (Partido Demócrata
Cristiano or PDC), was exiled for daring to question the plebiscite's results.
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The National Security Council
Like the presidential cabinet, the National Security Council (Consejo de
Seguridad Nacional or COSENA in Spanish) had traditionally been occupied by civilian
political figures. COSENA provided the President with direct advice on national security
matters (Weeks, 2000, p. 48). After the 1973 coup, military officers dominated
COSENA. It consisted of eleven members, only two of whom were elected officials
(Article 95, 1980 Constitution). The voting members consisted of the President, the
president of the Senate, the president of the Supreme Court, the commanders in chief of
the armed forces, and the director general of the Carabineros of Chile. Nonvoting
members included the Ministers of Defense; Economy, Development and Reconstruction;
Finance; Foreign Relations; and Interior (Loveman, 1991, p. 47; Fuentes, 2000, p. 117).
This ratio provided the military with a majority vote in the Council. The 1980
Constitution permitted two of the members to convene the Council thereby permitting the
armed forces to forcibly promote their issues to the senior civilian leadership (Fuentes,
2000, p. 117).
The 1980 Constitution provided COSENA a degree of authority previously
unheard of in Chilean politics. The military held half the seats on the council and had the
power to challenge the president’s policies, ensuring that military leaders had a majority
on any COSENA vote, ensuring that military prerogatives were maintained, and
effectively undermining the democratic authority of the President. It granted the military
exclusive power to convene the Council without the permission of the President thereby
providing the armed forces an authority for which it could directly challenge the
president’s policies. The 1980 Constitution declared that COSENA could "express to any
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authority established by this constitution its opinion regarding any deed, event, act, or
subject matter, which in its judgment gravely challenges the bases of the institutional
order or could threaten national security." COSENA was thus empowered to admonish
top government leaders and institutions, including Congress, on any matter the military
deemed relevant to the nation's security. It wasn’t until 2004 that the Chilean Congress
voted to transform the NSC into an advisory organization without any decisive power.
From that point on, only the President could call it into session (Pion-Berlin, 2009, p.
568).
The 1980 constitution gave COSENA significant powers of "authorization" and
"nomination." The constitution required the president to seek approval from COSENA to
impose any state of exception and gave the council authority to solicit any information it
deemed necessary in "national security" matters from any government agency. Under the
1980 charter, COSENA was also empowered to name four of the nine designated
members of the Senate and two of the seven members of the powerful Constitutional
Tribunal, whereas the President and the Senate could nominate only one each. Finally,
only COSENA could remove military commanders from each of the branches of the
Armed Forces.
For all intents and purposes, the 1980 Constitution and the authority it vested in
COSENA established a permanent tutelary role for the armed forces. With the
establishment of the 1980 Constitution, the system was further codified. For example, the
decision on the eventual election of a new congress and participation of newly defined
political parties explicitly included designees of the COSENA as senators. Thus the new
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constitution clearly provided for an entrenchment of military authority in Chilean politics
(Loveman, 1997, p. 270).
The Military Government of the 1980s
By 1983, political and economic problems had generated significant public
discontent. Massive protests were spearheaded by labor leaders disheartened by
economic stagnation. However, Pinochet remained recalcitrant. In response to protests in
1984, Pinochet declared a state of emergency and ordered security forces to the streets to
supervise public protests. By this point, even Pinochet’s conservative political supporters
had grown concerned about his authoritarian practices. Some feared that his continued
reign of power would polarize Chilean society and lead to a popular revolt that would
result in more violence and bloodshed (Hudson, 1994).
On Sunday, September 7, 1986, members of the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front
(Frente Patriótica Manuel Rodríguez or FPMR) attempted to assassinate Pinochet.
Pinochet, returning from a visit to the countryside with one of his grandsons, was
traveling in a convoy of five vehicles with 19 bodyguards and personal assistants. At a
narrow stretch of the highway near Puente Alto, 21 insurgents opened fire on the convoy
using rockets, grenades, and small arms. Two FPMR vehicles blocked the road in front
and back of Pinochet to prevent his escape. Pinochet’s armored vehicle received a direct
hit from a rocket but the explosive failed to detonate. Pinochet’s chauffeur, Chilean Army
Corporal Oscar Carvajal, maneuvered the general’s Mercedes Benz into reverse and,
despite striking the guardrail and an insurgent vehicle numerous times, fled the scene of
attack. Five of Pinochet’s bodyguards died in the attack. The September 1986
assassination attempt prompted an authoritarian backlash (Loveman, 1997, p. 294).
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Transition to Democracy
As 1987 began, Pinochet and his aides confidently started planning for the
presidential plebiscite. The economy was showing signs of recovery. The Marxist left,
decimated by arrests and executions following the attack on Pinochet, was dispersed. The
democratic opposition was torn between those who accepted the regime's transition
formula and those who denounced it as illegitimate. Moderate conservatives and some
regime insiders, including the chiefs of the armed forces and the Carabineros, urged
Pinochet to permit open elections or to allow a candidate other than himself to stand for
office. But Pinochet’s most loyal followers assured him that he was the only man capable
of saving Chile from anarchy and chaos. His advisors and supporters in the military and
business communities were convinced that the government could not lose. Furthermore,
Pinochet viewed civilian politicians as demagogues determined to reverse the
accomplishments of the military regime that only he, a patriotic, self-sacrificing soldier,
could defend. As a result, the information passed up the chain of command was designed
to reinforce Pinochet’s wishes. Negative information was filtered out. That fact,
combined with contempt for politics and politician, made it difficult for Pinochet to sense
the mood of the country, one that supported a return to Chile’s democratic traditions
(Valenzuela, 2010, p. 109). The insular nature of the regime blinded them to the political
reality in the country: by 1986, only 13.2 percent of Santiago residents supported the
continuation of the Pinochet regime (Remmer, 1989b, p. 152).
Pinochet and his closest supporters were fully confident that given the legal
constraints on the activities of political parties and public confidence in the government's
economic achievements, they could win any referendum calling for perpetuation of the
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regime. He and his commanders also believed that the population's fear of a return to the
confrontations of the early 1970s, in combination with signs of economic recovery and a
campaign run with military efficiency, would permit Pinochet to overwhelm the fractious
opposition and let his detractors, both at home and abroad, know that he enjoyed broad
popular legitimacy (Jaksic, 1993, p. 268; Hagopian, 1993, p. 474).
On August 30, 1988, Chile's four military commanders met in secret deliberation
and unanimously nominated the 73-year old Pinochet to run for president in a plebiscite
that would take place on October 5. Any military official who might have opposed
General Pinochet did not do so perhaps because of a belief in the principle of military
unity or because of intimidation by Pinochet's power. The vast resources of the regime
were already mobilized to ensure Pinochet's victory. Military provincial governors and
civilian mayors, all appointed by Pinochet, were acting as local campaign chiefs.
In Chile on October 5, 1988, a confident Pinochet permitted a “yes-no” vote via
plebiscite that would allow him to remain in office for an additional eight years.
Shockingly, the government lost the plebiscite. Pinochet had underestimated the
organizational capacity of the political opposition. By early 1988, fourteen parties had
joined a coalition for the “no” vote. Moderate Socialists played a key role in convincing
dubious Chilean leftists to register to vote and the more radical wing of the Socialist
Party finally followed suit. With little money and only limited freedom to operate, an allvolunteer force led by Socialists and Christian Democrats registered voters, organized
training sessions for poll watchers, and collected the signatures needed to legalize parties.
By the cutoff date, a record 92 percent of the voting-age population had registered to
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vote, and four parties had collected enough signatures to register poll watchers for 22,000
voting tables.
The night after the vote, a somber Pinochet appeared on television and
acknowledged his defeat: 54.5 percent voted against eight more years of the Pinochet
regime and 43 percent voted to continue the military government. Pinochet's acceptance
of his electoral loss was a remarkable event. The result was a decisive defeat first in the
plebiscite of October 1988 and then in the presidential and congressional elections of
December 1989.
Pinochet was buoyed by the fact that 43 percent of the Chilean population voted
for a continuation of the military government and specifically one by Pinochet. Military
officers refer to that fact frequently to demonstrate that they were trusted to safeguard the
Chilean way of life.
Ironically, it was the institutional rules and not any external factors that finally
contributed to his surrender of power. Despite the general's ambition to remain in power,
the commitment of other senior military commanders who had pledged to guarantee the
vote's outcome prevented him from doing so. The internal culture of honor that was so
omnipresent among military circles made officers obliged to accept the results of a fair
election. Military honor also prevented many officers from tolerating or attempting any
interruption of the electoral process. As Arturo Valenzuela put it, institutional loyalties
and respect for legality became more important than the military society’s loyalty to
Pinochet (2010, p. 108).
Another way that the military culture contributed to Pinochet’s downfall was in
the general’s lines of communication. Pinochet was so insulated by sycophants and
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loyalists that he didn’t receive accurate predictions about the election and its possible
outcomes until it was too late. Despite Pinochet’s optimism, survey results before the
plebiscite might have convinced him that his draconian strategy had fallen out of favor,
an indication of what was to come in the October 1988 vote. According to a 1987
national survey, 58 percent of those surveyed favored a return to democracy as compared
to 9 percent who preferred authoritarianism. Additionally, 70 percent of Chileans
preferred to choose the next president in free elections as compared to 12 percent who
opted for Pinochet’s plebiscite. All the information transmitted up the chain of command
was designed to reinforce Pinochet’s wishes, to the point that negative information was
filtered out. A generalized contempt for politics and politicians, even those supporting the
regime, made it difficult for officials to sense the mood of the country, one that strongly
supported a return to Chile’s democratic traditions (Valenzuela, 2010, p. 109).
With the plebiscite behind them, Chileans turned their attention to the December
14, 1989 elections, the first democratic elections for president and Congress in nineteen
years. The fourteen opposition parties formed the Coalition of Parties for Democracy
(Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia or CPD), with longtime Senator Patricio
Aylwin as their standard-bearer. His principal opponent was Pinochet's former minister
of finance, Hernán Büchi Buc, who ran as an independent supported by the progovernment Independent Democratic Union (Unión Demócrata Independiente or UDI).
Aylwin (1990-94) won a decisive victory, improving on the no vote in the plebiscite with
55.2 percent of the 7.1 million votes cast to Büchi's 29.4 percent. The subsequent victory
by the opposition was a remarkable political achievement in light of the constraints
imposed by the government. Ninety-seven percent of all registered voters went to the
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polls and the opposition won in ten of the country’s twelve provinces (Valenzuela, 1995,
p. 108). In the congressional races, the CPD was able to able to maneuver around the
political obstacles imposed by the government and win a majority of the elected seats in
both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate. The CPD gained 49.3 percent of the vote
to 32.4 percent for UDI in the Chamber of Deputies, and 50.5 percent of the vote versus
43 percent for its opponent in the Senate (Weeks, 2003, p. 59).
Although Pinochet and the armed forces had suffered an electoral defeat, they had
not relinquished complete control of the government. The new democratically-elected
government was inaugurated despite the de facto powers of the Chilean military and the
backing of the Constitution of 1980 that favored military rule. Pinochet’s influence in
Congress remained strong, supported by a delegation of senators who had been appointed
during his 17-year military rule, part of an effort by the military to ensure the
continuation of its ideology. After peacefully stepping down in 1990, Pinochet continued
to serve as Commander-in-Chief of the Chilean Army until March 10, 1998, when he
retired and became a senator-for-life in accordance with the 1980 Constitution. There was
never any hint that the military would abandon the transition formula and institutional
order envisioned in "their" 1980 constitution. Samuel Huntington, in his 1991 classic The
Third Wave: Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century, maintained that elections
were the “death of dictatorship” (p. 101). This was not the case in Chile. The fact that
Pinochet had received 43 percent of the popular vote, despite fifteen years in office,
strengthened the belief in military circles that his tactics were appropriate and that his
rule was legitimate.
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Following Pinochet’s bow from power, he and the Chilean military continued to
cling to political control. Military prerogatives codified in the 1980 Constitution and
backed by senators placed in power during the military regime ensured support for
military interests for years to come. The armed forces were intent on protecting their
institution from the threat of trials, dishonor, and loss of resources or political influence
(Loveman, 1991, p. 39, 43). Any attempt of the civilian President to influence military
promotions, retirement, and command assignments, or efforts that threatened the political
autonomy of military commanders met resistance. Even after the Aylwin government
took office, the President was forced to accept the members of the previous ruling junta
as the new chiefs of the four military services for his entire term in office (Zalaquett,
1999, p. 43).
Based on the results of the election – a clear public endorsement for government
reform – the Chilean military agreed to a series of changes to the Constitution.
Considering the military’s obstinate resistance to any reduction in their authorities and
their Constitutional mandate to serve as the guarantors of institutional order, why would
the military so readily agree to changes? Scholars theorize that the military agreed to the
changes for two reasons (Heiss and Navia, 2007, p. 164). First, the military assumed the
new civilian leadership would attempt to disassemble much of the 1980 Constitution that
gave the military its legal authorities and therefore wanted to have a voice in the reforms.
Second, with the defeat of Pinochet in the October 1988 plebiscite and the conservative
candidate in the December 1989 presidential election, the military’s power shifted to the
legislature instead of the executive branch. In the Senate, the military could still appoint
eight of the 35 Senators and many of the seats were already filled with politicians
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appointed during the military government. It was therefore in the Chilean military’s
interests to ensure that Presidential authority for Aylwin was limited but that their
authorities remained strong in the Congress (Hudson, 1994, p. 212).
Rolling Back Military Prerogatives
From 1990 to 2010, elected officials sparred with the Chilean military to roll back
many of the prerogatives the armed forces enjoyed in order to consolidate democratic
practices and ensure military subordination to civilian officials. The inauguration of
President Patricio Aylwin on March 11, 1990 marked the return of democracy to Chile
after sixteen and a half years of military rule. It also began a prolonged reduction of
military political prerogatives through negotiation with military officials.
Aylwin and representatives of the Concertación were intent on removing the
authoritarian political order that had dominated the country since 1973. Likewise, they
wanted to reduce the political role of the armed forces and reform much of what had been
codified in the 1980 Constitution. Among these reforms were the role of the armed
forces, modification of the national security council, investigation of human rights abuses
by Pinochet and the military, cancellation of the 1978 amnesty program, and a reduction
of the military courts over civilians. Leftist political groups and human rights
organizations also put pressure on the new president to investigate the atrocities
committed by the military. Less than two months after taking office, Aylwin ordered an
investigation into the human rights atrocities committed by the Chilean military. The
Rettig Commission, as it was known, represented a public judgement of Pinochet’s and
the military’s actions during the 17-year military regime. As Aylwin and others would
realize, the reforms were an uphill battle against a deeply entrenched military institution.
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The political reforms of 1988 and 1989 (approved by 85.7 percent of the voters on
July 30, 1989) marked the return of civilian oversight of the military. From the point of
view of many civilian officials, the most important modifications were to Article 8 of the
1980 Constitution. According to the article, “totalitarian” political groups that threatened
the democratic order could be penalized, an effort aimed at reducing the risk of future
military interference in politics. The revised article also reduced the majorities required
for approval of constitutional laws and constitutional amendments in Congress,
eliminated the requirement that two successive Congresses vote to enact amendments,
and reinstated 38 Senate slots to elected positions, thus eliminating the military’s
appointed senators. In addition, the amended article eliminated the president's power to
dissolve the lower house of Congress and reduced some of the chief executive's authority
to declare a state of exception. All of these reform efforts succeeded in reducing the
political autonomy of the military and increasing civilian political control (Weeks, 2003,
p. 53).
The Chilean military, despite some internal division that occurred as the civilian
government liberalized the political system, remained defiant and supportive of Pinochet.
Instead of asking forgiveness for military actions during the period of military control,
Pinochet justified and upheld them as patriotic. He and other military leaders denied the
accuracy and judicial validity of the Rettig Commission Report (Hunter, 1998, p. 310;
Kornbluh, 2005; Loveman 1991, p. 40). The Army “fundamentally disagreed” with the
report and contended it had the “wrong historical perspective” (Fuentes, 2000, p. 122).
Pinochet responded that "the Chilean Army certainly sees no reason to apologize for
having taken part in this patriotic effort" and said that the Chilean military “will not
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accept being placed on trial for having saved the freedom and sovereignty of the country”
(Rodríguez, Díaz, and Vedoya, 2018). The army contended that individuals, rather than
the military as an institution, committed human rights violations and therefore there was
no requirement for the army to seek forgiveness or show remorse. Shortly before the
Rettig Report became available to the public, Pinochet ordered the military to high alert,
a reminder to the civilian authorities of the power that the Chilean Army still wielded.
When criminal complaints began to be filed in court, military troops took actions
intended to subtly but distinctly rattle their swords. General Pinochet infamously warned
Patricio Aylwin, Chile’s newly elected president, as he handed over power in 1990, “No
one is going to touch my people. The day they do, the state of law will come to an end”
(Salmon, 2006, p. 77; Loveman, 1991, p. 40; Weeks, 2000, p. 729; Weeks, 2003, p. 93).
In fact, Pinochet contended, even if military officers knew the locations of the bodies of
victims, they would not cooperate nor reveal the locations of the graves (Weeks, 2003, p.
93; Mattarollo, 2002; Brahm, 2005).
Two incidents in particular captures the dilemma faced by civilian leaders to
curtail military power. On December 19, 1990, just nine months after democratic rule had
been restored, the Aylwin administration began an investigation into fraud allegations
against Pinochet’s son, Augusto Pinochet Hiriart. The general’s son had reportedly
profited from the sale of military buildings and property. At the same time, the Minister
of Defense Patricio Rojas had been inquiring if General Pinochet intended on retiring
from the Army. The result of these two inquiries provoked a response from the Army.
Pinochet called the army to the barracks, often an indication of an impending military
action. The event, called the ejercicio de enlace (“readiness exercise” in English)
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demonstrated that the military would not accept investigations into its affairs or permit its
reputation to be publicly tarnished. Faced with a serious challenge to its executive
authority, President Aylwin was forced to suspend the investigation into the check
cashing scheme (Weeks, 2000, p. 730; Fuentes, 2000, p. 123).
The second incident occurred in early 1993 as the crescendo of calls from civilian
courts to hold military officers accountable for the abuses they committed reached a fever
pitch. Partly related to these investigations, the Ministry of Defense delayed decisions on
the promotion of Chilean Army officers. At the same time, investigators prepared to
launch an inquiry of corruption charges that Pinochet and his sons had benefited from $3
million of paid interest in a bankrupt firm that manufactured arms. On the morning of
May 28, 1993, the Chilean Army staged a highly visible demonstration (called a boinazo
for the types of caps worn by the troops) in Santiago. About sixty heavily armed officers
and elite troops in full battle dress mobilized to guard a meeting of the Corps of Army
Generals, themselves in battle dress, in the armed forces building across the street from
La Moneda, the presidential palace. President Aylwin was on an official trip to Europe
and the Minister of Interior, in charge of the government as vice president, thought that
the events were so critical that they could well lead to a military coup like that of
September 1973. Upon his return to the country, President Aylwin initiated an intensive
round of consultations with General Pinochet, political parties, and human rights groups.
Pinochet and other military officials made a number of demands: the Minister of Defense
should resign, all investigations into human rights violations should cease, pending
reforms to the Constitution should be suspended, and the investigation into corruption of
Pinochet’s son (the cheques case) should end.
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Aylwin refused to cease the human rights investigations and rejected a blanket
amnesty law demanded by the Army leadership. However, as a compromise to the armed
forces, he permitted accused military officers to testify in secret without their names
appearing in the press. He also agreed to lower the profile of the corruption investigation
and approved a number of pending military decrees that had been held up. (Fuentes,
2000, p. 124; Weeks, 2003, p. 84; Hunter, 1998, p. 311).
There were a number of additional minor confrontations that demonstrated the
divide between civilians and the military. On the day of his inauguration, Aylwin refused
to receive the Presidential sash from Pinochet, the former president, as is customary.
During the first formal parade with the newly elected President in the reviewing stand,
the lead military official refused to request permission to begin the ceremony, another
military tradition that shows the symbolic subordination of the military to the president.
These were trivial incidents but represent the animosity that existed between the two
groups (Fuentes, 2000, p 122).
Although the Aylwin government had limited success in holding the military
accountable for its abuses, it was successful in reestablishing the competence of the
civilian courts to deal with all matters pertaining to civilians. Consequently, the courts
began to reexamine cases of human rights violations that had been previously dismissed
by the military tribunals as lacking in evidence or as falling under the amnesty law
approved by the military government in 1978. Aylwin also enacted a significant
constitutional amendment that reduced the power of military courts. Henceforth, military
courts could no longer try civilians (Hudson, 1994, p. 72). Aylwin also was successful in
holding up the promotions of military officers accused of human rights violations
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(Fuentes, 2000, p. 121).
Upon assuming the Chilean Presidency in March 1994, Eduardo Frei inherited
many of the complex negotiations on human rights with which his predecessor struggled.
Like Aylwin, Frei was willing to parley with Pinochet and other military leaders. Military
leaders wanted human rights trials to come to a close immediately and to extend the 1978
amnesty program to cover events that occurred until 1990. Frei refused to surrender the
ground gained on human rights accountability by agreeing to such uneven terms.
However, Frei was willing to trade human rights concessions in return for reforms on
prerogatives acquired by the military in the 1980 Constitution and in the 1990 Organic
Law of the Armed Forces. The most important of these reforms were the President’s right
to dismiss senior military officers and control over the National Security Council. In
return, Frei was willing to offer a two-year time limit of human rights investigations and
a vow that no officers charged with committing crimes between 1973 and 1978 would
spend time in prison (Hunter, 1998, p. 313).
Taking Civilian Control of the Chilean Ministry of Defense
The Chilean Ministry of Defense (and the corresponding Minister of Defense)
was first established in 1932. Prior to this, defense functions were split between the
Minister of War and the Minister of the Navy. The new Ministry combined these two
positions, as well as the newly created Ministry of Aviation, under one organization.
Civilian Ministers of Defense in Chile were historically “non-controversial” figures who
had little active participation in security and defense issues, instead choosing to remain
indifferent and defer to military officials to make policy decisions (Weeks, 2003, p. 32).
According to Chile scholar Fred Nunn, ministers were chosen because they satisfied a
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number of criteria: (1) political “lightweights” selected for appearances in order to
reinforce the perception of the military's subservient position, (2) distinguished figures
appointed to imply respect for the military institution, or (3) civilians who are popular
with military men (1975, p. 293). In most cases, the civilian Minister of Defense had
more political experience than actual knowledge or expertise in security and defense
matters. In all three cases, the circumstances represented conditions in which the military
retained a substantial amount of authority.
Despite the potential loss of institutional control to an “outside” bureaucrat,
civilian ministers may have been actually preferred by military officials wary of
infighting and destructive competition among military factions. Prior to the establishment
of the Minister of Defense in 1932, there were frequent purges and disciplinary action
among the military groups as they competed for power and position. From 1924-1925,
Chile saw ten governments in just eighteen months during a period of extreme turmoil.
The infighting caused extensive damage to the professional reputation of the military.
With the new Minister of Defense position, that changed. According to Nunn, a civilian
minister who served above the partisan politics could make more egalitarian decisions
based upon merit and performance (1975, p. 293).
Since 1945, 30 of 39 Chilean Defense Ministers have been civilians. However,
during the military regime from 1973-1990, all the Ministers of Defense were active duty
military officers whose steadfast loyalty lay with the Pinochet government and the
military institution. It was not until the transition to the civilian government in 1990
under President Patricio Aylwin that the first civilian Minister of Defense in nearly 17
years, Patricio Rojas, was chosen.
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Almost immediately, General Pinochet and other military leaders rejected the idea
of a civilian superior, one who might meddle in military matters normally decided by
senior officers. Pinochet found it difficult to accept that a civilian had any authority over
him and he preferred to deal directly with the new President (Weeks, 2003, p. 61),
declaring that the Ministry was a purely administrative position and had no authority over
the armed forces (Weeks, 2001, p. 70). As a result, the civilian Minister of Defense and
his staff were often circumvented. Military officers instead worked in their own circles.
At times, according to political scientist Gregory Weeks, military officers met at off-site
locations to coordinate policy issues without having to consult or cooperate with their
civilian counterparts (Weeks, 2003; Pion-Berlin, 2009, p. 565).
Under Eduardo Frei, elected President in 1994, the military got a defense minister
more respectful to their self-perception of military authority. Unlike his predecessor,
Defense Minister Edmundo Pérez was less of a provocateur toward military issues and
enjoyed a friendly relationship with Pinochet as well as other senior military officers. His
father had been murdered by leftist terrorists in 1969. His cordial approach to the military
led some to declare him “more military than the military itself” (Weeks, 2003, p. 102).
Such an attitude had constructive benefits and the military found itself channeling
decisions through the Ministry of Defense for the first time since the transition to
democracy. Pérez’s successors as Minister of Defense, notably Mario Fernández and
Michelle Bachelet, also took careful approaches to their positions and the Ministry
gradually acquired some control and authority over the military institution (Weeks, 2003,
p. 102, 141, & 151).
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Presidential or Congressional Ability to Name and Fire Senior Military
Commanders
Since 1945, Chilean Presidents have had the authority to select and fire senior
military commanders of the armed forces. Presidents frequently replace senior officers to
ensure compliance with government policies and to prevent any one officer from gaining
too much authority. Additionally, Presidents could select the service commander from
deep down in the ranks of the admirals and generals. Being bypassed for the top post
meant automatic retirement from the military. As Nunn describes it, “this can be an
effective method of cleaning house, moving a political ally up to the top spot or placating
dissidents without resorting to blatant interference” (1975, p. 295). For example, in 1969
President Eduardo Frei bypassed six more senior generals to name General René
Schneider as commander-in-chief of the army. Following the murder of Schneider during
a bungled kidnapping attempt a year later, four more generals were forced into retirement
by the appointment of General Carlos Prats. Considering that there were only 25 generals
in the Chilean military in 1973, the resulting rate of turnover in the army’s top command
was extraordinarily high (Remmer, 1989a, p. 156).
Following the return to democracy in 1990 after 17 years of military dictatorship,
the military restricted the President’s ability to select the high command of the armed
forces. In accordance with the 1980 Constitution, the senior officers became legally
protected from dismissal by the President. The President could only select the
commanders of each military branch from the top five officials in each service and
subsequently could not remove that officer for four years. Removal of the commanders
was a right reserved for COSENA. Retirements, promotions, and command assignments
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would also be exclusively reserved for military leaders, not the President or Minister of
Defense (Loveman, 1991, p. 46; Weeks, 2003, p. 47). Furthermore, after stepping down
from the Presidency, Pinochet was entitled to remain as head of the army for an
additional eight years until 1998 with no possibility of removal by the president.
This system of senior military selection remained unchanged even after the
transition to democracy. The 1989 reforms did not include any changes that permitted the
removal of the commanders in chief of the armed services and the Carabineros by the
President or legislature. On three occasions when Aylwin went to Congress to regain the
right to fire military commanders, he was blocked by the senators selected by General
Pinochet (Hunter, 1998, p. 310). Even when Aylwin tried to force the retirement of
Brigadier General Pedro Espinoza because of his alleged involvement in the murder of
former Prime Minister Orlando Letelier in Washington, DC, Pinochet refused and
military allies in the Chilean Congress blocked the corresponding legislation. Pinochet
had made it clear to the new President that he would continue to be a watchdog, ensuring
that the new rules were followed and that "none of his men were touched" for their
actions in the "war" to save Chile from communism (Weeks, 2003, p. 47, 79).
In early 1992, civilian leaders made another reform attempt to establish control
over senior military officers. The Aylwin government proposed a series of constitutional
reforms that would have limited the prerogatives of the military by allowing the president
to appoint, promote, and remove officers. The reform was signed and sent to Congress by
President Aylwin on March 29, 1992, specifically targeting Articles 7 and 53, the
Organic Constitutional Law on the Armed Forces which limited presidential authority to
hire, fire, and promote members of the military. Among the suggested reforms was a
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provision providing the president with the right to choose commanders of the armed
forces from among the ten most senior officers instead of the top five. These proposals
were opposed, however, by both parties of the right making it impossible to limit the
military prerogatives of the armed forces at this point in the reform effort (Hudson,
1994).
After the boinazo of May 1993, the international press often referred to the
Aylwin administration as a co-government, in which the military and civilians shared
power equally. According to this view, Chile's democracy had been hobbled with a
president unable to resist the military, military officers immune to prosecution for human
rights abuses, and a Congress acting as a rubber-stamp body. It wasn’t until the
constitutional reforms of 2005 that the executive regained the power to remove military
commanders.
Aylwin’s successor, President Frei, also faced dilemmas on how to remove top
military and police officials. In March 1994, just days after assuming the Presidency, Frei
sought to force the retirement of General Rodolfo Stange, head of the Carabineros.
Stange had been accused of involvement in the murder of three young men in 1985
whose throats were slit by policemen. But General Stange refused to retire and President
Frei reluctantly admitted had no means of getting rid of the general. In late 1994,
President Frei blocked Chilean police promotions that Stange had selected. In early
1995, Stange agreed to retire and he finally did so in October of that year.
Accountability for Human Rights Violations
The amount of military repression directed at domestic targets was astonishing
even in the long history of state terror in Latin America. In the days following the
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September 11, 1973 coup, military actions were directed against factories, farmers, and
other members of the lower class. According to government investigations, in the first six
months of the military government, 80,000 citizens were arrested, 2,000 were executed,
and over 150,000 were dismissed from their jobs. 20,000 students were expelled from
universities and thousands more fled into exile. Almost 50,000 Chilean citizens were
imprisoned as political prisoners (Remmer, 1980, p. 282). The level of violence and
coercion used by the security forces was something never before seen in Chilean history.
The number of people who were detained so exceeded the capacities of the existing penal
institutions that for a time stadiums, military grounds, and even naval vessels were used
as short-term prisons. The intelligence service that was created after the coup, the
National Intelligence Directorate (Dirección Nacional de Inteligencia or DINA),
maintained 750 secret torture centers for prisoners mostly in the remote south and the far
north (Hudson, 1994).
DINA was controlled nearly exclusively by Pinochet and served as a powerful
tool against political opponents of the government. It operated virtually without restraint,
both inside and outside of Chile, repressing dissenters and assassinating leading
opposition figures. So notorious were its activities that of 957 identified "disappearances"
of enemies of the Pinochet regime, DINA was blamed by the Rettig Commission on
human rights abuses for perpetrating 392 of them.
Some of DINA’s victims were political opponents of the Pinochet regime who
had fled the country or been forced into exile. This included former Army Commanding
General Arturo Prats, assassinated with his wife by car bomb in Buenos Aires in 1974.
Later that same year, DINA agents attempted to murder Bernardo Leighton, the Christian
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Democratic leader, in Rome. In 1976, Orlando Letelier, a former Defense Minister of the
Allende administration and ambassador to the United States under the Popular Unity
(Unidad Popular) regime, was killed by car bomb in Washington DC. The international
diplomatic outcry over the last attack, which also killed a young American woman in the
car with Letelier, damaged relations between the Nixon Administration and the Chilean
military junta.
Not unlike the President’s inability to fire senior commanders, Presidents Aylwin
and Frei had few means to hold military officers accountable for crimes. General Manuel
Contreras, head of DINA from 1973-1977, was accused of murder, torture, and
disappearances. He was also accused of ordering the 1976 murder of Orlando Letelier in
Sheridan Circle in Washington DC. Under intense international pressure, Contreras was
stripped of his immunity through the 1979 amnesty and, on May 30, 1995, was sentenced
to seven years in prison. However, Contreras refused to turn himself in to authorities and
went into hiding aided by other Chilean Army officials. Pinochet supported the action,
calling the sentence against Contreras “unjust” (Fuentes, 2000, p. 129).
Convicted with Contreras was his deputy commander at DINA, Colonel Pedro
Espinoza. However, unlike Contreras, Espinoza reported to prison on June 19, 1995 to
serve his six-year sentence. A month later, three hundred military officers showed up
outside the Peuco Prison in a show of military solidarity for their imprisoned colleague.
The demonstration sent a clear message to the civilian prosecutors: the military is unified
in its opposition to civilian efforts to hold them accountable for actions they perceived as
patriotic and part of their duties to protect Chilean society (Fuentes, 2000, p. 129).
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The Contreras case is particularly representative of the limits the President and
other civilian officials had to force compliance of the military. To surrender Contreras to
prison authorities, the military made a number of demands: a Presidential pardon of
Contreras and Espinoza after they served half their sentences, the creation of a special
military prison to hold the two convicts, an increase in the military budget, resolution of
ongoing human rights trials, and a political conclusion to the “cheques” corruption case
against Pinochet and his son. In response, President Frei offered a number of concessions.
First, he offered to end all investigations of the checking scandal that involved Pinochet’s
son. Second, he also agreed that Contreras would be guarded by army officers, not the
typical Gendarmerie prison guards that Chile normally uses. Twenty three Chilean Army
officers were “deputized” for prison guard duty to accommodate Contreras. Third,
President Frei permitted the prison be transferred to the Defense Ministry. Last, Frei also
offered to raise Army salaries by eight percent. Pinochet had argued they should go up by
14 percent (Weeks, 2003, p. 103-106; Fuentes, 2000, p. 129).
Contreras finally surrendered in October 1995, more than five months after being
sentenced. Subsequent investigations piled on the charges against the former head of
DINA. Eventually he was convicted of 59 separate crimes including kidnapping, forced
disappearances, and assassination and was sentenced to 529 years in prison. He died still
in confinement in August 2015.
DINA was disbanded in 1977 but it was quickly replaced by a new organization
known as the National Information Center (Centro Nacional de Información) or CNI
(Remmer, 1989b, p. 149). Although human rights abuses abated significantly under the
new intelligence organization, CNI continued to draw criticism until it was gradually
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deactivated and its records were sent to the intelligence units of the military branches.
Even after the return of civilian leaders in 1990, the military was unwilling to cede its
control of the intelligence services to the civilian authorities. In addition to control of the
CNI, each branch of the armed forces and the police (Carabineros) had its own
intelligence branch. None of the military intelligence units shared its information with
civilian authorities, a result of the residual suspicion that the civilian authorities were
secretly collaborating with what the military perceived as “enemies of the state.” In fact,
the military went so far as to implement wiretapping and eavesdropping on civilian
politicians. The discovery of such actions in 1992 and 1996 raised an outcry from civilian
leaders but the civilian officials had little legislative recourse. In 1996, the dramatic
escape of four FPMR rebels (Frente Patriotico Manuel Rodriguez) from a high-security
prison seemed to prove to military officials that the civilians were incompetent and
unable to be trusted with sensitive intelligence data (Weeks, 2003, p. 81 & 116).
Chile had never had a need for an amnesty for human rights violations prior to
1973. But the horrific crimes committed by the military against alleged enemies of the
state in the name of national security left the armed forces worried about legal retribution
after a transition to civilian control. On April 19, 1978, the military government passed
an amnesty law, forgiving all political crimes committed since the 1973 coup including
the “disappearances” conducted by DINA agents. Despite the amnesty law, a number of
major crimes during the conflict were eventually brought to trial including the 1976
assassination in Washington DC of Orlando Letelier.
Pinochet’s control of Chilean authority extended to the civilian court system.
Once the courts accepted the legitimacy of the military junta as the new executive and
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legislative power, they complied with the new decree laws, even when the latter violated
the spirit and letter of the original constitution. According to critics, the courts did little to
address the serious issue of human rights violations, continuously deferring to the
military and security services (Hudson, 1994, p. 41). Most Supreme Court justices
refused to acknowledge the existence of such violations and the courts simply failed to
investigate cases despite mounting evidence and requests for habeas corpus. In those
cases where the courts inquired about specific violations, they generally accepted the
explanations of the Interior Ministry or other official entities at face value. The Chilean
Truth Commission's report criticized the judicial branch for its "exaggerated formalism in
interpreting the law and its acceptance as proof of confessions obtained under torture”
(Jaksic, 1993, p. 265).
When President Aylwin entered office in 1990, he was determined to resolve all
human rights investigations before the end of his term four years later, a policy that
became known as the Aylwin Doctrine (Weeks, 2003, p. 92). He faced stiff resistance
from Pinochet and other members of the military who feared that the reports of torture
and assassination would damage the reputation of the armed forces. He also faced a
Parliament dominated by leftovers from the Pinochet dictatorship era (Zalaquett, 1999).
Pinochet warned civilian political leaders that he would not permit his men to be
“vilified” or prosecuted. Moreover, he also vowed to block efforts to remove the
military’s self-granted amnesty (Hunter, 1998, p. 310).
Aylwin’s first attempt at accountability occurred on April 25, 1990, when he
established the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (often called the Rettig
Commission in honor of its senior member) to investigate the human rights record in
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Chile during the years of dictatorship and a detailed account of the 2,279 documented
dead. The commission was charged with determining the extent of human rights
violations during the military regime, an effort to preserve the memory of what happened
with the hopes of never allowing it to be repeated. A group of distinguished jurists and
human rights observers were asked to focus specifically on human rights violations
resulting in death between September 11, 1973 and March 11, 1990. Their charge was
primarily to determine the truth about these cases rather than to initiate prosecution, a
responsibility left to the courts. The Commission eventually produced a voluminous
report holding the security forces responsible for 2,115 deaths, including those of 957
detainees who disappeared and an additional 164 victims of political violence (Jaksic,
1993, p. 264; Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux, 1998, p. 652). That number would eventually
rise to 3197 victims as additional investigations were concluded (Weeks, 2003, p. 74).
The report also acknowledged that 132 police and soldiers died in the confrontations
(Jaksic, 1993, p. 264).
In the opinion of the Commission members, no situation of "internal war" existed
that could justify the killings, most of which occurred months and years after the coup. It
determined that most of the disappeared had been seen last in the hands of members and
were most likely dead. It concluded that the armed forces therefore bear moral
responsibility for "the practices that they commanded, condoned, or failed to either stop
or prevent from recurring" (Jaksic, 1993, p. 260).
On February 9, 1991, less than a year after Aylwin was inaugurated, the
Commission presented its report to the President. On March 4, the President made a
televised address to the Chilean public and acknowledging the government’s
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responsibility for the atrocities committed. The Congress unanimously passed a
resolution commending the investigation but the Chilean military adamantly rejecting the
findings. A national survey conducted in March 1991 (the same period when the Rettig
Report went public) by the Center for Contemporary Reality Studies (Centro de Estudios
de la Realidad Contemporánea or CERC) showed that 75.3 percent of the population
assigned "much" blame to the military for violations of human rights. Another 14.4
percent that thought the armed forces had at least "some" responsibility and only 3.8
percent thought that they had "none."
Pinochet in London
In 1998, Pinochet went to Britain to undergo back surgery. While he was there,
Spanish judge Baltasar Garzon filed legal charges against Pinochet, charging him with 32
counts of murder, torture, hostage taking, and kidnapping. Pinochet remained in Britain
for over a year while the British government debated its position and jurisdiction in the
matter. Eventually British physicians found Pinochet to be too mentally incapacitated to
stand trial as a result of minor strokes he had suffered. On March 3, 2000, he was quickly
whisked back to Chile and was met with a hero’s welcome by hundreds of military
followers at the international airport in Santiago.
Pinochet himself would know little peace after his escape from England. The
month after his return, a Chilean judge filed charges against him for the execution of
seventy-five political prisoners during the “Caravan of Death” in 1973 when a team of
military officers traveled among torture centers in Chile executing those they perceived
as the most dangerous enemies of the Chilean state. On May 23, 2000, Pinochet’s
amnesty was revoked. Eventually, Pinochet avoided trial because he suffered from
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dementia. Pinochet appealed the revocation of his immunity but, in August of that year,
the Supreme Court subsequently upheld the decision. In January 2001, he was indicted
for the Caravan of Death crimes. On July 9, 2001, a Chilean appellate court declared
Pinochet could not stand trial because he suffered from dementia. The decision was
upheld by the Supreme Court on July 1, 2002. Pinochet, a Senator-for-life in accordance
with the 1980 Constitution, resigned from the Senate two days later. In 2005, he was
charged with tax evasion after millions of dollars of funds were located in the Riggs Bank
case. He died on December 10, 2006 before the investigation or trial could be concluded.
In June 2010, the Chilean Supreme estimated his personal worth at over $20 million of
which $17 million could not be explained or accounted for from his earnings as a Chilean
military officer. However, the legal proceedings seemed to open the floodgates for
prosecutions against military officials and, by January 2002, over one hundred retired
military officers were charged with murder and disappearances (Weeks, 2003, pp. 147151).
Further Rollbacks of Military Autonomy
The Spanish and British attempts to hold Pinochet accountable for his regime’s
atrocities changed the civil-military paradigm in Chile. Until 1998, only a few judges
sought to launch prosecution related to crimes committed during the internal conflict in
Chile. However, after the arrest of Pinochet in London, processes of justice began
accelerating. Under the Lagos government, the topic of human rights was for the first
time assumed to be a concern of state policy, and in March 2003, the Human Rights
Program was established. This included a number of measures designed to improve and
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extend victim reparation, solidify the role of the courts, and create monitoring and
educational institutions aimed at preventing the recurrence of serious rights violations.
In the wake of the arrest of General Augusto Pinochet, Chilean Defense Minister
Edmundo Perez described a "new attitude" among the military high command: "You deal
with it or it will never go away. You have to confront it - that's the changed attitude"
(Lutz and Sikkink, 2001). On September 26, 2003, the National Commission on Political
Imprisonment and Torture (known as the Valech Commission) was established to gather
information on human rights violations between 1973 and 1990 (Supreme Decree number
1040). Whereas the 1990 Rettig Commission only investigated crimes that resulted in
death or disappearance, the Valech Commission was charged with investigating the
widespread use of torture of detainees. The results of the Commission were released a
year later on November 29, 2004. The investigators had received testimony from over
35,000 people and concluded that torture had been indiscriminately employed by the
military on a national scale. President Ricardo Lagos went on public television the night
before the report was released and apologized to the Chilean public for the crimes
committed by the country’s security forces. He admitted that he now understood, “the
magnitude of the suffering, the insanity of the intense cruelty, and immensity of the
pain.” The following year, the government authorized reparation payments (of about
$200 U.S. dollars per month) for more than 28,000 Chileans who had been abused by
government agents. The testimonies and working documents of the Valech Commission
remain classified for 50 years until 2054 blocking any additional assistance to hold
perpetrators accountable for their actions.
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The Valech Report also marked a catalyst of reckoning for the Chilean military. A
few weeks before the report’s release, Army Commander in Chief General Juan Emilio
Cheyre admitted the military’s responsibility for the human rights crimes committed
during the military regime. The military, he wrote, assumed, “institutional responsibility
for all past actions that warrant punishment and were morally unacceptable.” In doing so,
he abandoned the hardline stance advocated by Pinochet that human rights abuses were
the isolated acts of individuals, not a systemic campaign advocated by the military
institution (Kornbluh, 2005).
Since that time, the process of delivering pensions and other compensatory
benefits to those classified as victims of torture and political imprisonment has been
implemented and remains ongoing. There has also been legal attention given to the
families of “disappeared” victims. During President Michelle Bachelet’s first term as
President (2006-2010), a special commission and a special presidential advisory for
human rights were created. In November 2009, the Institute for Human Rights was
established by the Chilean Congress (Law 20.405). In December 2009, the Chilean
Museum of Memory and Human Rights was inaugurated in Santiago.
After the 2009 elections, human rights groups voiced fears that reconciliation
might stall due to pressures on President Piñera from political partners. Piñera repeatedly
avowed his strict adherence to established standards of human rights and the rule of law.
For example, in September 2013 Piñera ordered the closing of a luxury prison holding ten
former agents of Pinochet and the transfer of the prisoners to other facilities. The jail, the
Penitenciario Cordillera, included cabins for prisoners equipped with private bathrooms.
Inmates passed time by playing tennis, swimming in the pool, using the barbeque, and
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even had a personal trainer. In coverage of the news event, Manuel Contreras, former
head of DINA, one of the inmates who is serving two life terms for kidnapping and
murder, seemed unrepentant. He reportedly continues to claim that the thousands of
disappeared victims of the Chilean Dirty War were armed leftists killed in gunfights,
despite evidence to the contrary.
Final Reforms to make the Chilean Military Subordinate to Civilian Officials
Following General Cheyre’s 2004 speech acknowledging institutional
responsibility for the human rights abuses and coupled with extensive investigations into
criminal conduct by Pinochet and his family, Chilean Army officials were unsurprisingly
ready to distance themselves from their military predecessors. In 2005, political
conditions were ripe for another round of reforms, this set under President Ricardo
Lagos. On August 26, 2005, 58 new Constitutional reforms took effect and among the
changes were the abolishment of some of the highest prerogatives of the Chilean military:
the clauses in the 1980 Constitution that gave the military the right to guard Chile as a
“protected democracy”; the appointment of Senators; the right of the National Security
Council to declare a state of siege; and the right of the NSC to convene itself, instead
granting that exclusive authority to the President (Heiss and Navia, 2007, pp. 185-186,
endnotes 5 and 14-17). The President was also authorized to remove senior military
officers (Gonzalez, 2005).
In 2010, the Law on the Organization and Functioning of the Ministry of Defense
(law 20.420) was approved at the end of President Bachelet’s first term. The law further
increased civilian control over the Ministry by increasing the civilian role in developing
defense planning and strategic thinking and providing more opportunities for civilian
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expertise in defense decision-making. Prior to 2010, Undersecretaries existed for each of
the armed services, the Army, Navy, and Air Force. Each service Undersecretary had
jealously guarded his resources and competed for budget funds. Among the
organizational changes, the law established a new Undersecretary of Defense with
responsibility for defense planning, policy, and strategy development. In addition, a new
Undersecretary of Armed Forces was created, one that would provide administrative,
personnel, and budgetary oversight (Matei and Robledo, 2013, pp. 585-586). Last, the
law consolidated power with the Joint Staff, not the three military services. All of these
reforms effectively placed an additional layer of senior civilian authority over the Chilean
armed forces and provided important resources to the civilian Minister of Defense. The
law was approved by Congress unanimously on February 4, 2010.
The 2010 law also finalized the shift of the Carabineros from the Ministry of
Defense. Under Pinochet’s rule, the Carabineros were placed under the jurisdiction of the
military. In January 1992, President Aylwin attempted to limit the military’s operational
control of the police, a move that would have required the Minister of Defense to handle
administrative duties of the police and the Minister of the Interior to handle all
operational matters. However, the military and its right-wing political allies managed to
block the legislation, unwilling to remove the Carabineros from control of the armed
forces. In March 1994, soon after his inauguration, President Eduardo Frei tried a similar
effort to place the police under civilian authority. He signed a decree transferring all
issues of public security to the Ministry of the Interior to include decision-making related
to the police. The Carabineros remained aligned with the armed forces but their authority
on matters of public security was diluted (Weeks, 2003, p. 79).
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As a result of the new law in 2010, the Carabineros were also finally removed
from the Ministry of Defense and placed under the authority of the Minister of the
Interior and Public Security. This further distanced the Chilean military from its public
security responsibilities and made a clear distinction between public security internal to
the country as the responsibility of the Chilean police and national defense external to the
country as the responsibility of the armed forces. The change went into effect in 2011.
However, legislative oversight continues to remain a problem. The two Defense
Committees (in the Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate) have minimal expertise by
which to render judgment over decisions such as defense policy, strategy, and budget
allocations. The committees have professional staffs of 2-3 advisers but professional
knowledge and lack of security clearances continue to hinder effective oversight.
Moreover, the Chilean legislation has few direct authorities over the military; much of the
power of defense issues resides with the executive branch. For example, until 2008 the
President, not the Congress, had the power to approve or deny foreign military operations
(Matei and Robledo, 2013, pp. 587-588).
Complementary Study #1 of Case Study – Phenomenological
Analysis of Interviews
The previous section examined the principal research methodology of this
dissertation, case study analysis. The next two sections provide additional support to the
Chile case study. The first complementary study, phenomenological analysis of
interviews, assists readers to understand Chilean military culture and the philosophy and
values of military officers. The second complementary study, qualitative content analysis
of reports written by Chilean military officers, also supports the case study analysis by
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providing additional important insights into the Chilean military institution. Combined
with the case study methodology, the two supporting complementary studies help
increase the construct validity of the dissertation.
Phenomenology is a means of understanding the lived experiences of Chilean
military officers during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010. The military is a
closed, insular, and rigidly obedient group, a difficult organization to examine under
normal circumstances. The period following the military government was even more
difficult; suspicions ran deep, animosity was high, and the military instinctively adapted a
defensive posture against what they expected to be a civilian campaign for accountability
and reckoning, one that could potentially bring humility and shame on military officers
and their institution.
Throughout this section, I subscribe to Moustakas’ 1994 text, Phenomenological
Research Methods, to guide my process. To accurately describe the position of the
Chilean military, Moustakas contends that transcendental phenomenology provides a
means to reveal the innermost beliefs of the individuals who agreed to participation in
this study. To do so required me (as researcher and interviewer) to cast aside all my
preconceived ideas or prejudices. I would have to approach each interview and my
subsequent analysis of them openly as with a clean slate and without judgements formed
from my prior knowledge of what I “thought” I knew about the situation in Chile. As
Moustakas describes it, I would have to rely upon my consciousness and intuition, not
what I deduced from prior interpretations.
As the primary researcher, I still had a fundamental role to play to translate what I
learned into a contextual narrative so that others could understand it clearly. However, to
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do so I had to “bracket” out my own presumptions in order to do a transcendental
phenomenological analysis of the data. Only then could I ensure I had an authentic idea
of what the Chilean military officers had experienced, what they feared, and what they
hoped would occur during the transition from an authoritarian regime to a democratic
one.
Here is a bracketing example drawn from my research experience. Long before I
began a detailed study of Chile, its history, its institutions, and its politics, I knew what
most college students knew about what happened on September 11, 1973. It is, after all,
an infamous event in Latin American history. The U.S. role in the overthrow of Allende
is one that has generated substantial foreign policy debate in the United States. From my
student perspective, the conflict in Chile was a Cold War confrontation between the
Chilean military and the Allende administration, a fight between a powerful, authoritarian
force (the military) and a revolutionary vanguard (the Socialists and Communists) driven
by an ideological passion for liberating what they perceive to be oppressed workers. But,
as I listened to the 25 Chilean military officers share their personal perspectives, I
realized there was much more to the story: their profound fear for their country and
themselves; the nationalistic pride that compelled them to act; their rigid obedience and
respect for the hierarchy of rank in the armed forces that left them no choice but to follow
every order without question; and the unwavering loyalty to fellow colleagues and to the
military as an institution. Hearing these accounts over and over during the interviews was
like putting on reading glasses. What had been a blurred jumble of words in a book, hard
to read or understand, suddenly became in focus and understandable.
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Elements of Transcendental Phenomenology
Moustakas describes a number of important elements of transcendental
phenomenology. The first is epoche in which the I had to unburden myself from
preconceived suppositions. The idea is to hear the interviewees’ accounts without any
bias or judgement (Moustakas, 1994, p. 85). The lens through which I examined the
interviewee’s accounts had to be completely clear without any shades or colors that could
skew my perception of his story. This is not easy; all human beings have their own
memories, experiences, or subconscious perspectives that instinctively inform them of
what is occurring and helps them. Hence, to rid myself completely of the inevitable
biases required an immense amount of reflection and effort.
A second important element of transcendental phenomenology is
“phenomenological reduction.” In this step of the process, I describe what I learned in a
pure and unvarnished manner. That is, the true sentiment of the person is shared without
omitting or altering any of the facts. Moustakas refers to this as a form of
“communalization” with the subject so both the researcher and the subject have identical
perceptions (1994, p. 95). For myself as the researcher, this requires me to accurately
understand exactly what the Chilean military officer told me. Because of the limitations
of our verbal communications and our bounded cognitive abilities, we are undoubtedly
unable to completely convey and comprehend with absolute clarity his account and my
understanding of it. But getting as close as is humanly possible is the objective.
Part of this step is “horizonalization.” The possibility of endlessly discovering
new facets to the story, like continuing to see new horizons as the journey proceeds, is
how Moustakas describes this process (1994, p. 97). In other words, by continuously
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examining new aspects of the accounts of Chilean military officers, I will continue to
gain unique perspectives on their experiences. Or, better said, I will continue to learn
more nuanced aspects of their accounts.
The third and final element of transcendental phenomenology – after epoche and
phenomenological reduction – is imaginative variation. This required me to examine the
structures that existed for the Chilean military officers who volunteered to participate in
my study. Moustakas refers to this as the “underlying and precipitating factors that
account for what is being experienced” (1994, p. 98). I considered this to be reflection
about the social, political, and economic dynamics that existed in Chilean society (and to
a lesser degree, the Chilean armed forces) during the 20 year transition to democracy that
is the central focus of this dissertation. How many factors were influencing the decisions
of the Chilean military officers during this period? They were feeling pressure internally
(to their own conscience), within the military institution, and as part of Chilean society.
Multiple competing demands were at stake, especially for those in positions of authority
such as the generals and admirals whose decisions would determine the course of the
institution as it navigated the hazard-filled waters of the civil-military relations in the
country.
Expectations for the Interviews
Interviews with military officers may illuminate the military’s perspectives on a
number of important issues: the Chilean military’s perceived role in society; the
military’s role as a praetorian guard force; subordination to civilian elected officials;
where the lines of authority are drawn between the military and civilians; military
prerogatives and privileges; and why the levels of force used against perceived enemies
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of the state were required. The Chilean military’s responses to these questions may
inform conflict resolution scholars on why the military acted the way it did and help
identify the best means to negotiate with the military during the transition to democracy
that occurred from 1990-2010.
Conventional logic would expect Chilean military officials to defend the actions
of the armed forces. But if given ample time to reflect and carefully address a number of
poignant interview questions, the respondent may provide a more nuanced response, one
that illuminates normally reserved issues. For example, the Chilean military may publicly
demonstrate loyalty to military leadership. But in private, they may harbor reservations
about extra-legal acts that the armed forces did in the name of state security. Most also
have friends and family “outside” the military with who they have frequent interaction.
From this group, they may be exposed to questions and criticism on the military’s
actions. These relations may expose them to different perspectives on the military’s
actions, ones they may generate doubts about the appropriateness of the military’s actions
and behavior. If this is true and Chilean military personnel regretted their actions, this
may be a revelation that has broad significance for negotiators.
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Table 2
Summary of Complementary Studies
Summary of Complementary Studies
Complementary Study #1 –
Complementary Study #2 – Content
Interviews
Analysis
Participants

Chilean military officers

Archives of Chilean military
speeches, doctrine, biographies, and
interviews.

Recruitment

Military universities, war
colleges, and diplomatic posts
within the United States that are
attended by Chilean military
officials.

Acquired through archival material,
particularly in War Colleges and
local publications.

Site
Selection

Conducted virtually via video
chat software. Participants came
from primarily in Santiago, Chile
and Washington DC.

Primarily online archives from
Chilean publications.

Data
analysis
method

Phenomenological analysis
(Moustakas, 1994)

Data coding (Saldaña, 2013)

Interviews with Chilean Military Officials
Interviews are useful analytical tools to acquire first-hand accounts from
individuals. In the specific case of the Chilean military, interviews offer an opportunity to
hear the opinions and experiences of a number of military officers who were directly
involved with the negotiations between the two groups during the transition to democracy
that began in 1990. As such, interviews serve as important primary source accounts of
participants. My position as a retired military officer, an academic at a military
university, and with my Spanish language abilities provides me a unique insight and
access to Chilean military officers. I have traveled and lived in the country and have
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worked closely with the Chilean military on a number of occasions, most recently as a
visiting professor at one of their premiere military academies for all of 2017.
I followed Brinkman and Kvale’s (2015) seven stages of an interview: (1)
thematizing, (2) designing, (3) interviewing, (4) transcribing, (5) analyzing, (6) verifying,
and (7) reporting (2015, pp. 123-124). In the thematic stage, I identified the purpose of
the study and the principal research questions. In the design stage, I considered potential
interviewees, locations, and how to solicit their participation. In the interview stage, I
questioned Chilean military officers and others in semi-structured open-ended exchanges.
In the transcribe phase, I made written records of what was discussed. In the analysis
stage, I categorized the content of the interviews into meaningful and interpretable
findings. In the verification stage, I ensured the information is reliable, valid, and relevant
to my research objectives. Finally, in the reporting stage, I summarized the data and
prepared it for public distribution while taking extreme care that the confidentiality of the
participants was protected.
Step 1 – Thematize. The interview content was examined through the lens of
phenomenological analysis. Phenomenology allows the participants in the research to
share their own personal accounts and experiences in order to fully understand how
events occurred (Moustakas, 1994, p. 17 & 25). The interviews with Chilean officials
were conducted so that each person’s complete account was heard and understood. I had
very specific research inquiries in mind so I initially guided the interviewee to the issue
but then allowed the him to elaborate on it. I remained mindful of the phenomenological
approach I must follow to hear the most reflective comments. I was seeking “the lived
experiences of the participants and to see things the way they occurred” (Moustakas,
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1994, p. 25) and tried to give the person adequate time to express that. With welldeveloped questions, specific research interests, and my familiarity with the Chilean
military culture, I think I adequately identified all the important themes related to the
Chilean military’s perspectives on civil-military relations and transitional justice.
The interviews focused on seven principal questions: What were the “lived
experiences” of Chilean military officers during the transition to democracy from 19902010? What were most important issues of concern for the Chilean armed forces in 1990?
When and why did relations become normalized between the military and civilian elected
officials? What are the cultural and institutional characteristics of the armed forces? What
should negotiators know about the military so they are prepared for discussions on
complex conflict resolution and transitional justice issues? Was negotiation useful in
breaking down obstacles between the military and elected civilian officials? What
negotiation processes worked well and, likewise, which negotiation techniques failed?
Step 2 – Design. When this research plan was initially developed, it was intended
that most of the interviews would be conducted in Washington DC where there are a
number of organizations which may make interviews with Chilean military officials
particularly convenient. At National Defense University (where I work), military officials
from Chile and many other countries attend a variety of academic programs. At the InterAmerican Defense College, for example, approximately 75 students attend an 11-month
long program of study each year. My organization, the William J. Perry Center for
Hemispheric Defense Studies, hosts over 300 participants each year for a variety of
courses. Hundreds more will attend for short events such as conferences, orientations,
hemispheric forums, and a number other academic activities. Closer to downtown
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Washington DC, the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Inter-American
Defense Board (IADB) have Chilean military officials familiar with the themes of my
dissertation.
However, because of the social distancing and self-quarantine requirements
required during the coronavirus pandemic, I was forced to conduct the interviews via
online video chat rather than in person. I used Zoom video conferencing software to
connect to Chilean military officers. In some ways, this broadened the number of
available speakers because I was able to reach individuals in Chile instead of relying
primarily on individuals within Washington DC.
Interview participants were also recruited through contacts I had established at the
National Academy of Strategic and Political Studies (ANEPE) in Santiago Chile as well
as military officers I had met through the William J. Perry Center for Hemispheric
Defense Studies (WJPC) at National Defense University in Washington DC. For the
initial contact, I emailed a number of colleagues and asked them if they were interested in
participating in an interview on civil-military relations in Chile during the period of the
transition to democracy from 1990 to 2010. If they agreed to participate I sent them a
follow up email with a link to the Zoom call and the informed consent document,
It was important to consider the emotional or psychological effect an interview
may have upon the person. Nearly everyone in both Chile was involved or knew someone
who was involved with the internal conflict. Questions about the military’s role in the
conflict might generate a defensive reaction that could cause emotional stress to the
interviewees and jeopardize the effectiveness of the interview. Military personnel may
have committed or witnessed any number of violent incidents during the conflict. Their
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involvement in illegal activities or extrajudicial actions might surface and trigger a
psychological reaction. In these circumstances, adhering to Institutional Review Board
(IRB) ethical requirements is particularly important. Although the majority of the
interview questions involve benign issues such as military subordination to civilians and
negotiation techniques, the potential for revisiting a difficult episode is very high.
Recollection of these events may trigger strong emotions or require them to verbally
account for their actions. The interviews might have unforeseen consequences to include
depression, stress, or dysfunction.
Prior to conducting the interviews, I required IRB approval. In a separate
document for the IRB, I provided a detailed explanation of the types of interviews I
conducted, the questions used, and the efforts I took to protect the interests of the
interviewees. This explanation was submitted through the IRB manager portal via two
online documents: (1) a Research Qualification Xform and (2) a New Protocol
Submission Xform. I also submitted the Informed Consent form in both English and
Spanish. The review of my research proposal and interview precautions was approved by
IRB on February 21, 2020 and is on record in my files. In August 2020, I filed an
amendment to the IRB. The coronavirus pandemic that broke out in early 2020 forced me
to adjust the interview process. To maintain social distance requirements, I opted to
conduct all interviews via Zoom video software rather than in person and I made a slight
adjustment to the informed consent document to reflect that. The amendment was
approved by the IRB representative on August 20, 2020. Last, a prerequisite for IRB
approval is also to complete the training requirements of the Collaborative Institutional
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Training Initiative (CITI) Program which I did in February 2019. They are valid until
February 2022.
To protect the identities of the participants, I took a number of precautions in
accordance with IRB requirements. First, the interviewee’s identity will remain
anonymous; no names or personally identifying information was used. Notes and email
records were kept to a minimum and those that were saved were downloaded to an
external hard drive and placed in a lock box at my residence in Virginia. Likewise,
audio/video recordings from the Zoom interviews were also downloaded to an external
hard drive and storied in a lock box. In accordance with IRB requirements, these archives
will be saved for at least 36 months.
I purposely avoided discussing issues of human rights or accountability for a
number of reasons. First, in the close-knit community of the Chilean military, the word
would spread quickly that the investigation was focused on human rights issues, a topic
that most military officers actively sought to avoid. Indeed, human rights often carry a
negative stigma among military officers. My personal list of Chilean contacts was about
12-15 individuals. In order to conduct 25 interviews, I was dependent on the participants
to make recommendations for other Chilean officers to interview. By discussing human
rights and accountability issues, the participant might opt to end the interview
prematurely and might also discourage others from joining my research project. Second,
the interviews were designed to provide a phenomenological perspective based on the
experiences of the Chilean military officers. Hence, in order to ensure I heard an
unsolicited response, I was supposed to allow the participants to speak, not direct the
conversation toward specific issues.
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I used a simple sampling criteria to determine the eligibility of the participants to
sit for the interview. The person had to be an active or retired Chilean military officer.
Members of the Chilean national police (Carabineros) or Investigative Police (Policía de
Investigación) were not eligible even though the police had been a part of the Ministry of
Defense during the military government. The person also had to have served at least
some part of their career during the period of inquiry, 1990-2010. In other words, young
military officers who had entered military service since 2010 were ineligible.
Questions were centered around their perspectives of civil-military relations
during the transition from the military government to the democratic administrations
from 1990-2010. I also expected to hear about military culture, military organization, the
internal conflict from 1973-1990, and transitional justice efforts during the peace accords.
An underlying theme will be how the democratically-elected government was able to
curtail the institutional privileges that the armed forces in Chile.
Step 3 – Interviews. From August through February 2021, I conducted semistructured open-ended interviews with 25 Chilean military officials. All were men. In the
Chilean armed forces, women were permitted to work in auxiliary health services and
administrative positions since the 1980s but could not serve in combat positions in the
Chilean armed forces until recently. The interview participants came from all three of the
military services: Army, Navy, and Air Force.
All of the participants were either active duty military officers or retired from the
Chilean military. They ranged in rank from three-star generals and admirals to lieutenant
colonels and commanders. Since the Army is the largest force of the three military
services in Chile, about four-fifths of the participants were from the Chilean Army. The
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others were evenly split among the Navy and Air Force. Most of the participants were
retired military officers who had had direct experience at senior levels of the armed
forces during the period of inquiry, 1990-2010. Only about one-fifth of the 25 officers
were still on active duty. A number of them had served in very prestigious positions
within the Chilean military or government. A few were the former military aide to the
heads of the military services or the President. On average, they each had served about 30
years in the Chilean military.
The interviews consisted of seven guiding but open-ended questions that
permitted the interviewee to elaborate on a number of topics. Most interviews lasted
about 45 to 60 minutes. A few were as short as 30 minutes but others lasted 90 minutes.
All but one were conducted in Spanish. In accordance with phenomenological approach
to the interviews, I permitted the participants to do the majority of the talking and, with
most interviewees, that turned out to be easier than anticipated. However, there were a
few – perhaps as part of a defensive posture of talking about a delicate issue that involved
their personal and professional pride – who provided the curt answers. Based on the
direction of the discussion and responses, I was prepared to address a series of additional
issues in order to maximize the information the participant provided. If information that I
had not expected to be revealed during the interview surfaces, I wanted to be agile
enough to deviate from my established script in order to take advantage of this
development. In short, I wanted the interview to be structured but also flexible. I had to
be nimble enough to adapt to the situation, take advantage of the development, and
interpret the responses instinctively.
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Before beginning each interview, I emailed the informed consent document to the
interviewee so he could review it and understand the requirements and his rights. At the
start of the interview, as is customary in Latin American cultures, I greeted the participant
and chatted informally about recent events in Chile and the United States for a few
minutes before beginning the formal interview. That portion of the conversation included
me explaining my qualifications to conduct the interviews: my PhD studies, my 20 years
in the U.S. Navy, my time spent operating with the Chilean military, and that I spent
2017 teaching as a visiting professor at the National Academy for Political and Strategic
Studies (ANEPE). After a few minutes of casual conversation, I turned to business and
began by summarizing the research project, its objectives, and the methodology. I also
described how the interview was going to proceed and reminded the person that
participation was completely voluntary and that he could stop the discussion at any time.
Last, I asked him permission to record the session on Zoom and explained that it would
be used only for to transcribe notes from the interview, not to be shared with anyone else.
Permission from the interviewee to record the session was particularly important because
a flashing red button appears on the screen and many of the participants were reticent to
talk about the violence that occurred during the internal conflict.
The interview questions were provided to the participants in the informed consent
document and in advance of the interview. This provided them a preview of the issues to
be addressed and gave each interviewee a chance to think about their responses in
advance. Some interviewees did not always directly respond to the question but spoke in
general terms of their experiences and memories of the period. The following section will
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address each one of these questions and the responses received by the interview
participants.
At the conclusion of the interview, I thanked the person for his participation,
reminded him again that the interview was completely anonymous and that his personal
information would be well guarded, asked him to send the signed informed consent
document to me, and requested recommendations of other Chilean military officers who
might also wish to participate in the project.
Step 4 – Transcribe. I took copious notes during the discussion and, immediately
following each interview, I compiled my notes into the narrative of the conversation to
make sure they captured the correct context while my memory was still fresh in my mind.
In most cases, I referred to the video recording to confirm a number of discussion points.
This helped ensure I captured the exact spoken words of the interview and the nuanced
points of the discussion.
The video and audio recording of the interview were downloaded from Zoom,
transferred to an external hard drive, and placed in a secure location.
Step 5 – Analysis. As I moved through the 25 interviews, I began to see certain
issues repeatedly mentioned by most of the participants. I will report these in more detail
in step 7 of this process but most of the participants were of the same consensus of the
main issues. These included cordial relations with civilian counterparts at working levels,
the need to educate civilians on security and defense matters, references to the 1990
ejercicio de enlace and the 1993 boinazo, civil-military collaboration on the defense
white books, and the sentiment that there was a legal double standard on human rights
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accountability after 2004. There were many other issues mentioned but these are
examples of the most frequent refrains.
The analysis of the interviews conducted at this stage also revealed topics that the
Chilean officers did not mention. For example, none of the participants mentioned the
atrocities committed by Chilean military personnel against detained suspects. In some
ways, that was not surprising because the human rights violations that occurred during
the internal conflict brought international condemnation against the military government.
Undoubtedly military officers are tired of having to account for those actions. Likewise,
none of the interviewees demonstrated any remorse for what had occurred nor did they
acknowledge institutional responsibility for crimes committed against civilians.
There were also few religious references made by the participants in the
interviews. I was surprised to not hear this raised during the interviews because Latin
American militaries (including Chile) are demographically comprised of conservative
factions that tend to be devoutly religious. Catholicism is the predominant faith in Chile
and my experience working in the country led me to expect to hear religious references
frequently. I was surprised that the topic was rarely mentioned during the 25 interviews.
Last, there were few mentions of military values during the discussions. I had
crafted one of the seven interview questions to specifically address “cultural and
institutional characteristics” but the matter was never raised by the participants I
consulted. I expected to hear frequent mentions of sacrifice, loyalty, honor, service,
discipline, and duty during the lengthy discussions. However, the topics were rarely
addressed. This was surprising because military values are commonly mentioned in the
written reports examined in complementary study #2.
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Step 6 – Verify. At this point of the research project, I was intimately familiar
with issues related to Chilean history and the evolution of the Chilean civil-military
relations. The interviewees did not raise many issues about which I previously had not
known. The discussions concerned incidents that occurred 40-50 years earlier and some
of the participants were often unsure of the date or year that it occurred. Consequently, I
had to verify the dates an event happened in a few cases. But, for the most part, testimony
from the interviewees was accurate and I had to do little factual verification of their
accounts.
Step 7 – Report. The following section addresses each of the interview questions.
The answers are a compilation of responses from the 25 interview participants. Not all
the interviewee’s addressed each question or topic but where there was a common
consensus among five or more of them, I captured the responses of the participants.
Phenomenological Data Analysis
The interview data were examined using phenomenological analysis. As
Moustakas describes it (1994, p. 21), phenomenological analysis is ideal as a form of
qualitative analysis to study human behavior. Studies of humans – either individually or
as a group – are generally not prone to quantitative studies because the humans are too
intricate to subject to any measurable research. Researchers may be able to understand
the experiences of the group but a quantitative analysis may be difficult to conclusively
determine behavior or decision processes. Interviews are particularly useful means of
acquiring first person accounts of their experiences because, under the appropriate
interview design, the participant can speak openly and freely about his or her perspective.
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The entirety of the experience of the Chilean military officers is a more suitable to a
qualitative study rather than examining a sub-group or part of the community.
Each of the seven interview questions developed in this section correspond to one
of the three principal research questions identified in the early portions of this
dissertation. In other words, the interview questions are designed to generate specific
responses to the central issues in each research question. Research question number one,
for example, concerns the “lived experiences” of the Chilean military officers
participating in the interviews. The first interview question is almost a verbatim identical
question. Interview questions numbers two and four also support research question
number one, the first inquiring about “the most important issues of concern” of the
Chilean officers and the second asking about the “cultural and institutional
characteristics” of the Chilean military. The sequence of interview questions (between
questions three and four) were deliberately presented in a different order because of a
logical flow of the interview discussion. Table 3 lists each research question with its
corresponding interview question.
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Table 3
Research and Interview Questions
Research and Interview Questions
Research Questions (RQ)
Interview Questions (IQ)
RQ1: From a phenomenological
IQ1: What were the “lived experiences” of
perspective, what are the “lived
Chilean military officers during the transition
experiences” of Chilean military
to democracy from 1990-2010?
personnel who were involved with the IQ2: What were most important issues of
political crisis in Chile and the
concern for the Chilean armed forces in
transition to civilian democratic rule in 1990?
Chile from 1990-2010?
IQ4 - What are the cultural and institutional
characteristics of the armed forces?
RQ2: What can be learned from how
IQ3 - When and why did relations become
the institutional autonomy of the
normalized between the military and civilian
Chilean military related to the attempts elected officials?
to establish civilian control over the
armed forces from 1990-2010?
RQ3: Based on the data collected from IQ5 - What should negotiators know about
interviews and content analysis, what
the military so they are prepared for complex
techniques were most constructive
conflict resolution and transitional justice
when negotiating with Chilean
issues?
military officials?
IQ6 - Was negotiation useful in reducing
obstacles between the military and elected
civilian officials?
IQ7 - What negotiation processes worked
well and, likewise, which negotiation
techniques failed?
The phenomenological data acquired through the interviews were analyzed using
Moustakas’s eight steps of data analysis (1994, p. 120). The steps are as follows: (1)
listing and preliminary grouping, (2) reduction and elimination, (3) clustering and
thematizing, (4) validation, (5) individual textual description, (6) individual structural
description, (7) textual-structural description, and (8) composite group description. Each
step is described below in detail.
Listing and preliminary grouping, the first step in Moustakas’ process, involved
reviewing and transcribing the interviews in order to capture the subjects that were
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discussed (1994, p. 120). I combined my hand written notes (normally 4-5 pages for each
interview) with the transcribed remarks of the interview. From the composite transcript, I
then identified common themes or differences among each of the participants. The
consensus issues – those that were consistently mentioned - were then grouped into
categories and related sub-categories.
I was particularly alert for remarks associated with the research question themes.
Not surprisingly, there was a homogeneity of content. It was rare for Chilean military
officers to stray from the conservative dogma that is an institutional characteristic of the
armed forces. Of the 25 participants, only about 2-3 offered any insights that were
different from the consensus topics among the group.
Reduction and elimination, the second of Moustakas’ steps, involved removing all
information that was unrelated to the study or did not add value to the study. The research
projects focuses on a number of specific issues – civil-military relations,
phenomenological perspective of Chilean military officers, and institutional autonomy,
for example – and interview questions were designed with those research topics in mind.
For those military officers who answered the question directly, these issues formed the
majority of the responses received and provided their personal account (a form of
horizontalization). However, a number of the interviewees ignored the question and
chose to elaborate on matters unrelated to the matter asked of them. For example, a few
of the Chilean officers interviewed for the research, wanted to talk about the 1970-1973
Allende administration and the circumstances surrounding the September 11, 1973
military coup even though the interview questions were focused on the matters during the
transition to democracy from 1990-2010. Undoubtedly, their instinctive response was to
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defend the military’s actions during the 1973 crisis, something they had to do dozens of
times in the past.
Reducing and eliminating this extraneous material helped strengthen the
remaining content. In other words, the remarks of each of the participants, once reduced
to the essential elements, contained a rich amount of useful data for the research project.
The threshold to determine if the content was eliminated was information that was not
mentioned by at least five of the twenty-five participants in the project. This required me
to refrain from conducting a thorough analysis of all the recorded remarks until all 25
interviews were completed.
The next step in the data analysis process was to “cluster and group by theme” the
remaining content from the interviews. As Moustakas describes it, the remaining data
should consist of the core themes of the material (1994, p. 121), those experiences
mentioned most frequently by the 25 interviewed participants and therefore those that
most accurately reflect the “lived experiences” of the Chilean military officers.
The fourth step of Moustakas’ data analysis, validation, is related to the third step
in which I organized the interview results via theme. Validation is the confirmation that a
subject has been raised by multiple Chilean military officers and therefore adds value to
the analysis.
I did this by reviewing all the transcripts and notes from the discussions with the
25 Chilean officers and confirming that a specific subject was one that was nearly
universally mentioned by the interviewees. Extraneous material, those only mentioned by
a handful of individuals could not be considered to be a common experience or
perception, were discarded. As a result, the remaining material represented the most
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valuable “lived experiences” of the Chilean military officers who participated in this
study.
From the observations of the interviews, I developed a textual description of the
data I collected. This is the fifth step of Moustakas’ data analysis. This process required
me to cite the descriptions of the Chilean military officers that were extracted from the
interview transcripts and to fold them into the analysis. To the maximum extent possible,
I tried to use the verbatim remarks (translated from Spanish into English) to reflect the
experiences and perspectives of the military officers. I used fictitious names of the
participants to emphasize the narrative each provided in the verbatim transcript of their
remarks. These names in no way correspond to the true identities of the participants.
Great care has been taken to avoid any use of information that might disclose their names
and violate the agreements provided to them via the informed consent documents each
signed prior to conducting the interview, in accordance with IRB requirements.
The sixth step is a follow-on to the textual descriptions described in step number
five. It requires a structural description of the interview content. As Moustakas describes
it, the textual description (step #5) is the “what” of the data and the structural description
(step #6) is the “how” of the data (1994, p. 135). In the case of the Chile, this would be
the equivalent of explaining elements of military culture and doctrine that help illuminate
the actions as described by the military officers. For example, the Chilean officers may
refer to their personal sentiments of national loyalty but without a structural explanation
of how the military is assigned a constitutional role of protecting the country and how
patriotism is an important part of military culture, the full context may not be clear to the
reader.
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Moustakas’ seventh step is to combine elements of steps five and six into a
composite step called textual-structural description (1994, p. 144). This takes the literal
description provided by the interviewees and the contextual interpretation by the
researcher and combines them into an analysis that ties the subject directly to the research
questions. Moustakas refers to this as a synthesis of the two previous steps (1994, p. 144),
combining the “what” and “how” of the data to provide a clear depiction of the
significance of the data for the research.
The last step in the data analysis process is composite group description. This is
the summation of all the data into the “big picture” explanation of why it is significant to
the research. It requires the researcher to provide a comprehensive analysis using all the
elements of the research acquired and processed through the previous seven steps of
Moustakas’ data analysis process. Up to this step, the data have been selected,
scrutinized, contextualized, and interpreted. In this final step, the data are distilled into a
meaningful form in which the researcher interprets the data into a frame of reference that
explains the consequences of the information.
Findings and Analysis for Complementary Study #1.
Interview question #1 - What were the “lived experiences” of Chilean military officers
during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010?
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Figure 1
Responses to Interview question #1

According to most of the 25 Chilean officers interviewed for this research project,
relations with their civilian counterparts were cordial and constructive in the years
immediately following the transition to a civilian government that began with President
Aylwin’s inauguration on March 10, 1990. In the opinion of Chilean military officers,
this was true for three reasons: (1) no animosity existed between civilians and military
personnel at working levels; (2) recognition that civilians needed education on security
and defense matters if they were to oversee the Chilean military; and (3) contemporary
security and defense problems required a whole-of-government response.
First, any residual animosity among civilians and the Chilean military operational
level were minimal. By the transition to the Aylwin Administration in March 1990,
almost 20 years had passed since the violence of 1973. In most cases, the perpetrators of
the acts of violence had retired from the military or were senior officials assigned to lofty
positions. In contrast, the current unit commanders had been junior officers during the
1970s. As a result, most junior or mid-grade officers were focused on completing their
military duties and performing as professional officers, not debating civil-military
relations issues with civilian counterparts. A Chilean Army officer, Alejandro (names are
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pseudonyms), interviewed in late 2020 for the research, stated, “We were only trying to
do our jobs as professional military officers.” The Chilean armed services has military
bases throughout the entire country, from Arica in the north near the Peruvian and
Bolivian borders all the way to the southern part of the country near Punta Arenas, a
distance of over 2,400 miles. One senior official interviewed for the project recounted
how interaction with local civilian authorities in most regions was cordial and civil.
Civilian political representatives like the mayor of the local town situated near a military
base were often invited onto the bases as distinguished guests by the commanding officer
of the military unit to partake in celebrations on national holidays. “We had good
relations with most of the local officials,” said David, interviewed in August 2020.
Another officer described how his unit volunteered to refurbish the local school by
repairing decrepit roofs, painting the exterior walls, and building fence lines and
sidewalks on the property. These kind of efforts generated good will between the two
groups.
According to some officers, there were instances of resentment and animosity by
some civilian authorities particularly among members of the socialist party and other leftleaning groups. In these rare cases, civilians authorities refused to collaborate with the
local military units and preferred to keep a distance between the two factions. “Leftist
officials, particularly former officials from the Chilean Communist party, refused to
attend these events,” recalled Franco in November 2020. However, these strains were the
exceptions to civil-military relations in Chile during the first 4-5 years of the new
administrations.
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Most of the disputes over military authorities during the first years of the
transition to democracy resided at the strategic and political level. This was particularly
true for senior military officers were had regular contact with the new civilian overseers
of the Aylwin administration. Civilian officials wanted to reduce the number of military
prerogatives enjoyed by the Chilean military while at the same time the military officers
– particularly those associated with General Pinochet – were intent on ensuring a
“protected democracy” in Chile. Although the Chilean military had surrendered power to
civilians, the military would continue to play an active role in Chilean politics.
The highest political negotiations with the military rested in the hands of the
Minister of Defense making that person the main protagonist in civil-military relations in
the country. Hence, if the Minister was perceived to be combative or uncooperative with
the military, relations between the two groups were likely to reflect that sentiment.
Likewise, if the Minister deferred or acquiesced to the military, the generals and admirals
at the strategic relations level felt less threatened by the Minister and his decisions.
The civilian Minister of Defense under Patricio Aylwin – the first civilian
Minister of Defense since 1973 – was Patricio Rojas Saavedra. According to Chilean
officers interviewed for this project, relations between Rojas and the Chilean military
were confrontational and adversarial. General Pinochet remained as the Commander in
Chief of the Chilean Army and he challenged many of the initiatives that Minister Rojas
attempted to implement. After more than 16 years as the leader of the country, Pinochet
seemed to resent that he was subordinate to someone other than the President and he
refused to coordinate Army issues with the minister, instead insisting on dealing directly
with the President and thereby isolating Minster Rojas from the decision-making process.
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The second civilian Minister of Defense, Rojas’s successor, had much better
relations with the military than his predecessor. Edmundo Pérez Yoma was selected by
President Eduardo Frei when he assumed the Presidency in March 1994. “Minister Yoma
was kinder to the armed forces than Rojas,” recounted Alejandro.
Nearly all of the interviewees mentioned two specific events that demonstrate the
tensions between Pinochet and the Minister of Defense: the 1990 “ejercicio de enlace”
and the 1993 “boinazo.” Both occurred during President Aylwin’s and Minister of
Defenses Rojas’ term. These were considered the most serious disruptions of civilmilitary relations during the first years of the transition to democracy. The two incidents
were covered at length in the case study section of this research report so it is not
necessary to go into great detail of what occurred. However, it is worth noting that the
Chilean officers I spoke to had varying perspectives on these two events. Recall that
senior civilian officials in the Aylwin administration considered the mobilization of
Chilean soldiers that occurred in both instances to be serious threats to the restoration of
democracy, ones that could result in a military coup like that of September 1973.
However, military officials interviewed for this research project considered the two crises
to be isolated events and not representative of the otherwise stable relations between
military and civilians. A number of them insisted that there was never a risk of another
usurpation of power by the Chilean military. One senior officer, Gustavo, a former
general in the Chilean Army, described it as “muscle flexing” in order to coerce civilians
into accepting the military’s terms. Another senior Chilean military officer, Heraldo,
called it a “bluff” by Pinochet during his September 2020 interview.
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The idea that the ejercicio de enlace and the boinazo were not serious threats to
democracy in Chile is contrary to civilian perspectives on the two events. In the second
case, President Aylwin cut short international travel and rushed back to Chile to negotiate
a peaceful solution of the dispute, an indication of how serious the civilian leadership
considered the incident.
The second reason for good civil-military relations frequently cited by
interviewees is that the military recognized that civilian authorities required education on
security and defense matters if they were to provide effective management of the armed
forces. For that reason, military institutions offered to host a number of conferences soon
after Aylwin assumed the presidency in March 1990. For example, in April of that year,
the Chilean Army organized a conference at the War Academy to examine these issues,
an event cited by many of the officers consulted for this research project. The military
hosts of the event invited civilian politicians and academics to the conference in order to
have a mutually beneficial dialogue about security and defense matters. “We hosted a
number of conferences at the Escuela Militar early in the Aylwin period and invited all
the civilian representatives – academics, politicians, civil society, even the Church – to
attend,” said Ignacio. A number of subsequent conferences followed suit.
The third reason for constructive relations was because military and civilian
officials both recognized that contemporary security and defense problems required a
whole-of-government response. This was something mentioned by a number of the
officers interviewed for the project. Recall that the transition to democracy occurred in
Chile at the same time as the Cold War was ending. The Soviet Union had begun to
normalize relations with the West and the threat of communist revolutionaries had
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dissipated significantly. Military regimes in neighboring South American nations such as
Argentina, Uruguay, and Brail had surrendered power to civilian administrations in the
early and mid 1980s. At the same time, new threats such as terrorism, gangs, drug
trafficking, and organized crime had emerged as serious problems for many Latin
American nations. According to military officers interviewed for this project, these new
threats were not exclusively the responsibility of the armed forces. Drug trafficking, for
example, required collaboration with customs officials and police forces. Organized
crime activity were often associated with corruption of officials and bribes and, as a
result, required coordination with the Ministry of Justice. Effective responses to these
new threats required heightened levels of interagency cooperation and a whole-ofgovernment response with authorities in other civilian-led government agencies. They
were not solely a military responsibility.
Interview question #2 - What were most important issues of concern for the Chilean
armed forces in 1990?
Figure 2
Response to Interview question #2

One of the biggest concerns of the Chilean military expressed by the interviewees
was an unexpected response for me but makes sense in the context of the times. With the
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election of civilian authorities in 1990, military officers interviewed for this assignment
expressed concern that the military budget would be reduced to a point that the Chilean
armed forces would no longer be able to maintain a superior technological advantage
over their regional rivals, Argentina and Peru.
Some historical context is necessary to put this concern into perspective. In the
late 19th century, Chile and Peru had fought a vicious four-year long conflict during the
War of the Pacific. After years of combat, Chile eventually occupied the Peruvian capital
of Lima. Peruvian forces fled into the countryside from where they launched guerrilla
attacks against Chilean forces. In return, the Chilean soldiers reportedly committed
horrific atrocities against Peruvian civilians they suspected of assisting the enemy. As a
consequence of the peace treaty between the two nations, Chile acquired a sizable portion
of southern Peru. From this point forward, relations between Chile and Peru have
remained fraught. Most Chilean officers believe Peru seeks an opportunity to reacquire
the land it lost.
In 1982, Argentina raised a longstanding border dispute with Chile over control of
islands at the eastern entrance to the Beagle Channel. Argentina mobilized its military
forces in the southern part of the country, an apparent effort to seize control from Chile of
this strategically important waterway. Chile also fortified its defenses in the region and
prepared for war. The conflict was only avoided when the Pope intervened to find a
diplomatic solution.
The experience left the Chilean military anxious about the aggressiveness of its
neighbors. During the military government, the United States leveled a hefty arms
embargo on Chile because of the human rights violations committed by the military.
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Whereas the Nixon Administration had diplomatically recognized the military junta just
days after the 1973 coup, the Carter Administration distanced itself from the Chilean
military because of the abuses committed against Chilean citizens. On June 30, 1976, the
Kennedy Amendment passed the U.S. Senate and halted arms sales and military aid
provided by the United States that had previously made Chile one of the highest
recipients of U.S. military aid in the hemisphere. At the same time that Chile was
suddenly cut off from its main arms supplier, Peru and Argentina were modernizing their
armed forces creating a sizable technological advantage over their rival (Bawden, 2013,
p. 517). “Peru was acquiring an arsenal of formidable weapons from the Soviets and we
[Chile] were quickly falling behind,” testified Guillermo during his interview in late
2020.
This is the backdrop of the fears of Chilean military officers who worried about
how they could defend the sovereignty of their beloved country with limited budget and
resources. It was a concern mentioned by approximately half of the interviewees. Military
officers did not want to be distracted or unable to complete their professional military
duties. They had an important job to ensure the country’s armed forces were adequately
equipped and trained to serve as a form of dissuasion for would-be opponents. Civilmilitary relations had to be conducted in a constructive manner that would not prevent the
armed forces from providing territorial integrity and protection of its national
sovereignty.
This is a significant revelation and one that civilian leaders can use to their
advantage during negotiations with Chilean military officials. Most references to this
period of Chilean history focus on human rights accountability and the reputation of the
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military institution. These are valid concerns but the Chilean military has also worried
about their ability to modernize their forces in order to protect the country from outside
invaders.
Interview question #3 - When and why did relations become normalized between the
military and civilian elected officials?
Figure 3
Response to Interview question #3

In addition to the budget concerns mentioned in the previous question,
interviewees also had a number of other perspectives on civil-military relations. From
1990 to 1994, coordination between Chilean civilian officials and military officers were
stable but with episodes of heightened tension such as the 1990 ejercicio de enlace and
the 1993 boinazo. But gradually as the two groups gained ground on theoretical and
operational issues, relations slowly improved. A sense of teamwork began to emerge and
strengthen over the next couple years.
Nearly all the “entrevistados” mentioned a number of events that helped
normalize relations between military and civilians. One incident in particular seemed to
help build familiarity and confidence between the two groups: the Defense White books
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published in 1997, 2002, and 2010. In these cases, groups worked together for a
constructive dialogue on issues of mutual interest.
The first confidence building mechanism was when President Frei ordered the
Minister of Defense to write the first White Book on National Defense in 1996. A team
of civilian and military officials assembled to write the first report, the first of its kind in
Latin America. President Bachelet ordered a revised Defense White Book in 2002 and an
even larger group of civilians and military officials assembled again to publish the next
public description of national security and defense. The representatives met again in 2010
to develop the third book in the series. Miguel, a mid-grade Chilean Army officer at the
time, was part of the team tasked to organize the meetings. “The first one had a handful
of civilians from the universities. Some were lawyers, others professors. The next one
was better, had more participants, and took longer than the first. And the 2010 White
Book was a huge effort with hundreds of Chileans from all sectors: academics, legal
experts, government, the military, and even members of civil-society groups,” he said.
The most recent White Book was produced in 2017 but this was outside of the period of
scrutiny.
Interview question #4 - What are the cultural and institutional characteristics of the
armed forces?
This question was rarely addressed by the interviewees. As I mentioned in the
analysis portion (step #5) of complementary study #1, I expected to hear frequent
references to military values such as sacrifice, loyalty, honor, service, discipline, and
duty. In the content analysis of reports written by Chilean military officers, these military
values and principles are frequently mentioned. But during the interviews, few of the
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Chilean military officers made reference to these principles. Recall that the interview
questions were provided to the participants in advance of the discussion. Hence, they had
an opportunity to mention Chilean military values but opted not to.
Interview question #5 - What should negotiators know about the military so they are
prepared for discussions on complex conflict resolution and transitional justice issues?
Figure 4
Responses to Interview question #5

Two issues came up frequently that negotiators should know in order to conduct
effective communications: (1) military officers believed they were fighting a war and
were justified in using the force that they did and (2) they believed the military was
compelled to intervene after legislative and judicial acts had failed.
Chilean military officers believed they were defending the nation and society
when they launched the military action against Salvador Allende in September 1973.
Most of the interviewees specifically cited two justifications during the discussion. First,
they believed they were at “war” with the enemy. “We were in a battle with a powerful
enemy,” exclaimed Nardo, a retired Chilean Army officer. According to Chilean
officials, the laws of armed conflict (LOAC) as written in the 1947 Geneva Conventions
and the 1977 Additional Protocols, rules on the use of force that governed armed
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conflicts, were applicable to this situation. Under these circumstances, members of
organized armed groups can be targeted at any time or in any location. They do not have
to be actively participating in hostilities to justify an attack by military forces. There is no
obligation to try to capture the combatant although he or she may prove to be a valuable
source of intelligence on enemy strengths, movements, and operations (Paterson, 2021, p.
39). LOAC rules are very different from police tactics. Deadly force can be applied as
soon as an individual is declared an enemy combatant or hostile whereas in criminal law
there must be an imminent threat or a hostile act to justify lethal force. For the military,
there is no requirement to provide warnings, use escalation of force tactics, nor attempt to
arrest or detain the suspect, nor even offer the opponent a chance to surrender. Last,
under LOAC rules, the threat does not have to be imminent to justify lethal force. The
enemy can be attacked as soon as he or she is sighted (Paterson, 2021, p. 40).
A number of the Chilean military officers said, “we were at war,” during the
interviews, an effort to explain the seriousness of the situation in 1973 and to justify the
aggressive tactics used by the Chilean military against perceived enemies of the state.
Every professional military officer knows these rules of the Geneva Conventions and
receive lengthy training and indoctrination on them. The Chilean government ratified the
four Geneva Conventions in 1950, effectively making them the law of the land on equal
footing as the Constitution.
Civilian negotiators need to understand military rules of engagement to
comprehend the behavior of the armed forces. What the Chilean officers did not mention
during the interviews was why the military mistreated detainees in such brutal manners.
In other words, if the military officers admitted that the country was at war and the
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military was permitted to use law of armed conflict tactics, why did they not comply with
those rules? This is particularly important with regard to the treatment of detainees.
According to the Rettig and Valech Commissions, the Chilean military committed
horrific acts against suspects they detained. Prisoners were routinely raped and murdered
as part of a systematic effort to collect intelligence on other adversaries. According to the
Valech Commission, more than 27,000 Chileans were imprisoned or tortured as part of a
nationwide practice by the military and Carabineros (Rettig Commission, 1991; Valech
Commission, 2004).
Under Geneva Convention rules, for example, a captured combatant becomes a
prisoner of war and is entitled to certain privileges. They must be treated humanely, be
given medical attention if required, and be held in safe and sanitary conditions. They can
be held until the end of the conflict at which time there is traditionally an exchange of
prisoners between the participants to the conflict. Chilean military officers clearly
understand these rules and, as a professional military force, are oblige to comply with
them. Yet none of the interviewees addressed these problems (Paterson, 2021, p. 45).
The second commonly cited discussion point was that the military felt compelled
to intervene because the political crisis was unable to be resolved through normal
political procedures. A number of officers mentioned that Allende had ignored formal
complaints from the Supreme Court and the Congress. When the legislative and judicial
actions failed to convince Allende to stop exceeding his executive authorities, the
military had no choice but to intervene. “We had no choice,” exclaimed Osvaldo, another
retired Chilean Army officer. “The other government institutions had failed to take action
and the military was the only remaining option,” he said. Many contended that the
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Chilean society supported a military intervention. Quite a few of them pointed toward the
percentage of the vote that Pinochet received on the October 5, 1988 plebiscite. An
estimated 43 percent of the voting public preferred that Pinochet continue in power for
eight more years.
There is another important issue that came up frequently during the discussion of
question #5, one that scholars need to be cognizant of during negotiations with the
military. A common characteristic of most armed forces is loyalty and camaraderie
among service members. This was examined in some detail in the literature review but it
was also frequently raised during the interviews. Loyalty to one’s fellow soldiers is a
sacred trust among Chilean officers, as it is in most professional militaries. In Chile, there
is another element to military loyalty that creates an even deeper bond: many Chilean
military officers are descendants of long lines of military service in their families. That
means that many of the officers interviewed for this research project had fathers,
grandfathers, and in some cases great grandfathers who had served in the Chilean
military. An estimated half of the interviewees indicated that they had relatives who also
served as military officers. That means that if an officer was going to criticize the Chilean
military – an act that would not be appreciated by other staunch military loyalists - he
was potentially going to damage the reputation of his family in the process.
Perhaps as a result, only a few of the 25 military officers interviewed for this
project had any criticism of General Augusto Pinochet. The few that did say something
critical made only modest complaints. “I really think Pinochet was bad for the Army,”
said Pedro, a senior officer in the Chilean Army. “We needed someone younger and
newer, someone who could think innovatively and who wouldn’t be connected to what
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happened in 1973,” he said. However, these kind of testimonies were outliers; only about
three of the interviewees made any criticism of Pinochet. This was despite the fact that
Pinochet faced a number of charges that may have resulted in his eventual conviction on
corruption and embezzlement charges had he not passed away in 2006.
Last, a second part of interview question #5 concerned transitional justice. But the
topic did not come up at all during the interviews. Chile has had a robust transitional
justice effort since the end of the military government to include two truth commissions,
human rights trials, state reparations to victims and their families, and a disputed amnesty
program. However, the military officers interviewed for this project steered clear of the
transitional justice issues. This is undoubtedly an attempt to avoid any discussion
associated with human rights violations that sully the reputation of the armed forces. It is
a topic that most military officers prefer to eschew.
Interview question #6 - Was negotiation useful in breaking down obstacles between the
military and elected civilian officials?
Figure 5
Responses to Interview question #6

Another reason for improved bonds between civilians and the military was
Pinochet’s detention in London in 1998. About a half dozen officials interviewed for this
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research mentioned a surprising consequence of the general’s arrest on charges of murder
and torture of Spanish citizens, and the related legal extradition request made by the
Spanish government. The former dictator’s arrest paradoxically forced cooperation
among military and civilian authorities in Chile. President Frei responded aggressively to
Pinochet’s arrest, calling it a violation of Chilean sovereignty. Minister of Foreign
Relations Jose Miguel Insulza conducted shuttle diplomacy back and forth from London
and Santiago. Senior military officers, desperate to protect their former Commander in
Chief, needed civilian support to win the release of the general. Both groups found a
common goal that represented their mutual interests: protecting Chilean sovereignty and
the dignity of General Pinochet. The Frei government assembled the National Security
Council twice to devise a strategy and held special meetings with the army to explain its
plans (Fuente, 2000, p. 132). The combined effort of both the Chilean government and
the military brought the two factions together to pursue a common goal.
According to the interviewees, as leaders of the armed forces lobbied civilian
authorities for support of their former general overseas, the subsequent discussions
prompted negotiation among human rights advocates, government officials, and military
officers on how to resolve some of their differences. For example, President Frei
appointed General Ricardo Izurieta (who had no involvement in human rights violations
during the dictatorship) as head of the Armed Forces. Izurieta attempted to close the
chapter of the Chilean military that involved human rights violations by providing all the
names of the army officers who had worked in the Pinochet intelligence organization and
by establishing a dialogue between the military and human rights organizations that
would reveal information on the disappeared. The military agreed to provide information
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on the missing but kept the sources secret. In return, the military would put in writing
their recognition that there was no ethical justification for the use of violence and that
there were no circumstances in which human rights violations may be justified (Matei
and Robledo, 2013, pp. 581-582).
This was an unexpected finding from the interviews, one I had not anticipated. It
demonstrates the importance for negotiators to find mutually beneficial issues that can
generate good will and break down suspicions between adversaries.
Another tool for dialogue and negotiation were the 1999 Mesas de Dialogo. A
lengthy description of the Mesas is provided in the section on Chile as a case study.
During the interviews, a number of the officers mentioned the Mesas as a series of
discussions that helped identify issues between the groups. The civilian representation at
the discussions represented a diversity of academics, lawyers, and victims groups.
Although the Mesas failed to provide any substantial breakthroughs or agreements – in
part because General Pinochet was arrested and detained in England during the
discussions – the opportunity to have nearly two dozen discussions over substantive
issues proved beneficial in raising the level of trust between representatives of the groups.
In hindsight, interview question #3 and #6 were similar. When asked this
question, most participants in the interviews did not have a formal negotiation experience
to share. Instead, they referred to the military’s adherence to the Chilean Constitution and
insisted that they complied with the law as written in the 1980 Constitution and the
subsequent reforms that took place in 1988 and 1989. This seemed to be a point of pride
for the military officer interviewed for this project. A number of them recited that the
Chilean military was “obedient and non-deliberative” as described in the Constitution. It
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was a phrase cited verbatim by 8-10 of the interviewed officers. This was mentioned
frequently perhaps because of the accusations of extra-judicial actions taken by the armed
forces during the early years of the military government.
But there were certainly negotiations that occurred at the political level between
senior military officials. General Pinochet negotiated with President Aylwin during both
the “ejercicio de enlace” in 1990 and again following the boinazo in 1993. And during
the Mesas de Dialogo, civilian and military representatives conducted lengthy
negotiations to disclose the location of the disappeared. In short, there were numerous
examples of negotiations that occurred between the two groups that occurred regularly
throughout the transition to democracy. But the interviewees were unable to cite any
specific examples of formal negotiation that they witnessed.
Interview question #7 - What negotiation processes worked well and, likewise, which
negotiation techniques failed?
Figure 6
Responses to Interview question #7

As mentioned in the previous question, few of the military officers interviewed
for this research project spoke of direct experiences with formal negotiations with their
civilian counterparts. But nearly all of the officers spoke of cordial relations with their
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civilian counterparts. By far, the most animated discussion with the interviewees
occurred when they spoke of the legal double standards that they alleged they were
victims of. More than half of the 25 officers interviewed for this project spoke of being
“stabbed in the back” or of a “fictional justice” that damaged relations with their civilian
counterparts. “We were betrayed,” said Sebastian. Some spoke of the constructive
relations with civilians but how the military officers were betrayed by the civilians they
had befriended when a legal double standard was applied.
A review of the legal circumstances is appropriate to help readers put this into a
context that will help them understand what occurred. On April 19, 1978, an amnesty was
passed by the military government. It absolved all crimes committed from September 11,
1973 until March 10, 1978. and applied to both the leftist insurgent factions that had
launched attacks against government officials as well as the military and police
personnel. However, following the restoration of the civilian government under Allende
in March 1990, a public clamor rose for the military perpetrators to be held accountable.
This was supported by the findings of the 1991 Rettig Commission which found that
most of the crimes committed against civilians were conducted by the military. The
Valech Commission in 2004 also concluded that military had conducted a systematic
campaign of torture and murder across all of Chile.
In June 1999, the Supreme Court determined that if the bodies of the Chileans
who had been kidnapped and disappeared by the military had not been recovered, those
cases should be considered active and open investigations (Guzman, 2019; Weeks, 2001,
p. 78). Therefore, the 1978 amnesty that covered political crimes committed between
1973 and 1978 did not apply and suspected perpetrators could be arrested and tried if
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sufficient evidence existed. This legal decision, referred to as “permanent kidnapping” or
“secuestro permanente” in Spanish, opened the floodgates for dozens of cases against
members of the military.
Not surprisingly, Chilean military officers adamantly opposed the decision,
declaring it a legal double standard and a betrayal of the good relations they had built
with civilian officials to this point. They referred to it as a “ficcion juridica”, a legal
fiction since they claimed it was not equally applied to the leftist militants who had
conducted their own acts of barbarism. “There was no system of transitional justice,” said
David in August 2020. “The leftists were exonerated but the military were mistreated in
spite of the 1978 amnesty law that should have protected them,” he complained.
Military officers interviewed for this project also referred to two separate justice
systems in Chile, an antiquated version and a modern version. In the older system, the
judge reviews and investigates the charges against the suspect and then makes a verdict.
There is no witness testimony nor any chance to cross-examine witnesses. This is the
system that is used to judge military officers accused of human rights violations. The
second justice system is more modern and provides more protection for the accused. He
has the right to a lawyer and is innocent until proven guilty. The suspect has a right to
call witnesses to testify on his behalf.
Many of the 25 interviewed officers contended that trials conducted of military
officers accused of crimes during the internal conflict were conducted under the older
justice system. Their treatment was unfair, they insist, part of a legal double standard that
has resulted in many officers being unjustly jailed for crimes they did not commit. “It was
an injustice,” contended Franco, “and damaged our relations with the civilians.”
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Composite Theme from Complementary Study #1
From the interviews, there is a single common composite theme that links the
majority of the phenomenological responses from the 25 Chilean military officers: the
need for a collaborative effort by civilian and military officials for security and defense
matters within the country. This composite theme emerged from the interview questions
developed around research question #1 about the “lived experiences” of Chilean military
officers during the transition to democracy from 1990-2010.
Interviewees touched upon this urgent matter through a number of different
responses to include the security environment evolving away from conventional threats to
irregular hazards; the role other civilian-led government agencies contributed to security
and defense matters; and the financial support the armed forces required from civilians
who served in Congress or the Ministry of Defense. As they sought to stay ahead of
future crises and security challenges in a rapidly changing post-cold war environment,
Chilean military officers recognized that future threats to the country would take the form
of corruption, organized crime groups, and drug cartels. These problems represented
internal security challenges rather than traditional external defense threats such as interstate conflicts, border disputes with neighboring countries, or regional disputes. The new
challenges required a whole-of-government response, not just by the armed forces.
Hence, other government agencies such as the Carabineros, Ministry of Justice, and
Ministry of Interior and Public Security would also contribute to national security and
defense, fields that were once only the purview of the military.
Chilean military officers interviewed for the project referred to a number of
examples of how civilians and military officials collaborated for these security and
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defense matters. A number of them mentioned the slew of conferences that were hosted
by the military in the years immediately following the restoration of democratically
elected authorities in 1990. “We had lots of dialogues with the civilians,” said Diego, a
retired senior Chilean Army officer. “Many of them were part of conferences that we
conducted at the Army Academy or at ANEPE,” he said. Recall that the conferences were
designed to educate civilians officials on security and defense matters, a topic previously
monopolized by military officers. The first was hosted by the Chilean War Academy just
a month after President Aylwin’s inauguration as the first democratically-elected
President in twenty years. The Defense White Books were also frequently mentioned as
examples of how military officers and civilians removed obstacles to collaborative
practices. Finally, the sense of camaraderie between the two groups was so profound that
a number of officers spoke of being “betrayed” by their civilian counterparts when
prosecutions for human rights violations began in 2011. “It was revenge, not transitional
justice,” claimed Esteban, a retired Chilean Army officer.
In general, military officers – most of them well educated through graduate course
work in war colleges or other civilian universities - were familiar with the central
precepts in Huntington’s and other scholars’ work on civil-military relations and why
military subordination to civilian elected officials was important to healthy democracies.
The cooperative spirit between Chilean and military officials was also spurred by
external threats that military officers indicated was the greatest single concern: reduction
in the military budget that might prevent the military from modernizing its arms and
paying adequate salaries to retain officers and enlisted personnel. Peru and Argentina
were frequently mentioned as significant external threats. “We wanted to make sure the
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salaries of military personnel was not reduced to the point that we could not recruit
military officers and maintain our professionalism,” reflected Sebastian, a retired Army
colonel.
In sum, the composite theme drawn from the 25 interviews was that Chilean
military officers sought a collegial and constructive relationship with their civilian
counterparts. They did so because they recognized it served the best interests of their
personnel and the Chilean military institution to do so. “Civilians were in charge but they
needed education on security and defense matters to avoid making the same mistakes that
Chilean military officers had made,” stated Pedro, a retired Chilean Army general. Both
groups, the military and civilians, were interdependent on one another. From a macro
perspective, productive civil-military relations also ensured Chile would have a modern
and well-equipped armed forces that could protect the territorial integrity of la patria.
Complementary Study #2 of Case Study – Content Analysis of Chilean
Military Publications
The second complementary research technique I used was content analysis of the
accounts of the participants in the Chilean conflict. I used two primary references on
content analysis to guide the data collection and analysis. The first was Klaus
Krippendorff’s 2012 book, Content Analysis: An Introduction to its Methodology. The
second was Margrit Schreier’s Qualitative Content Analysis in Practice, also published in
2012. Schreier’s book is particularly helpful in guiding the coding process used in the
research.
Content analysis involves the scrutiny of spoken or written words for meaningful
messages that help reveal important attributes of those who spoke or wrote them.
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Additionally, it involves careful examination of the abstract or subliminal messages
contained in written or spoken testimony. The process is particularly useful for
researchers seeking “a systematic reading of a body of text, images, and symbolic
matter,” as Krippendorff puts it (2012, p. 19). Krippendorff defines content analysis as “a
research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other
meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use” (2012, p. 24). Many of the messages in
the text may be subtle or hidden. The speaker or writer may have had to be cautious when
describing a sensitive political or social matter. As Krippendorff describes it, “the
contents of a message (speech, testimony, and article) may be addressing something other
than the given texts, something subliminal or hidden that is too politically delicate to say
directly” (2012, p. 28). Speeches or public statements by Chilean military officials, for
example, had to be carefully crafted so as not to cross a line of insubordination or
disrespect.
To those without background knowledge of the circumstances, the hidden
message may be unclear. But the audience to which the words are directed may
understand the message clearly. Subliminal messages or inferences hidden in the text can
be drawn out by practiced researchers who have contextual knowledge. Researchers who
can interpret these subjective meanings can help explain it and tie it to a theory that
reveals key aspects about the group or individual.
In content analysis, researchers play an active role in analyzing the material. In
many speeches, articles, interviews, or testimony – especially first person accounts –
information can be weaned out of the reports. This sometimes requires one to “read
between the lines.” Scholars armed with background knowledge and theoretically-
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informed assumptions can translate these first person accounts into operational analysis
that can explain the tendencies, behaviors, or philosophies of an individual or group of
individuals. As Krippendorff describes it, scholars familiar with the history of the region
or people can interpret these events in the context of the period and subsequently provide
new interpretations of what occurred (2012, p. 32).
The context of the situation matters immensely. Researchers must know the
background and circumstances of the situation they are studying in order to make sense
of how the content analysis illuminates what occurred and the significance of it. As
Krippendorff writes, “the researcher’s familiarity with the background allows him/her to
process the data in a significant, meaningful, informative, and even representational
manner that others may not be able to do” (2012, p. 46). In addition, the background
context must be clearly explained by the researcher in order to make peer reviewers
understand why it is germane. In other words, content analysis permits researchers to
contextualize the behavior of a group, in this case the Chilean military officers who were
trying to figure out how to share their authorities with civilian officials while at the same
time protecting the reputation of their institution and individuals within their ranks.
Researchers must also interpret the material to connect it to the theory one is
trying to develop. In other words, researchers must link the material with the
circumstantial context of what occurred to provide an interpretation of the significance of
the material.
Here is an example. In Chile, it is critical to understand a number of contextual
matters - the background information, cultural norms, and the military mindset – to best
comprehend the actions taken by the armed forces. Socialist President Salvador Allende’s
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election in 1970 came during the peak of the Cold War when fear of communist
expansion was a very serious concern of many Latin American militaries. Cuban
President Fidel Castro’s lengthy four week visit to Chile in 1971 seemed to reinforce
those fears. When Castro seized power in 1959, he executed many of the former Cuban
military leaders because he considered the armed forces to be one of the biggest threats to
his authority, a fact that was undoubtedly well known by Chilean military officers.
Furthermore, as the Rettig Commission Report attests, the political election of
1970 transcended Allende or Chile (1991). It represented a victory for Moscow and a loss
for the United States in the global struggle between communism and capitalism. The
ramifications were bigger than just what would occur in the South America country.
Schreier describes this as distinguishing between the literal and latent meaning
(2012, p. 15). To detect the latent meaning, you have to take the context into account. A
careful scrutiny of these accounts may glean out messages that were buried in the reports
and provide important perspectives on what motivated the person to take the action that
they did.
For these two reasons described in the preceding paragraphs – subliminal
messages and lack of context - the message may not be obvious to readers unfamiliar
with the circumstances.
Content analysis can be qualitative or quantitative. The latter, quantitative content
analysis, may consist of counting references or mentions (often called “hits”) of
something in newspapers or other types of media. Normally conducted with a computer
program, this may reveal the emphasis placed on one matter over another. For example,
speeches by Chilean military officers may contain more references to nationalism or anti-
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communism than individual human rights. An indication that the armed forces are
shifting philosophies may be when the number of human rights mentions increase in the
same sources.
In contrast to quantitative content analysis, qualitative content analysis may
involve more of an interpretative analysis of the written material. That is, qualitative
analysis requires an explanation of the inferences of the written material. This may
include an explanation of the meanings, symbols, and nuances contained in speeches or
propaganda (Krippendorff, 2012, pp. 22-23). Krippendorff calls this the “text above the
level of sentences” (2012, pp. 22-23).
In many cases, information used in qualitative analysis is subjective – based on
personal opinions, interpretations, emotions, or indoctrination. Indeed, a text of written or
spoken remarks can be perceived in many ways. Each reader or listener may interpret it
in a different manner based on his or her own perspectives or biases. In contrast,
objective analysis is fact-based, measurable and observable. There is little interpretation
involved in objective analysis. But human thought and behavior is not objective. It is
based on one’s experiences, beliefs, and cultural values.
For example, there may be inferences that can be drawn from an individual’s
accounts of the conflicts in Chile that provide important insights into the philosophy of
the person. By collecting information from the written works of a large number of
military officials and examining it for commonalities, it might reveal the motivations for
their decision making. If it turns out that many of the members of the armed services
believe that accounts of human rights violations are exaggerated in order to limit the use
of force by the army (a term military officers refer to as “lawfare”), researchers may
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realize that human rights allegations are frequently dismissed by military officials as a
legitimate source of complaint. Consequently, the civilian leadership may recognize that
the evidence they provide of atrocities must be credible and indisputable in order to
convince such a skeptical audience of the need for reforms or accountability.
Research Design - Content analysis of material from Chilean Military Officials,
1990-2010
My content analysis investigation focuses on the sentiments of Chile military
officers in written reports from 1990-2010. The start of this period is marked by the end
of the military government and, concurrently, the beginning of the civilian elected
government. President Patricio Aylwin, the first Chilean President elected in twenty
years, won the 1989 election and took office in March 1990. He was followed by
Presidents Eduard Frei (1994-2000), Ricardo Lagos (2000-2006), and Michelle Bachelet
(2006-2010). The four presidents spanned a difficult two-decade period in which military
authorities had to be rolled back and civilian control – particularly in security and defense
issues - had to be asserted. The twenty year period ended with the passage of reforms in
2010 that significantly – and finally - reduced the institutional autonomy of the Chilean
military.
My objective for complementary study #2 was to examine fifty primary source
documents that I subject to coding analysis as I searched for cultural and institutional
descriptions of the Chilean armed forces that help explain resistance to civilian
subordination. The purpose was to look for messages that are consistent or repeated
frequently, ones that may illuminate answers to the principal research questions. The
sampling criteria for the sources were as follows: (1) it must be a first person account; (2)
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it must be written by a senior Chilean military official; (3) it must have been written
during the period from 1990-2010; (4) it may be written in a number of different forms
(speeches, articles, autobiographies, or interviews, for example), and last (5) it must
address the elements contained in the three principal research questions. The fifty articles
are listed in Appendix C at the end of the dissertation.
I believe I have a unique background and access to examine these issues. I spent
24 years in the U.S. military and more than 20 years working with Latin American
militaries. Through that experience, I acquired an intimate familiarity with military
culture particularly that of Latin American militaries. With that background, I am able to
decipher and translate the hidden messages in military “speak” in order to inform
civilians on how to approach military negotiations. Nearly all of the articles I examined
were in Spanish so my fluency in Spanish permitted me to examine materials that nonSpanish speakers could not. In 2017, I spent the entire year as a visiting professor at the
National Academy of Strategic and Political Studies, one of the premiere military
institutes in the country. It was an opportunity that deepened my understanding of the
Chilean military and provided me many chances to learn about the history of the
democratic transition from 1990-2010.
Source of publications. Most militaries use publications from their service war
colleges or other academic institutes to disseminate issues related to security and defense.
Nearly every developed military has magazines or journals in which they invite military
officers to publish their perspectives. Senior military officers often publish doctrinal
guidance in these publications. Nunn points out that the editors of these journals are often
senior military officers who can censor criticism of military policy and promote articles
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that are deferential to senior officers (1975, p. 288). As a result, these publications
provide important insights into military thinking.
Chilean military officers are often well educated soldier-scholars who are
encouraged to acquire graduate education degrees in order to enhance their knowledge
and make themselves more academically rounded officers. Like most modern militaries,
Chilean officers can attend a number of war colleges that offer graduate degrees in liberal
arts, science, or engineering. These also represent an opportunity to publish their
perspectives. The Chilean Army War College (ACAGUE), National Academy of
Political and Strategic Studies (ANEPE), Chilean Air Force Academy, and the Chilean
Naval War College Academy are some of the most commonly attended military studies
programs in the country. All of these institutions have journals in which students or
others can publish their research.
Finding archival information from thirty years ago was not difficult and the most
recent civil-military reforms in 2010 occurred just over a decade before this research was
conducted. Three institutions provided the most number of sources. The National
Academy of Political and Strategy Studies (ANEPE) had copies of its Revista Politica y
Estrategia from as early as 1976 available online. During the period of 1990-2010,
ANEPE published sixty-two editions of its magazine, each containing an average of 6-10
articles. Likewise, the Chilean Army War College also had online archives of their
journal, Memorial del Ejercito de Chile. These were published about 2-3 times each year
and during the period of scrutiny (1990-2000), there were 50 editions published. The
Revista de Marina, a bimonthly journal published by the Chilean Naval War College, has
been produced continuously since 1919. During the period addressed by this research,
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120 editions of the Revista were published. Last, the Center of Military Studies and
Research (Centro de Estudios e Investigaciones Militares or CESIM in Spanish) refers to
itself as the think tank of the Chilean Army. They conduct analysis and publish research
on matters of security and defense. Among their numerous publications are Current
Scenarios (Escenarios Actuales) and Strategic Studies Notebook (Cuadernos de Estudios
Estratégicos). Nearly all the reports used for content analysis of the Chilean military were
in Spanish. All were written by men, none by women, a reflection that gender equality in
the Chilean military did not gain momentum until the early 2000s. The articles touched
on a wide range of matters related to security and defense: military missions, civilmilitary relations, military threats, military doctrine, sovereignty, and military values to
name a few.
Table 4
Articles Examined for Content Analysis
Articles examined for Content Analysis (in chronological order by publishing date)
# Author, Rank, Military
Title
Source
Service
1 Carlos Molina Johnson,
Algunos Alcances Sobre
Memorial del Ejercito
Brigadier General,
Las Relaciones Civilesde Chile, no. 435, 1990.
Chilean Army
Militares
2

COL Jose Miguel Piuzzi
Cabrera, Colonel,
Chilean Army

Las Relaciones Civiles
Militares

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 435, 1990.

3

Jose Miguel Piuzzi
Cabrera, Colonel,
Chilean Army

Algunos Basamentos de la
Integracion Civil-Militar en
Chile

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, #436, 1990.

4

Carlos Molina Johnson,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

La Constitucion Politica,
La Obediencia, y la No
Deliberancia Militar

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 434, 1990.
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5

Alejandro Medina Lois

Valorizacion de la
Nacionalidad Chilena

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 435, 1990.

6

Jorge Ballerino Sandford

Los Valores de la Patria

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 435, 1990.

7

Fernando Rojas Vender,
General, Chilean Air
Force
Carlos Molina Johnson,
Colonel, Chilean Army

La Defensa Nacional

Política y Estrategia 53,
1991, pp. 13-24.

Fernando Arancibia
Reyes, Brigadier
General, Chilean Army

Las Fuerzas Armadas de
Chile, su estructura,
doctrina, y valores
fundamentales
La Objecion de Conciencia
y el Servicio Militar
Obligatario
Política de Defensa: Un
Enfoque Nacional

Política y Estrategia 54,
1991, pp. 17-29.

12 Fernando Arancibia
Reyes, Brigadier
General, Chilean Army

Seguridad Nacional:
Seminario en la ANEPE

Política y Estrategia 55,
1991, pp. 48-55.

13 German Garcia
Arriagada, Lieutenant
Colonel, Chilean Army

La Intervención Militar en
la política Nacional: Un
análisis Política

Política y Estrategia 55,
1991, pp. 57-84.

14 Alejandro Medina Lois,
Major General, Chilean
Army

Amenazas Internas sobre la
Seguridad de la Nación
Chilena

Política y Estrategia 55,
1991, pp. 85-92.

15 Augusto Pinochet
Ugarte, General, Chilean
Army

Discurso del Sr
Comandante en Jefe del
Ejercito en la Conferencia
de Ejercitos Americanos

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 444, 1993.

16 Carlos Castro Sauritain,
Colonel, Chilean Air
Force
17 Brigadier Martin Munoz
Baeza

Medidas de Confianza
Mutua en la Modernidad

Política y Estrategia 64,
1994, pp. 41-46.

Para el soldado del ejercito
de Chile: Servir a las Patria

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile no. 444, 1994.

8

9

10 Omar Gutierrez
Valdebenito
11 Javier Salazar Torres,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

Misión constitucional de las Política y Estrategia 53,
Fuerzas armadas
1991, pp. 25-34.

Política y Estrategia 54,
1991, pp. 47-64.
Política y Estrategia 55,
1991, pp. 9-29.
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18 Carlos Molina Johnson,
Colonel, Chilean Army

constituye un objective
superior.
El Ejercito y su relación
con la Democracia

Política y Estrategia 64,
1994, pp. 47-60.

19 Jose Otero Aldunate,
Chilean Air Force

Soberania: Poder Absoluto
de un Estado-Nacion

Política y Estrategia 67,
1995, pp. 33-39

20 Fernando Arancibia
Reyes, Major General,
Chilean Army

Una Politica de Defensa:
Necesidad y
Responsbilidad de todos los
Chilenos
La Mision del Estado
determina las funciones y
estructuras de las FFAA

Política y Estrategia 68,
1996, pp. 25-30.

21 Luis Valentin Ferrada,

Política y Estrategia 69,
1996, pp. 42-59.

22 Roberto Arancibia,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

La Academia Nacional de
Política y Estrategia 69,
Estudios Politicos y
1996, pp. 114-125.
Estrategicos: Una Vision de
Futuro

23 Humberto Julio,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

Efectos No Deseados en la
Integracion

Política y Estrategia 70,
1996, pp. 41-44.

24 Juan Emilio Cheyre
Espinosa, General,
Chilean Army

Las Fuerzas Armadas y su
Participacion en la
Transicion Chilena

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 450, 1996.

25 BGEN Carlos Molina
Johnson, Chilean Army

Cambio Politico y
Reestructuration de las
Fuerzas Armadas

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 450, 1996.

26 BGEN Carlos Molina
Johnson, Chilean Army

Los Ejercitos y la Sociedad: Memorial del Ejercito
La Participacion de las
de Chile, no. 450, 1996.
Fuerzas Armadas en la
Formacion del Estado y de
la nación

27 Centro de Estudios e
Investigaciones Militares
(CESIM)

Los Valores de la Sociedad
Chilena: Una
Aproximacion

Política y Estrategia 70,
1996, pp. 92-103.

28 La Academia Nacional
de Estudios Politicos y
Estrategicos (ANEPE)

La Protecion de la
Poblacion Civil durante un

Política y Estrategia 70,
1996, pp. 104-109.
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29 Jamie Garcia
Covarrubias, Colonel,
Chilean Army

periodo de conflicto
Armado
Las Fuerzas Armadas y el
mantenimiento del orden
constitucional

30 Roberto Arancibia,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

Analisis del Proceso de
Integracion y Sus Efectos
en la Soberania Nacional

Política y Estrategia 73,
1997, pp. 49-51.

31 LTCOL Julio Guitterrez
Campos, Chilean Army
32 Patricio H. Williams V.,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

Los Valores de la Sociedad
Chilena: una Aproximacion
Ceremonia Homenate al
natacio del Libertador
Capitan General Don
Bernardo O’Higgins
Riquelme, 20 de agosto
1997.

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 452, 1997.
Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 454, 1997.

33 Admiral Carlos
Chubretovich Alvarez,

Homenajore de la
Memorial del Ejercito
Agrupacion de
de Chile, no. 454, 1997.
Organizaciones de Oficiales
en Retiro

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 450, 1996.

34 Juan Miguel Fuente-Alba El Contenido de las
Poblete, Colonel, Chilean Publicaciones Militares en
Army.
Relacion a la Sociedad.”

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no 455, 1997.

35 Eduardo Aldunate,
Colonel, Chilean Army

Discurso con motivo del
Juramento a la Bandera, 9
de julio de 1998

Política y Estrategia 75,
1998, pp. 140-145.

36 Ramon Valdes Martinez,
Major General, Chilean
Army

La Posguerra y sus
Problemas

Política y Estrategia 76,
1998, pp. 74-77.

37 BGEN Carlos Molina
Johnson

El Deber Militar en Chile

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, no. 458, 1998.

38 Waldo Zauritz
Sepúlveda, Brigadier
General, Chilean Army

El Servicio Militar
Obligatorio, Realidad
Chilena, Perspectivas

Política y Estrategia 78,
1999, pp. 24-42.

39 Renato Valenzuela
Ugarte, Rear Admiral
Chilean Navy

La Academia Nacional de
Estudios Políticos y
Estratégicos y la

Política y Estrategia 79,
1999, pp. 74-85.
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capacitación de civiles en
defensa
40 Centro de Estudios e
Investigaciones Militares
(CESIM),

Discurso del Comandante
en Jefe del Ejercito con
Motivo del Aniversario de
Natalicio del Libertador
Capitan General Bernardo
Ohiggins Riquelme,
Chillan, 20 agosto 1999.

Memorial del Ejercito
de Chile, 461, 1999.

41 Enrique Valdés Puga,
Major General, Chilean
Army

Política de Seguridad
Nacional. Una
Aproximación Teórica

Política y Estrategia 80,
2000, pp. 86-90.

42 Carlos Castro Sauritain,
Colonel, Chilean Air
Force

Asesoría Parlamentaria del
Ministerio de Defensa

Política y Estrategia 80,
2000, pp. 137-145.

43 Enzo Di Nocera,
Colonel, Chilean Air
Force

Reflexiones sobre la
Política de Seguridad
Nacional, Política de
Defensa y Política Militar

Política y Estrategia 82,
2000, pp. 74-84.

44 Jorge Patricio Arancibia
Reyes, Admiral, Chilean
Navy, Commander of
Chilean Navy

Desarrollo Institucional de
la Armada

Política y Estrategia 83,
2001, pp. 25-36.

45 CRL. Sr. Eduardo
Aldunate Herman,

El rol profesional de las
FF.AA. De quoi s’agît-il?

Política y Estrategia 83,
2001, pp. 146-159

46 Juan Emilio Cheyre,
General, Chilean Army,
Commander in Chief of
Chilean Army, 20022006

Ejército de Chile: el fin de
una visión

La Tercera, 05 Nov
2004.

47 BGR Sr. Gustavo Basso
Cancino

La Seguridad Humana: “Un
reto para el Estado”.

Política y Estrategia 85,
2001, pp. 183-203.

48 Augusto Pinochet Ugarte

Journey through life:
Memoirs of soldier

(Autobiography)
Santiago chile: Instituto
Geografico Militar de
Chile, 1991
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49 CDA.(DA) Gustavo
Urzúa Lira,

La formación de civiles en
defensa: un desafío para las
sociedades modernas

Política y Estrategia 90,
2003, pp. 46-56.

50 BGR.(R) Herbert
Orellana Herrera
51 Coronel (E) Arturo
Contreras Polgatti,

Conflicto ideológico

52 Coronel de Aviación
Gustavo Urzúa Lira,

Militares y civiles en Chile:
una proyección sociológica
de sus relaciones
endogrupales y
exogrupales, durante el
primer cuarto del siglo XX

Política y Estrategia 92,
2003, pp. 63-71.

53 Coronel de Aviación
Gustavo Urzúa Lira,

Civiles y militares en la
reconstitución democrática
de Latinoamérica

Política y Estrategia 93,
2004, pp. 65-71.

54 Coronel de Aviación
Gustavo Urzúa Lira,

La Gestion PoliticoEstrategica: Una Tarea de
Politicos o de Militares?

Política y Estrategia 94,
2004, pp. 65-71.

55 Hector Bernal Serrano

La Movilizacion de Chile.
Política y Estrategia 97,
Su Concepcion Frente a
2005, pp. 66-78.
Los Nuevos Escenarios y
Tendencias de la Seguridad
y Defensa

56 Humberto Julio,
Brigadier General,
Chilean Army

Las Relaciones Civiles
Militares en Chile en el
Presente: Mitos y
Realidades

Política y Estrategia 99,
2005, pp. 9-18.

57 Guillermo Castro Munoz

La Persistencia de los
Riesgos Tradicionales a la
Seguridad Nacional

Política y Estrategia
100, 2005, pp. 155-164.

58 Carlos Molina Johnson,
Colonel, Chilean Army

La relación cívico-militar
Política y Estrategia
en las políticas de seguridad 110, 2008, pp. 13-25.
nacional: la experiencia
Chilena

Política y Estrategia 90,
2003, pp. 80-95.
Los estudios del conflicto:
Política y Estrategia 91,
una necesidad en la era post 2003, pp. 9-34.
moderna
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59 Daniel Soto Muñoz,
Major, Carabineros

La nueva dimensión de la
seguridad internacional y
hemisférica

Política y Estrategia
113, 2009, pp. 120-143.

60 Centro de Estudios e
Investigaciones Militares
(CESIM)

El Ejército Y Sus Aportes
Al Desarrollo Nacional:
Una Mirada En Torno A
Los 200 Años Del Chile
Independiente
La Conducción De La
Defensa En Chile 1960 Al
2010: Un Problema De Los
Militares O De Todos Los
Chilenos?”

Política y Estrategia
115, 2010, pp. 183-201.

61 Julio E. Soto Silva

Política y Estrategia
115, 2010, pp. 98-121.

Pinochet’s memoirs and speeches. Two other important references are worth
describing. In the process of searching for articles from the period, I made a rare
discovery. The National Defense University (NDU) library in Washington DC had an
autographed copy of General Augusto Pinochet’s two-volume autobiography from 1991.
The book, A Journey Through Life: Memoirs of a Soldier, is a fascinating insight into the
ideology of the Chilean military at the time and Pinochet as an individual. The book is
out of print and hard to find. Luckily, NDU is referred to as the “Chairman’s Library”,
referring to the U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), the top military officer
in the United States. When Chairmen finish their terms and retire from military service,
they often donate many of their memorabilia and foreign gifts that they received during
their time in service to the NDU library. The copy of Pinochet’s autobiography was
presented to U.S. Army General John Shalikashvili by Pinochet during a formal visit to
the United States. It was signed on one of the first pages of the book with handwritten
note that read in Spanish, “to the distinguished U.S. Army John M. Shalikashvili with my
appreciation. The author, Augusto Pinochet.” Shalikashvili served as CJCS from 1993 to
1997.
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Published in 1991, Pinochet’s autobiography provides important insights into the
Chilean military ideology during the 17-year regime of the government from 1973-1990.
At more than 750 pages, it was the single most important reference I found during the
lengthy search for primary sources. The account begins with his entry into the Chilean
armed forces in 1933 and quickly progresses to his experiences as a senior officer in the
Army. It covers the years of the Allende regime from 1970-1973 and then through the
military government until 1980.
A second valuable resource was one titled Principal Speeches (Discursos
Principales), a two volume collection of speeches by General Pinochet. The first volume
covered the period from 1990-1994 and the second volume covered 1995-1998. This was
a rare book to find outside of Chile and the National Defense University was unable to
acquire a copy for me even through its inter-library loan program with a number of other
universities on the East Coast of the United States. I found one copy for sale at a rare
bookstore in Madrid but it was too expensive to purchase. Finally, through a number of
Chilean contacts, I located a copy in the possession of a retired two-star general from the
Chilean Army. The general, formerly the number two ranking Army General in Chile,
offered to photocopy his personal copy for me. I arranged for some colleagues at the U.S.
Embassy in Santiago to receive it and send it through the U.S. mail system to my address
in northern Virginia. After carefully analyzing it for material, I turned the copy over the
National Defense University library at Fort McNair in Washington DC to become part of
the “special collections” of rare books.
Both Pinochet’s autobiography and his collection of speeches were invaluable
sources for my research. Pinochet was the central protagonist during the transition to
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democracy in Chile and, until his arrest in London in 1998, he guided the Chilean
military’s response to the transition to democracy. Under the rigid hierarchy of authority
and reverence to senior officials that was ingrained in the Chilean military, nearly all
decisions were deferred to Pinochet. As a result, his personal memoirs and collection of
speeches are important insights into the obstinance of the Chilean military during the
period from 1990-2000.
Data Collection
The search effort for articles involved a three-step process described by
Krippendorff and Schreier. First, I examined the title, author, and abstract to determine if
the article met the sampling criteria. From those brief descriptions, I sought to know if
the article addressed the research questions for my project. I was particularly alert for the
following keywords: civil-military relations, military subordination to civil authorities,
military professionalism, accountability for human rights violations, the 1973 military
coup military culture, military structure, transition, negotiation, democratization,
institutional resistance, institutional embarrassment, accountability, human rights,
criminal acts, loyalty, “la patria,” institutional prerogatives, and negotiation techniques,
among others. The ones that did, I organized into a “to read” folder.
The second step was to carefully read each of the 50 selected articles to determine
that the content was indeed focused on my research interests. Despite the description in
the title and abstract, it turned out that about 12-15 of the articles did not adequately
address the research questions I was seeking. In other cases, upon reviewing the articles I
encountered topics that I had not originally considered but now realized were pertinent to
my research. For example, I found articles that addressed civilian education on defense
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subjects, non-deliberation, intervention, and military obedience. I then had to go back to
previously reviewed articles and check for the new content in those reports. This matches
Schreier’s description of content analysis in which the steps of the data collection and
data analysis are iterative and cyclic (2012, p. 22 & 24). That was certainly my
experience also. The content analysis process was a process of discovery, one that
required frequent revision and repetition. In addition, upon reading some of the articles
that I selected because they appeared to address the keywords for which I was searching,
I realized that they provided little value to my research. I moved those into the reject
folder also. Some were of such poor quality that they made no significant contribution to
my research. Those were also discarded. I estimate I reviewed about 300 articles in order
to find 50 that met the proper criteria.
Findings and Analysis for Complementary Study #2
I found four principal themes repeated through most of the articles: (1)
coexistence with civilians; (2) military culture; (3) the Chilean military’s justification for
its intervention in 1973; and (4) the Chilean military’s justification for human rights
violations. This sequence of coding categories follows a chronological pattern. First,
following the return to democracy, military officers recognized that elected civilians
representatives would also play an important role in future defense efforts. For that
reason, collaboration with civilians became an important effort by the Chilean military.
Second, Chilean military culture is an important element of the underlying foundation for
the military’s actions and its subsequent resistance. It’s emphasis on mission
accomplishment and patriotism spurred it to action rather than watch Chilean society be
restructured. Third, the Chilean military’s justification for its intervention in 1973 helps
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readers understand the perspective of the senior members of the armed forces who plotted
against Allende and then launched a campaign of repression to eliminate vestiges of
communism remaining in the country. It also describes the legal authorities that the
military frequently cites that provided them the constitutional authority to intervene. Last,
in 1999 when the Chilean justice system started charging military officers with crimes
committed against civilians during the 17-year military regime, there was a concerted
effort to explain why their actions were legal and not excessive.
As part of the coding process, each of these four main categories is then broken
down into subcategories on important elements of the main subject. For example, within
category #3, the military’s justification for its 1973 intervention, it is important to
recognize the constitutional authority the military had to ensure internal order and to
safeguard the institutional integrity of the Chilean society and government, among others.
In total, the four main themes contain 13 sub-themes that stood out among the 50 articles
reviewed for this portion of the case study.
The third step in the data collection and analysis process then involved re-reading
each of the 50 selected articles for specific content on four principal themes as well as the
twelve sub-categories. With those coding themes identified, I re-examined each article as
part of a careful assessment of those issues to make a detailed assessment of each topic.
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Table 5
Coding Frame
Coding Frame
Category
1 Coexistence
(Convivencia) with
Civilians
2 Military Culture

3 Justification for 1973
intervention

4 Justification for human
rights violations

Sub-categories
a. Defense as a responsibility for all Chileans
b. Lack of civilian knowledge
c. Requirement for assistance from military to
train/educate civilians
a. Values and norms
b. Obedience (rigid hierarchy and respect for
authority)
c. Non deliberative (politically neutral)
d. Deference to senior officers
a. Inevitability of the 1973 intervention
b. Constitutional authority to intervene guarantor of internal order
c. Constitutional authority to intervene Institutional integrity
d. Distinction between state and government
a. Military conflict justified actions
b. Individuals, not systematic practice across
institution

Category #1 – Coexistence (Convivencia) with Civilians
Figure 7
Responses to Category #1

During the early 2000s, there seemed to be a sea change in the civil-military
relations within Chile. The military started looking for ways to distant itself from its past
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and to improve relations with Chilean elected officials. This was the result of a steady
drumbeat of reforms pushed by three consecutive governments under President Aylwin,
Frei, and Lagos. As compared to the first 10 years of poor chemistry and limited
cooperation between military and civilians, the turn of the millennium in the year 2000
also marked significant events in Chile.
Pinochet’s experience in London had tarnished his image as the good soldier who
gave all for his country. Upon return to Chile in March 2000, he was put under intense
scrutiny for a number of serious financial allegations and he was stripped of his immunity
as the former Commander of the Army and, eventually, as Senator for life. The Mesas de
Dialogo met twenty-two times from 1999 to 2000 and the foundation for constructive
talks between the two groups rebuilt a sense of a trust. The military had worked closely
with civilians to develop the first Defense White Book in 1997 and then even closer for
the second in 2002. The second truth commission report, the National Commission on
Political Imprisonment and Torture (the Valech Commission) was nearly as damning as
the 1991 Rettig Commission report. It concluded that more than 27,000 Chileans were
imprisoned or tortured as part of a nationwide practice by the military and Carabineros
(1991). Unlike the Rettig Commission in which the results was rejected by the military,
the Chilean military this time tried to distance itself from the actions of its institution
thirty years before. Finally, General Cheyre’s mea culpa speech on 2004 seemed to make
it acceptable for the members of the military to deplore the actions of its forerunners.
From all this positivity came the recognition that the Chilean military officers and
elected civilian officials were going to have to coexist (convivir in Spanish) for the
common good of the country. The violence of the 1970s was a chapter that most Chileans
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wanted to put behind them. By the early 2000s, enough goodwill had been generated
between the two sides that more were looking forward to Chile’s immediate future than
were interested in revisiting the past. The articles reviewed for category #3, Coexistence
with Civilians, included three themes that were repeatedly mentioned: (1) defense as a
responsibility for all Chileans, (2) the lack of civilian knowledge in security and defense
matters, and (3) the requirement for assistance from military to train/educate civilians in
these matters. These are the three subcategories for the third category.
Subcategory #1 – Defense as a responsibility for all Chileans. A number of
articles cited the 1980 Constitution which encouraged all Chileans to support the country
and defend its essential values. “All Chileans have the fundamental duty to honor the
‘fatherland’, defend its sovereignty, and contribute to the preservation of the national
security and essential values,” the Constitution reads. A number of authors point out that
this is direction listed in the Carta Fundamental that the military had written itself in
1980 (Molina, 1990a, p. 22). This was, of course, written by the military government and
many civilians – particularly those victimized by the Chilean military – may believe that
the words ring hollow when their relatives or acquaintances had been abused by
government agents.
For reasons stated at the start of this category, there was not resistance to civilian
participation in the development of defense policy. In fact, according to a series of
authors, as early as 1992, military and civilian leaders in government were convening to
discuss the issue and how to implement it (Canessa, Valdes, Medina, and Arancibia,
1996, p. 29). I expected to read more about the Chilean military’s exclusive authority in
this field and that participation by civilian officials would be considered meddling or
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interference in the military’s sphere of influence. Instead, a number of Chilean military
authors contended that the development of military strategy should be the responsibility
of all Chileans, civilians and military alike, as required by the 1980 Constitution. For
example, Colonel Gustavo Urzua Lira of the Chilean Air Force wrote that the
development of a critical mass of specialists in security and defense matters is an urgent
matter for every government (2004, p. 70). This should include civilian leaders who have
in depth knowledge and are equipped with an intellectual weight to make defense policy
decisions (2004, p. 65). Colonel Eduardo Aldunate Herman of the Chilean Army wrote
that both civilian and military officials need to have advanced technical skills on military
matters in order to manage the Chilean armed forces effectively (2001, p. 147). Civilians
had been admitted to military colleges in the 1980s but it was a rare and infrequent and
only a handful of civilians graduated each year from the military war colleges. However,
in the early 2000s, national defense institutions – normally reserved almost exclusively
for military officers - opened their doors to their civilian counterparts who in turn
enrolled in the academic sessions and received graduate degrees in security and defense
studies (Soto, 2010, p. 111).
Subcategory #2 – Lack of Civilian Knowledge in Security and Defense
Matters. During the transition from the military regime to the civilian government, there
was a realization that developing the national defense strategy should be a collaborative
effort between civilians and military personnel. This marks the second subcategory: lack
of sufficient knowledge of security and defense matters by civilians. Senior military
officials were initially reluctant to permit civilians to enter into a task that was previously
exclusively the authority of military officers. They grudgingly accepted the idea but
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harbored doubts whether civilian officials could effectively understand the numerous
complex elements of security and defense strategies that had been managed by military
professionals who had dedicated decades of study to the topic. For example, Chilean Air
Force Colonel Gustavo Urzua Lira wrote in 2003 of this shared effort. However, his
choice of words speaks volumes about his true beliefs. He writes about the
“participation” of military officers in politics, a description that connotates something
benign and unobtrusive despite that most scholars believe the military should be
apolitical. In the very next sentence, Colonel Lira writes of the “intervention” of civilians
in defense matters, words that indicate that civilians don’t belong in the process and are
meddling in matters they should not (2003, p. 46). The message is clear: Chilean military
officials may reluctantly accept that they have to share the defense decisions with their
civilian counterparts but they harbor significant doubts and will likely passively resist the
level of cooperation that is required to permit Chilean civilian officials from making too
many inroads into what has traditionally been a military authority.
Perhaps the two best opportunities to work closely together on defense issues
were the development of the 1997 and 2002 Defense White Books. National Defense
Books (euphemistically called the White Books) had become a common feature of many
post-conflict societies in Latin America. They were prompted by a number of conditions.
First, militaries in the region had fought and won Cold War victories against forces of
communism or socialism that had challenged the liberal capitalist, free market models
promoted by the United States and other Western powers. With the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991, support from Moscow had disappeared. The Western Hemisphere Soviet
satellite, Cuba, also had waning influence. The number of insurgencies in the region
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dwindled and Latin America became a more peaceful place. Strong militaries were
expensive to maintain. Large armies required the government to pay a lot of salary and
many questioned the need for a costly force when other competing demands – education,
health care, infrastructure, development - also required fiscal attention.
From these conditions arose the need to explain to policy makers what the
military could contribute to society. The White Books were born. Chile produced three of
them in the period of transition from 1990 to 2010. The first was written in 1997, the
second in 2002, and the third in 2010. The publications involved a collaborative effort of
Chilean civilians and military officials. President Eduardo Frei (1994-2000) backed the
idea and called the 1997 White Book, the first of its kind of any Latin American nation, a
historic process that would help heal the breaches in Chilean society. “Defense policy is a
national task, that is, a policy of State, above political parties, coherent, consensual, and
conceived in the womb of the democratic institutions,” the President wrote (Soto, 2010,
p. 113). The books helped elucidate the function and benefits of the Chilean military
institute, something that was often perceived as a “black box” in which taxpayers’ funds
were poured into and from which military weapons and personnel emerged. There was
little understanding of what happened inside the box or of the values or philosophy of the
Chilean military.
Subcategory #3 – Building Civilian Expertise in Security and Defense
Matters. A third subcategory of frequently mentioned issues was how to build expertise
among civilians on matters of security and defense, topics in which the knowledge
traditionally resides among military officers. In accordance with the theory of civilmilitary relations, civilian elected officials who oversee the armed forces should be
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cognizant of the many operational and strategic issues associated with the military. If
there was to be oversight of the Chilean military by elected civilian officials, the civilian
managers were required to have sufficient knowledge of security and defense matters to
effectively govern the military. About 20 percent of the articles addressed the first topic,
security and defense knowledge among civilians, thereby indicating that it was a top issue
among senior Chilean military officials.
During this period, Chile had a very developed, modern military and there were a
plethora of significant issues to manage. Defense budgets, research and development,
logistics, acquisition, manpower, weapons systems, doctrinal and strategic development,
intelligence, combat engineering, avionics, combat platforms, and fire control systems are
only a few of the many skills that Chilean military forces required in order to be an
effective deterrent against would-be opponents. In addition, each military service – the
army, navy, and air force – had unique features in their inventories that required careful
study. The Chilean army, for example, has artillery, infantry, and air support. The navy
distinguishes between coastal defense, surface warfare, submarines, and airpower as well
as counter-strike capacities in each of these mediums. Last, the Chilean air force used
fighter jets, air defense systems, cargo aircraft, and precision-guided munitions.
In 1999, the Director of ANEPE, Rear Admiral Renato Valenzuela Ugarte, wrote
about the role his institute could play in educating civilians on security and defense
matters. In what was previously a role reserved exclusively for Chilean military officers,
he acknowledges that national defense is the responsibility of the President of the country
with inputs from both civilian and military advisors. ANEPE plays an important role in
bringing civilians and military officials together to learn from each other and exchange
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ideas and perspectives in an academic setting. Subsequently, both groups can
complement the advice that is provided to senior Chilean officials, Admiral Ugarte wrote
(1999, pp. 76-77).
In 2005, Brigadier General Humberto Julio Reyes of the Chilean Army examined
the growing relations between civilians and military officials in an article titled, “CivilMilitary Relations in Chile in the Present: Myths and Realities.” In a very introspective
piece, General Reyes cites the works of famous civil-military relations scholars such as
Samuel Huntington, Morris Janowitz, and Charles Moskos. He contends there are three
principal characteristics in the scholarship on the topic. First, the military must be
subordinate to legitimate political authority. Second, the military must remain politically
neutral. Third, the armed forces retain the monopoly on the use of force.
General Reyes also provides an enlightened viewpoint on the military autonomy
in Chile. It still exists in excessive amounts and is a detriment to democracy in the
country, he claims. Military privileges exist, he writes, which prevents proper political
control, both executive and legislative. For these reasons, the transition to democracy is
incomplete. Old misgivings and mistrust of the Chilean armed forces still persist, he
contends. (Reyes, 2005, p. 11).
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Category #2 – Military Culture
Figure 8
Responses to Category #2

A second category that was also frequently encountered in the readings was
characteristics of the Chilean military culture. On its face, this may seem like a trivial
issue but it important for the research project because there are significant differences
between the military culture in Chile and the rest of the society. Recall that military
officers are often contemptuous of civilian politics which are marked by nepotism, not
merit; by dishonesty, not truth; and by personal gain, not sacrifice to the society as a
whole. Civilian officials not familiar with military culture need to understand how and
why military officers think the way they do. The norms and values that are indoctrinated
in each military individual across the breadth of the organization form the bedrock of
military thinking. When negotiating with members of the military, the knowledge of what
characteristics the individuals aspire to follow can be used to emphasize the behavior (or
misbehavior) of the Chilean officers. For example, “honor” is one of the most important
attributes of a military officer. So if a civilian elected official contends that the actions of
a military officer have been dishonorable, it is sure to elicit a reaction.
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This backdrop of the situation in Chile brings to light the debate over the role of
the military in a democracy. A number of Chilean military officers shared their
perspectives on the responsibilities the military should play in Chilean society. Most
frequently mentioned was that the military should have the monopoly on the legitimate
use of force, an oft-cited term that originates with German sociologist Max Weber in
1918 (Molina, 1994, p. 49). That is, other groups such as paramilitaries or dissidents
should not be permitted to carry arms. The military also serves to ensure the general
wellbeing of all its citizens (Molina, 1994, p. 50; Molina, 1990, p. 20). Typical military
missions include guarding the national territory, preventing border intrusions, protecting
the national sovereignty, and responding to natural disasters.
Subcategory #1 – Values and norms. The first subcategory in this field is the
values and norms of the military. This was a popular subject among military writers. The
Chilean military, like most other armed forces, cherish ceremony and custom. They are
also very proud of their military heritage. Accounts of the Battles of Rancagua, Maipo,
and Iquique are commemorated nearly every year on the anniversary of the events by
senior Chilean military officers assigned to regale the ranks of soldiers with the noble
acts of their forefathers. Many of the articles reviewed for this project highlight the
honorable features of Chilean military officers.
Major General Alejandro Medina Lois of the Chilean Army defines the term
“values” as the “norms that define the rules of conduct” of the Chilean military. In his
1990 article, “Valorizacion de la Nacionalidad Chilena,” he lists the following
characteristics of Chilean society: solidarity, hospitality, patriotism, equality,
traditionalism, and stoicism (p. 26). Another senior Chilean military official described
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military service as a “style of living” (Piuzzi, 1990, p. 124). Medina also lists the
attributes that he contends most Chilean reject: internationalism (in the sense of losing
one’s own identity or sovereignty), destruction of the national identity, external
dependence, and loss of the hereditary values that all Chileans share.
Brigadier General Fernando Arancibia, in his 1991 article, “Las Fuerzas Armadas
de Chile, su Estructura, Doctrina, y Valores Fundamentales,” mentioned a number of
principles of the armed forces: honor, loyalty, bravery, and sacrifice (p. 29). Additionally,
Major General Jorge Ballerino Sandford in his 1990 article, “Los Valores de la Patria,”
writes of soldiers’ “heroism, honor, will to win, duty, and their indomitable spirit to
confront the challenges they face” (pp. 13-14). He also mentions the culture of sacrifice
in Chile in which soldiers “offer their own lives in the defense of the most sacred values
of the fatherland” (p. 14). His account is peppered with patriotic statements and lots of
exclamation points. For example, he writes of the military code of “live with honor or die
with glory!” In another example, he claims when responsible for the security of the
homeland is at stake, our “vigilance can never be enough!” And finally the country’s
security “demands it and the honor imposes it!” (pp. 14-17).
A number of these common attributes of Chilean soldiers – loyalty and obedience,
in particular – serve to reinforce unit cohesion within the armed forces. Loyalty to one’s
unit and to the members of that unit is an extremely strong bond and part of military
doctrine that is considered nearly unbreakable. This is true in nearly every developed
military organization. After training and operating together, the camaraderie of military
units – particularly those operating in dangerous conditions – becomes a sacred trust
among its members. If patriotism and duty are also part of the institutional doctrine in the
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unit and are combined with loyalty to one’s fellow soldiers, the group has a powerful
motivation to fulfill its mission.
The loyalty, obedience, and unit cohesion also may generate a cult of secrecy.
Military units rarely “turn in” members of their group for allegations against them, often
choosing to stonewall investigations especially by those outside the unit or outside the
military. This twisted sense of loyalty can result in investigations of crimes committed by
military personnel being blocked by other military members, something that occurred
through the force when civilians began seeking the truth about what happened to victims
of the military regime.
One particular type of article I encountered contained the most number of
references toward military values and norms. The military regularly pays tribute to their
national heroes and the significant events in their national past. In the United States, the
military commemorates Veterans’ Day and Independence Day and they are marked by
military parades and speeches. The same is true in Chile. The most celebrated days in
Chilean history are the birthday of the founding father of the country, Bernardo
O’Higgins Riquelme on August 20. Chilean Independence Day is September 18 when the
entire country commemorates Fiestas Patrias with dancing, concerts, and massive
outdoor celebrations. The following day, on September 19, the Chilean military also
celebrates Army Day (formally called “Day of the Glories of the Army”). Both of these
events are marked by flowery speeches, wreath-laying ceremonies, and military parades.
Attendance of these ceremonies by other military personnel, both active duty and retired,
is considered almost obligatory. The speeches during these national holidays given by
senior military officials and are normally full of references to the sacrifices and heroism
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of the Chilean Army. Transcripts of these speeches are printed in military journals such
as Memorial del Ejercito de Chile and therefore available for scrutiny for this research
project. For example, Brigadier General Patricio H. Williams, in his tribute to Bernardo
O’Higgins on August 20, 1997, mentions a number of characteristics of Chilean military
officers: honorable, glorious, patriotic, brave, and virtuous.
The values of the Chilean society were also frequently mentioned. This was
significant because military officers were trying to determine if their military values were
different from those of Chilean society, a fact that could explain why it was difficult to
coexist or cooperate with their civilian counterparts. For example, in 1997, Lieutenant
Colonel Julio Guitterrez Campos wrote an article, “Los Valores de la Sociedad Chilena:
una Aproximacion,” in the Memorial del Ejercito de Chile. In it, he contends Chileans all
share a number of inherited attitudes: love of their country, gentlemen spirit, hospitality,
and a pleasant character (1997, p. 22).
Colonel Jose Miguel Piuzzi Cabrera, in his 1990 article “Las Relaciones Civiles
Militares,” contrasts the values between civil society and the military in an even more
dramatic way, describing civilian values as dialogue, pluralism, participation, and
solidarity, whereas military values are stark opposites to that of civilians:
“authoritarianism, intransigence, and imposition of ideas” (p. 123).
One Chilean Army brigadier wrote, “the deterioration of values tends to disorient
man, who feels empty without a commitment to values. The soldier is committed to the
high ideal of his Patria, in the encounter of inner satisfaction, his sense of life and his
reason for being. Today the [Chilean] Army represents one of the spiritual and moral
reserves of la Patria. May God permit that it will always be (Munoz, 1994, pp. 189-190).
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The differences between military culture and that of the rest of Chilean society
was so stark that some military writing examined for this portion of the research even
expressed fear that the values of Chilean society would contaminate and weaken those of
the Chilean military and thereby jeopardize the ability of the Chilean armed forces to
complete their mission (Piuzzi, 1990, p. 127). One Chilean Army colonel wrote, “One
should worry about the tendencies toward disintegration and adulteration of the family
which is the fundamental nucleus of society, such as the acceptance of homosexual rights
and the legalization of divorce” (Gutierrez, 1997, p. 169). Another stated, “The greatest
problems that await us in the 21st century will be moral, spiritual, and value conflicts”
(Fuente-Alba, 1997, p. 7). Some officers contended the Chilean military’s values under
the Allende administration would be destroyed by communist doctrine. For that reason,
the military services should remain autonomous enough that its military culture remains
impermeable, Piuzzi writes (1990, p. 128).
Subcategory #2 – Strict obedience. The second subcategory in this field of
military culture is the rigid obedience that is practiced throughout the Chilean military.
There is frequent mention of the institutional characteristics of the armed forces that
expect absolute obedience from military officers. General Augusto Pinochet writes in his
1991 autobiography of the institutional cohesion, discipline, hierarchy, obedience,
readiness, and loyalty (p. 312). This command structure of the military institution is one
of absolute respect for hierarchy and deference which made it nearly impossible to
question or disobey senior officers. The significance of this practice that junior officers
rarely challenge the decisions of high ranking officers. This has two effects: it enforces
strict discipline in the chain of command but it also suppresses good ideas from younger
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officers and prevents senior officers from getting candid advice when their decisions are
less than optimal.
Subcategory #3 – Non-deliberative. Another frequently addressed topic in the
Chilean military articles was the “non-deliberative” nature of the military, the third
subcategory of the military culture section. This refers to the apolitical or political
neutrality of the armed forces. As described at length in this research, this is a common
feature of most modern militaries. However, the Chilean military initially refused to
surrender many of its political prerogatives after it surrendered power to elected civilian
officials in March 1990. For example, the military maintained its role on the National
Security Council which permitted it to declare states of emergency and deploy the armed
forces inside the country. It prevented the President from selecting or firing the top
official in each service. And it threatened to intervene again if investigations into human
rights violations continued.
The second and third subcategories – obedience and non-deliberative - go hand in
hand. According to article 101 of the 1980 Constitution, “the Armed Forces and the
Carabineros, as armed bodies, are in essence obedient and not deliberative.” This means
that the military should never be in a position to develop policy or laws but rather should
obediently follow the policies decided by elected lawmakers in Congress.
Perhaps the best example of how the government ensures the military remains
politically neutral is that military officers and soldiers in many countries are prohibited
from voting. The very act of participating in elections as a voting constituent is by itself
an act of partisan politicking. Members of the military in Chile are permitted to vote but
in many other Latin American countries – Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
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Honduras, and Peru – members of the armed forces do not have that privilege (Molina,
1994, p. 52).
There were also frequent mentions that the Chilean military was supposed to be
politically neutral. This was surprising in light of the political intervention in 1973. This
can be perhaps explained by the fact that most of these articles were written more than
twenty years after the 1973 military coup. The Chilean military had received an immense
amount of criticism for its actions during the early years of the military government and
the populace had spoken clearly and forcefully during the 1989 political referendum that
it wanted to restore democratically-elected political figures. For these reasons, military
officers understood that their role in Chilean society should remain within security and
defense matters, not within the domestic political sphere.
Despite the consensus among most scholars on the importance of a politically
neutral armed forces, there remains significant debate in Chile on the issue. General
Carlos Molina Johnson, a member of Pinochet’s Advisory Group, insisted that the
military remain the “jealous guardians” of democracy in the country (1990a, p. 24). The
military government from 1973 had established a new form of government that had the
best interests of all Chilean citizens in mind. “It is valid to suppose that the Armed Forces
and National Police will watch over it,” he wrote, “and guarantee that this model is
applied and developed” (1990a, p. 23). In another article published the same year, he
wrote, “the role [of the military] as only spectators is something of the past” (1990b, p.
24).
In light of this kind of description, the idea that the Chilean military can be
obedient and never deliberative seems like a contradiction in terms. That is, if the military
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is constitutionally permitted to oversee and, when necessary, intervene politically to
prevent changes to the political and social order, can it really be considered obedient and
not deliberative? If a socialist President like Allende orders the military to not intervene
with his economic and social reforms, the military would likely deliberate whether those
institutional changes were tolerable. If they were not (and in 1973, they weren’t), the
military would be “disobedient” because its intervention would require it to defy orders
from the President.
General Molina advocated for a continued role as guardians of democracy in the
country. To do so, military obedience would be conditional and based on the
circumstances. Additionally, the term “not deliberative” would also be dependent on
whether the institutional order was at risk. Ominously, he wrote he does not “believe” in
the military’s unconditional obedience nor its non-deliberative doctrine because if the
same political conditions as that in September 1973 were to repeat itself, the military
would be justified to intervene again. In other words, he wrote, there are limits to the
ideas of obedience and not deliberation (Molina, 1990, pp. 29-30).
Subcategory #4 – deference to senior officers. The last subcategory in the field
of military culture is deference to senior officers. It is related to the previous subcategory
of strict obedience. Many of the articles reviewed for this research project show due
deference to Pinochet, in keeping with the respect for hierarchy that is part of Chilean
military culture. In the written reports, officers pay frequent homage and allegiance to
Pinochet. None challenge his decisions nor question his motives. Quite the contrary, it
seemed as if nearly every single military officer who wrote the articles reviewed for this
research project went out of his way to praise Pinochet as the savior of the country.
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However, Pinochet’s reputation began to tarnish following his October 10, 1998
arrest in London. Upon his triumphant return to Chile on March 3, 2000, the courts began
to systematically strip away his immunity for persecution. At this point, the unconditional
fealty of the Chilean military toward their former Commander in Chief began to weaken.
By the time of his death on December 10, 2006, he had been accused of 300 criminal acts
and of embezzling $28 million from the government coffers and hiding them in overseas
bank accounts. This period was also marked by a series of important collaborative efforts
between the Chilean military and elected civilian officials. These included the Mesas de
Dialogo that sought to reveal the fates of hundreds of victims of the conflict who had
been disappeared by the military and also the publication of the second National Defense
Book in 2002. In sum, the levels of cooperation had risen and the chief obstacle to
peaceful and collaborative existence between military and civilian officials was removed.
I personally witnessed this custom during a September 2019 academic seminar
that I directed in Santiago Chile. During my presentation to a group of about 25 military
officers, the senior officers – mostly admirals and generals - sat in the front row and
fielded all the questions I put to the audience. There was very little interaction from other
officers who sat in rows behind the flag officers. At first I was surprised that they were so
quiet until I realized that they had not been given explicit permission to speak and
therefore had to defer to the senior officers. And this was despite the fact that they were
themselves of senior ranks such as Navy captains and Army colonels, a position of
stature and seniority that is relatively high in any other circle.
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Category #3 – Justification for 1973 intervention
Figure 9
Responses to Category #3

The Chilean military has been broadly condemned for the military coup of 1973
and the death and torture they inflicted on thousands of Chileans. However, the writings
reviewed for this research reveal the perspective of why military officers believed the
intervention was necessary for the good of the country. Military officers cite a number of
justifications for why the political intervention against Allende was required, important
insights for scholars trying to understand what occurred in 1973.
Sub-category #1 - Inevitability of the 1973 Intervention. The first subcategory
in this section is the “inevitability of 1973 military intervention” espoused by quite a
number of authors. The military’s intervention against the Allende administration in 1973
was often referred to as “inevitable” or “necessary” in order to save the country from
communism. Context is important here. Keep in mind that 1973 was the height of the
Cold War and there were fears that communism was going to spread through many
countries upsetting the capitalist and free market systems that most Latin American
governments used. Fidel Castro had successfully overthrown the Batista government in
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Cuba in 1959 and, with Che Guevara, had plotted to foment similar revolutions in other
countries. Castro’s visit in 1970 was a harbinger of what Allende was attempting to
accomplish in Chile and the Chilean military was undoubtedly very worried about what
was to come.
In his 1991 autobiography, Pinochet contends that the Chilean military “rescued”
the country by politically intervening in 1973. This is in keeping with the belief that the
armed forces had a constitutionally-mandated obligation to insure internal order. The
military coup was necessary to prevent a takeover of the “fatherland” by communists (p.
19) and the armed forces could not “accept the destruction of the country” (p. 29). We are
“entrusted by law to maintain the state,” he contends (p. 19), and the armed forces were
“obliged” to take over the country to save it from Marxism (p. 116). Furthermore, the
Chilean public demanded that the military intervened, he writes (p. 116).
Pinochet is not the only military officer to justify the force used by the Chilean
armed forces to defeat the opponent. In 1996, Army Colonel Jaime Garcia Covarrubias
explained the justification for the military intervention in a lengthy description in his
article, “Las Fuerzas Armadas y el Mantenimiento del Orden Constitucional.” First, he
writes, Allende only received about 37 percent of the popular vote during the first round
of the election on September 4, 1970. According to the Chilean Constitution at the time,
the Congress would select the winner if no candidate acquired more than 50 percent. On
October 24, the Congress approved Allende as the President elect. Colonel Garcia does
not elaborate any further but he seems to allude to the fact that there were doubts of the
legitimacy of an electoral process that can elect a president with less than the majority
popular approval and that 37 percent does not represent a political endorsement by
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Chilean voters. Garcia does not mention that the Congress acted to select the winner in
accordance with the Constitution nor that other previous presidents had been elected
through similar circumstances.
Second, Garcia contends that President Allende overstepped his authority by
forcing reforms that went beyond his political authority. Allende had tried to enact his
political and economic agenda by bypassing the normal legislative process in Congress,
perhaps because he believed that the political opposition in Congress would successfully
block his initiatives. Both the Chamber of Deputies (the lower of the two houses of
Congress) and the Supreme Court passed condemnations of Allende’s extra-judicial
actions.
Third, Garcia claims that, after the actions of the Chamber of Deputies and
Supreme Court were ignored by Allende, there were no other government organizations
left that could solve the problem. At this point, the only institution that could force
Allende to abide by the Constitution was the military through intervention.
Last, Garcia asserts that Allende recognized the political power of the Chilean
military and the risk it represented to his authority. As a result, Allende was determined
to destroy the military as an institution, he writes. Had he been permitted to do that, there
would be no other means from preventing Allende from illegally forcing irreversible
institutional change on the government. Therefore, the military had to act before it was
too late (1996, pp. 116-117). From a political science perspective, this is a dangerous
sentiment because it inserts the armed forces of the country as a fourth branch of
government, one which permits its intervention as a form of checks and balances that
normally resides with the executive, legislative, or judicial branches.
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Sub-category #2 - Constitutional authority to intervene - guarantor of
internal order. The second subcategory, the authority to intervene to ensure internal
order, is very controversial. A bit of context and background on the roles and
responsibilities of the security forces is required prior to proceeding with the analysis.
Most governments distinguish between security and defense within their country.
Security refers to internal order and is normally the responsibility of the police forces. In
contrast, defense refers to protection of the country’s territory from external threats and is
the duty of the military. Generally, the traditional missions of militaries are to protect the
country from outside invasion, to guard the borders, and to prevent challenges to national
sovereignty. Militaries can conduct security operations internal to the country but
normally only under rare circumstances such as to provide airlift or humanitarian
assistance following a natural disaster.
Chilean military and police forces are organized in the same manner. As Chilean
Army Colonel Carlos Molina Johnson describes in 1991, Chile distinguishes between the
“Armed Forces” and the “Forces of Order and Public Security.” The first, the Armed
Forces, refers to the Chilean Army, Navy, and Air Force. The second, the “Forces of
Order and Public Security,” refer to the Carabineros (police) and the Investigative Police
(Policia de Investigaciones in Spanish) (Molina, p. 26).
The reason for this important distinction in assignments is because the tactics and
use-of-force doctrines of the police and soldiers are different. Rules for the use of force
for soldiers are much more permissive. One scholar describes soldiers’ doctrine as having
a “predilection for violence” (Modirzadeh, 2014, p. 236). Under the rules of war, once an
opponent is declared an enemy combatant, he or she can be targeted immediately no
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matter what the situation until considered “hors de combat.” There is no requirement to
capture or arrest. Nor is there a requirement for escalation of force tactics. Lethal force
can be used as a first resort. Captured or disabled enemy are not necessarily entitled to
due process, a speedy trial, or legal representation. They are normally detained until the
end of the conflict when they are repatriated (Paterson, 2021, p. 32).
In contrast, under criminal law, use of force rules are much more restrictive.
Suspects can only be “targeted” if the person is posing a significant threat of death or
serious injury. Law enforcement officers are also required to attempt to detain the suspect
before using lethal force (i.e., capture, not kill). If circumstances permit, police officers
are obliged to give a clear warning of their intent to use lethal force with sufficient time
for the warning to be observed before resorting to lethal force. There must be “clear and
imminent threat” to justify lethal force and it should be considered the last resort.
Security officials should also use escalation of force tactics and crisis intervention
techniques before resorting to more aggressive actions. According to criminal and human
rights law, detained suspects are entitled to certain civil and political rights: due process,
to know their rights, the right to counsel or lawyer, right to a fair trial, and presumption of
innocence, among others. They cannot be held arbitrarily or for an excessive amount of
time without trial (Paterson, 2021, pp. 34-39).
In Chile, the authorities between the armed forces’ external mission and the
police’s internal mission were blurred. The 1980 Constitution, written during the height
of Pinochet’s power, codified the military’s authority to intervene in domestic politics. It
states that the armed forces are “the guarantor of institutional order,” referring to the
government ability to fulfill its duly designated tasks. The reference to the Constitution
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was so prevalent in the articles that I labeled “constitutional authority to intervene” as a
second subcategory.
Most governments understand that the use of the military for law enforcement
operations is dangerous to the civil and political liberties that are enshrined in many
constitutions. Additionally, an armed force with access to weapons of war that can also
intervene unilaterally when they deem it necessary represents a threat to the democratic
political system because it bypasses important systems of checks and balances. In most
developed nations, the President of the country serves as the Commander in Chief of the
armed forces but the Congress is the body that decides whether or not to declare war and
authorize a significant deployment of military forces. From my perspective, this matter is
one of the key debates for civil-military relations in any country.
General Fernando Arancibia Reyes of the Chilean Army wrote in 1991 that the
armed forces should be able to intervene when the “coercive action of the Forces of
Order and Public Security (referring to the police) are insufficient” to quell the
disturbance (p. 21). This is of course a slippery slope and particularly so if the military
has the autonomy to determine when the “values” of the nation are at risk. It is difficult to
identify common values or principles of a country that was as politically and
demographically heterogeneous as Chile. The country is comprised of a wide range of
social and economic sub-populations and it is nearly impossible to attribute a single
belief system to such a diverse population. Furthermore, the Chilean military’s values are
undoubtedly very different from that of much of the rest of the population.
As previously mentioned, it is permissible in cases of national emergency such as
natural disasters or insurrections. Under those circumstances, a government can declare a
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“state of exception” or a state of emergency and deploy the armed forces until order is
restored. But that decision should rest in the hands of elected civilian officials, not the
military. This is a point aligned with the constitution. However, the frequent mention of
this authority as a military prerogative raised concerns that the Chilean armed forces
believed they could – and should – intervene if they perceived institutional order was at
risk. Recall that the National Security Council could be convened without the permission
of the President by its military representatives and had the authority to declare a state of
exception, thereby justifying the deployment of the armed forces for internal
disturbances. That authority remained in place until 2004 when the Chilean Congress
finally transformed the Council into an advisory organization without any decisive power
(Pion-Berlin, 2009, p. 568).
Sub-category #3 – Constitutional authority to intervene – institutional
integrity. During my content analysis of written articles, I frequently encountered
references that the Chilean military was obligated to be ensure “institutional integrity.”
That meant that they were constitutionally justified and even required to intervene if they
believed the nation’s values or political system was at risk. The Chilean military authors
seems to broadly define institutional order to include the political procedures of the
government, the shared values of Chilean society, and the national identity. If any of
those were threatened, the military was constitutionally authorized to intervene
domestically. General Carlos Molina mentions this in his 1990 article and goes so far as
to state that even the President should respect the institutional order, a thinly veiled
warning that Presidents like Salvador Allende should refrain from ruling by executive
decree or fiat (Molina, 1990a, p. 23). This represents an active political role by the
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Chilean military and effectively provides a political veto authority if the military deems
civilian elected officials have exceeded their mandate or tried to operate outside the
constitutional rules.
For these reasons, using the military in an internal domestic law enforcement role
– a mission better suited for the police – is a risky proposition. But during the transition
to democracy in Chile from 1990-2010, there was a lively debate about exactly this.
Should the Chilean military surrender all its prerogatives to intervene if the “institution”
of the Chilean government was in jeopardy? Would the Chilean military forsake any
future military interventions like it did in 1973? What if the country drifted toward
socialist policies like Allende had tried to implement in 1970, but this time through a
gradual and popularly-supported political process? Would the armed forces feel obliged
to intervene to prevent this liberalization of the political, economic, and social process?
Would the military “permit” the election of another socialist president? How could
civilian elected officials assuage nervous military leaders that their policies were benign
and for the “common good” of Chilean society? These questions are a central focus of
many Chilean military officials in their written assessments and analysis during the
period of scrutiny. It is a topic examined in nearly 20 percent of the selected articles.
Subcategory #4 – Distinction between State and Government. The last
subcategory in this coding frame is the distinction drawn between the State and the
Government. The two terms are often considered synonymous and used interchangeably.
But there are important distinctions that are significant for understanding the military’s
justification for its 1973 intervention. The second of the two terms, government, refers to
the elected officials that temporarily hold office for the duration of their term in office
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and are considered good faith stewards of the government to execute the will of the
people. The State, however, represents something larger and more transcendental. The
State, according to General Carlos Molina Johnson, represents the sense of spirit of the
people and the work of generations of Chileans, their sacrifices and collective work for
the national development and sustainment of their way of life. It also represents the
functioning of the government institutions that permit a high quality of life and well
developed processes that contribute to a healthy rule of law (1996, p. 106). The “state”
was a permanent entity whereas the government was temporary and transitory (Weeks,
2003, p. 125).
The Chilean military’s fear was that Allende was going to systematically
dismantle these government institutions that generations of Chileans had worked to
assemble and develop. The military’s constitutional duty was to protect the Chilean way
of life and to prevent governments from threatening the values of Chilean society
(Weeks, 2003, p. 125). In the opinion of the Chilean military, Allende’s “road to
socialism” represented a threat to the very way of life of their country and countrymen.
Colonel Jaime Garcia cites a retort from U.S. President Grover Cleveland, “The ship of
democracy, which has weathered so many storms, may sink through the mutiny of those
on board” (1996, p. 120). This, of course, meant that Allende and socialism could destroy
Chilean society.
In his 1996 article, Colonel Carlos Molina Johnson cites a quote from one of the
top political thinkers of the period who described the events of 1970-1973:
The government has not [only] incurred in isolated violations of the Constitution
and the law, but has made [Constitutional violations] a permanent system of
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conduct, going to the extremes of ignoring and systematically running over the
powers of the other powers of the State, of regularly violating the guarantees that
the Constitution assures all the inhabitants of the Republic, and of allowing and
protecting the creation of parallel, illegitimate powers that constitute a very
serious danger to the nation; with all of which have destroyed essential elements
of institutionality and the rule of law. (p. 109)
Category #4 – Justification for Human Rights Violations
Figure 10
Responses to Category #4

The last category examines the military justification for the aggressive actions
they took during the conflict. The armed forces were accused of a number of egregious
interrogation techniques that brought international attention on the security crisis in
Chile. Foreign aid was cut off by international investors and the military government was
widely condemned by the United Nations and other international groups. The Chilean
military prides itself on being a professional military force with a highly developed
officer corps yet it’s actions during the conflict brought discredit to the nation’s military
institution. What reasons do Chilean military officers give for its actions during this
period?
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Subcategory #1 – Military conflict justified actions. The best reference
available to understand why the Chilean military took the actions they did is in the words
of the senior military official during the first ten years during the transition to democracy.
General Augusto Pinochet, who led the military government from 1974-1990, remained
the head of the Chilean Army until his retirement in 1998 when he then became “senator
for life.” Pinochet was not only the senior military official and head of the military junta
from 1973-1990, but he was also the ideological leader of the Chilean armed forces. In
the rigid, hierarchical military organization, he was the ultimate authority on all
decisions. Although he was supposed to share power with other junta members and rule
on an equal footing with the other service chiefs in the Navy, Air Force, and Carabineros,
by 1974 he had consolidated power and declared himself the Supreme Head of Chile
(1991, p. 54).
Pinochet’s two-volume autobiography A Journey Through Life is rich with
insights into military philosophy and ideology. It frequently references the nature of the
conflict in the country which in turn provides the first subcategory associated with the
justification for the actions of the armed forces: the armed conflict justified the actions
taken by Chilean military. According to international law, when an armed conflict begins,
the military are permitted to attack the enemy under nearly any conditions. The military
should follow certain principles of warfare such as distinction, moderation, humanity, and
proportionality but the restrictions on the use of force are relatively limited. For example,
an enemy combatant can be attacked at any time, regardless of whether he or she are
actively engaged in an enemy act. That means the enemy can be asleep in the barracks or
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on “rest and relaxation” leave far from the front lines of the battlefield and it is still
permissible to attack him or her.
It is imperative to recognize that the laws of war permit the death of civilians if
the principles mentioned above are taken into account during the targeting and decisionmaking process. In other words, civilian deaths may be justified if civilians are not the
object of an attack, if the target is considered a lawful military objective, is militarily
necessary, and if the civilian deaths are not excessive in relation to the military advantage
achieved through the attack. As one legal scholar puts it, “as long as the rules of the game
are observed, it is permissible to cause suffering, deprivation of freedom, and death.”
(Meron, 2000, p. 239-240; Paterson, 2021, p. 18).
Although the Chilean military was historically apolitical and followed the orders
of the elected President, Allende’s election in 1970 proved to be too much of a threat to
the values of Chile in the opinion of a number of senior military officers. The historical
context is important here. Recall that 1970 was the height of the Cold War struggle
between the communists and capitalists. Fidel Castro’s successful 1959 revolution in
Cuba provided a communist stronghold in the Western Hemisphere from where Moscow
and Havana could sow political discontent and instability. Pinochet writes of a deep
mistrust for Marxists and claims that Chileans were on the verge of becoming “serfs of a
satellite of Russia” (p. 299). He describes Marxism as a cancer (p. 18). The military coup
of 1973 saved the country from the “clutches of Marxism-Leninism,” he wrote and the
military “had cut the chains that had bound us to the chariot of soviet communism” (p.
18). On page 120, Pinochet writes, “In Chile we not only overthrew an unsuccessful and
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immoral government of clear totalitarian inspiration, we also unmasked the fraud implied
in the so-called “peaceful road to socialism.”
President Salvador Allende is also demonized by Pinochet. He refers to Allende
as Satan and accuses him of “sheer demagoguery” (pp. 302-303). Allende was taking the
country into a civil war (p. 32) which would consist of a planned mass murder that would
leave one million Chileans dead by the Marxists, Pinochet claims (p. 21). Pinochet uses
fear mongering terms when describing Allende’s supporters calling them extremists,
mercenaries, fanatics (pp. 294-295) and terrorists (p. 298). To foment support from
skeptical military officers and Constitutionalists, Pinochet warned that “atrocities” that
would be committed against families of military officers (p. 296). Communists were all
around, he warned, operating in clandestine groups but pretending to be loyal officials (p.
56). Ten thousand foreign guerrillas were operating in the country, he contended, with
enough weapons to arm 20 battalions (p. 20). This type of rhetoric generated suspicion
and paranoia among military officers which further strengthened the institutional loyalty
within the armed forces, the only organization that could be trusted, alluded Pinochet.
The speech of the Director of the Chilean National Police Cesar Mendoza Duran
on page 118 of Pinochet’s autobiography is representative of the hyperbole and
sensationalism that Pinochet and other senior military officials used to justify their
actions:
It is worth remembering that this movement was the result of the clamor of the
people of Chile, who watched how its most cherished values were trampled upon
by the Marxist hordes. Faced with the most sinister collapse of our republican life,
the anguished call of the Chilean people who called for the salvation of the
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country, the Armed Forces and the Police managed to rescue it from the abyss
which no other country has been able to return. These institutions which form an
immovable block with absolute unity of thought and feeling, are today the
invulnerable target against which strike the attacks caused by the spurious
ambitions of third-rate politicos and demagogues who ceaselessly assail our
country and its Government of National Reconstruction in a thousand ways. Sunk
in the mire of anti-patriotism and in their political voracity, they have colluded
with the implacable foreign enemy who has redoubled its insidious conspiracy
against Chile. In the madness of their demagoguery, they pretend to attribute to
our government and the defense institutions the most atrocious crimes against
human rights, counting on the support and organization of those who precisely
oppress them systematically.
Pinochet also dismisses criticism of his government’s repressive actions. His
autobiography is full of references to the flowery tributes that he received from
supporters, his many achievements, and all the credit he received from certain groups.
But he never acknowledges the human rights violations or crimes committed by the
military government during his reign. For example, in the book there is only a brief
passing reference (p. 190) to serious events such the assassination of former Chilean
Minister of Defense Orlando Letelier who was murdered in Sheridan Circle in
Washington DC in 1976 with a car bomb, an incident that severely strained relations with
the United States. Rather, his government “adheres to international law and peaceful
resolution of disputes,” he alleged (p. 105). The news media is vilified as a “biased
Marxist press” (p. 110) that spreads “falsehoods and meanness” (p. 110). In December
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1977 when the United Nations General Assembly criticized Chile for systemic violations
of human rights, he labels their allegations as “false, artificial, slanderous, absolutely
unfair, and illegal” (p. 111).
These remarks reflect the official posture of the military junta. For example,
General Gustavo Leigh, head of the Chilean Air Force from 1973-1978 and member of
the military junta, declared, “Chile accepts no lessons on the subject of human rights
because this government came to power precisely to preserve them” (Bawden, 2013, p.
529). In other words, the military justified its harsh actions because they believed the
communist state that Salvador Allende attempted to establish would have eliminated the
political and civil liberties of most Chileans.
Oddly, none of the hundreds of articles that I reviewed for the research
acknowledged the horrific atrocities committed by the Chilean military against prisoners
and suspected militants. In the Rettig Report and the Valech report, lawyers documented
the terrible treatment of the thousands of prisoners detained by soldiers and police. Many
prisoners were raped, some by animals. At Villa Grimaldi, one of an estimated 750
torture centers around the country, trucks were driven over the legs of prisoners to force
confessions. Electric shock torture was common. In a number of cases, prisoners were lit
on fire. Prisoners were confined in small cells in which they could not lie down. Many
were hung by their wrists or with their arms behind their backs for hours. The bodies of
the dead were dropped into the ocean from helicopters, their abdomens cut open so they
did not float. The vicious crimes committed against victims raises the last sub-category of
the justification for the military’s actions: individual’s responsibility, not systematic or
institutional abuses (Rettig Commission, 1991; Valech Commission, 2004). Admiral
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Medina, for example, stated, “Nobody can think that the responsibilities are institutional.
Those responsible are individuals,” he said (Weeks, 2003, p. 93).
Subcategory #2 – Individual actions, not systematic practice across the
military institution. Brigadier General Humberto Julio Reyes of the Chilean Army was a
military official who was harshly critical of the transitional justice initiatives of the
Aylwin, Frei, and Lagos administrations. He complained that the amnesty law of 1978
has been “unrecognized” (annulled) by judges, charges that had been dismissed were
reopened, the trial judges don’t understand the military doctrines of command and
subordination, and that Chilean military units had been unfairly portrayed as ranks of
criminal organizations full of the authors, accomplices, and concealers of criminal acts.
He also undermined the benefits of human rights trials, claiming that the investigations of
military officers had failed to deliver justice or truth to the family’s victims (2005, p. 15).
This was a consequence, he contended, of ignorance, prejudices, and inadequate
meticulousness in the trials by civilian prosecutors. The result is that the truly guilty
parties and the full truth of what occurred to the victims is never achieved. Military
officials were compelled to prove their innocence rather than being innocent until proven
guilty. A desire for revenge by some families drove many of the legal proceedings. And
the human rights trials could be kept open indefinitely rather than concluding them after a
certain period of time which is customary in other legal investigations (2005, p. 18).
In contrast, Reyes insists, violations of human rights were committed during
military duties as part of a campaign against subversives. The actions were legally
permissible under the circumstances. Furthermore, he wrote, Chilean military officials
have collaborated extensively with the human rights trials. Those guilty of transgressions
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are individuals, not the military as an institution, and should be held accountable for their
actions. Senior Chilean military officials should not be held accountable for what
occurred by their subordinates (Reyes, 2005, pp. 17-18).
On November 5, 2004, the Commander of the Chilean Army, General Juan
Emilio Cheyre gave a speech that was momentous in its tone and content. In his historic
remarks, Cheyre cited the Cold War mentality that existed at the start of the 1973
conflict, one that caused the military to see their opponents as the enemy, not as just
political adversaries:
The Chilean Army made the hard, but irreversible decision to assume the
responsibilities that as an institution includes all the punishable and morally
unacceptable facts of the past. The Army censored those who committed crimes,
criticized them publicly, and has permanently cooperated with the courts of
justice to, as far as possible, contribute to the truth and to reconciliation.
Likewise, it has recognized the sufferings of the victims of these violations,
recognizing that they received a treatment that was not consistent with the
doctrine of the military institution. The Army does not justify these violations that
were made and will continue making concrete efforts so that they never happen
again. Part of our effort to acknowledge this line of conduct has been our
attendance at the “mesas de dialogo” and the effort to gather information to
establish the final destination of the disappeared detainees. The civilian courts are
the only ones in charge of establishing the legal truth and apply current
legislation. And on the same topic, we have pledged our commitment and
collaboration with the National Commission on Political Prison and/or Torture
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(Valech Commission) whose content and conclusions we will receive with the
same serenity and responsibility with which we have acted so far. I can therefore
affirm, by offering this synthesized account of the process of changes that the
Army has been carrying out, the institution under my command has traveled from
an organization, a logic and an action which were typical of the Cold War,
towards that which Chile demands of us today. (2004)
General Cheyre’s 2004 public mea culpa was the first time since the military
government relinquished power nearly a decade and a half earlier that a senior Chilean
military officer admitted that the actions of the armed forces were part of a systematic
institutional effort, not rogue individuals that were acting on their own and outside of the
orders given to them by senior military officials. He admitted institutional culpability for
the actions of the Chilean military that had resulted in thousands of lost lives and tens of
thousands of Chileans tortured and imprisoned. He called for a “complete truth” by the
Chilean armed forces in order to reach a national reconciliation (Cheyre, 2004).
Composite Theme from Complementary Study #2
The composite theme from complementary study #2 linked a number of the
takeaways from the content analysis of the fifty primary source articles reviewed for this
portion of the dissertation. Like the composite theme for complementary study #1, the
composite themes for complementary study #2 was drawn from the “lived experiences”
of Chilean military officers. Many of their written articles referred to the partnership
between military and civilians in the country that they felt was necessary for an effective
national defense. They frequently referred to the need for convivencia or coexistence with
their civilian counterparts. Military officers recognized that security and defense matters
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were shared responsibilities and that all members of Chilean society – military and
civilians alike – had a role to play in it. General Jose Miguel Piuzzi acknowledged, “We
live in a heterogenous and plural society with diverse sources of ideas and decisions,”
and for those reasons we have to ensure that we maintain standards of “military
professionalism in Chile” (1990, p. 128).
The first category in complementary study #2, coexistence with civilians refers to
a shared responsibility for security and defense matters in the country. Material drawn
from the written articles followed three main subcategories: (1) defense as a
responsibility for all Chileans, (2) lack of civilian knowledge on security and defense
matters, and (3) the requirement or obligation of military officials to help educate their
civilian counterparts on these issues. Each of these refer to a form of partnership between
military and civilian officials for the sake of the government and Chilean way of life.
Both groups recognized the mutual interests they shared: security in the country,
perpetuity of the democratic government structure, the rule of law applied equally, and
protection for individuals. To achieve these goals, the military realized its obligation to
help educate their civilian counterparts on how a modern armed forces operates.
“Military secrecy [on security and defense matters] made it impossible for civilians to
have knowledge of these matters before 1973, wrote Teodoro. A well-developed
professional military education system already existed and an innovative military had to
adapt to new practices and strategies in a rapidly evolving environment. “The postconflict period will be harder and more difficult than the armed conflict [of the 1970s],”
wrote Major General Ramon Valdes Martinez (1998, p. 76). To maintain the institutional
prestige, Chilean military officers would partner with their civilian counterparts as they
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would with an international ally or the next generation of officers joining the ranks of the
military branches.
Defense as a responsibility for all Chileans was written in the Constitution. The
1980 Constitution encouraged all Chileans to support the country and defend its essential
values. “All Chileans have the fundamental duty to honor the ‘fatherland’, defend its
sovereignty, and contribute to the preservation of the national security and essential
values,” the 1980 Constitution reads. There was a tradition of obeying the Constitution
that preceded Allende or Pinochet. Chilean military officers customarily regarded the
Constitution as the law of the land. As Allende’s Minister of Defense General Rene
Schneider stated, Chilean military officers were constitutionalists and would follow the
law of the land as approved by the duly elected representatives of the Chilean citizenry.
The Constitution as the most fundamental national strategy provided a direction for the
nation that most military officers supported. For these reasons, numerous Chilean
military officers wrote in their articles the mantra that the Chilean military was “obedient
and non-deliberative” as described in the Constitution.
The benevolent and charitable attitudes of the Chilean military officers were selfserving but in practical manner, not in a nefarious or specious way. The Chilean military
needed civilian supervisors to be competent in their duties overseeing the armed forces if
the national defense enterprise was going to remain an effective deterrent against other
rivals such as Peru and Argentina. Military officers hoped their civilian counterparts
would also share their concern about making sure the military received a sizable budget
through which it could modernize military equipment and provide competitive salaries to
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military officers and enlisted who could otherwise find more lucrative jobs in the private
sector.
Unexpected results of the Content Analysis
The second complementary study examines what Chilean military officers wrote
about during the democratic transition. It is worth noting what I expected to find but did
not encounter during the scrutiny of these primary source documents. First, there was
hardly any mention of human rights violations nor of a justification for the harsh
repressive actions taken by the military particularly during the first few years of the
Pinochet regime from 1973-1976. It seemed as if Chilean military officers wanted to
avoid such a controversial topic, one that would certainly generate public attention to the
institution and to the individual. Second, there was also very few religious references. My
presumption going into the research project was that Chilean military officers would
frequently cite Christian values as part of their justification to intervene, a rejection of the
atheistic communist dogma. The 1974 Declaration of Principles published by the
Pinochet regime, for example, make frequent reference to the “Christian tradition” and
the “Creator.” But few of the articles I reviewed mentioned religion as a factor in military
thinking.
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Chapter 4: Results of Case Study
The last portion of the dissertation analysis involves how to use the content
examined in the research – Chile as a case study, the interviews with Chilean military
officers, and the content analysis section – to identify the cultural and structural
characteristics of the Chilean military that may be obstacles to a negotiation efforts. This,
in turn, may inform civilian officials who deal with military officers of constructive
negotiation techniques. This section includes an examination of negotiation theory and
how it may be applied to a context of civil-military relations in Chile. It also includes two
specific sections that are the centerpieces of this portion of the research project. The first
are the potential pitfalls that civilians are likely to encounter when negotiating with the
Chilean military. The second are the best techniques to use during negotiation efforts. It
is the hope that the lessons drawn from the experience of negotiations in Chile may
illuminate techniques that other civilians may employ during negotiations with the
military in their own countries.
The purpose of the research is not solely to describe the negotiations that occurred
between the Chilean military and civilian officials. Recall that the principal problem I am
trying to identify is that civilian government officials need to understand the reasons for
military institutional resistance in order to persuade the armed forces to accept
subordination to elected civilian officials. Hence, this research project is focused on the
cultural and structural issues of the military institution that conflict resolution specialists
need to understand when managing these powerful political organizations.
It is also prudent to review the four research objectives identified in the first pages
of this research design. The first two research objectives refer to the two complementary
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studies employed in this report, (1) phenomenological interviews to understand the lived
experiences of Chilean military officials and (2) content analysis of archival material
written by members of the Chilean armed forces from 1990-2010. The third research
objective refers to the case study of the Chilean military that describes civilian and
military negotiation efforts in Chile from 1990-2010. The fourth and final research
objective is a product of the first three: based on the phenomenological experiences of the
Chilean military officers as described during the interviews and the cultural and
institutional characteristics of the armed forces identified in the content analysis section,
determine the cultural and structural characteristics of the Chilean military that are
obstacles to successful negotiation efforts.
In Chile, civilian government officials who came to power under the Aylwin
Administration in March 1990 had to contend with a resistant Chilean armed forces.
Through the 1980 Constitution and hundreds of decrees passed during the 17 year
military government, the Chilean military had ensured it remained a powerful political
force that could place limits on the democratic initiatives of the Aylwin administration
and other subsequent Presidents. For example, General Pinochet had vowed that none of
his people would be put on trial, that he would not answer to the Minister of Defense, and
that he wouldn’t cooperate with transitional justice efforts. As a result, President Aylwin,
his Cabinet members, and other officials in his administration had to figure out how to
negotiate a restoration of civilian authority and wrest prerogatives away from the
military. The ensuing negotiations were a veritable minefield of hazards. If Aylwin
overreached, the military could seize power again. If he and his staff didn’t demand
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enough changes, Chilean democracy may never be fully restored and victims would feel
cheated from the justice they deserved.
Negotiation Basics
Lewicki, Saunders, and Barry define negotiation as “a form of decision making in
which two or more parties talk with one another in an effort to resolve their opposing
interests” (2011, p. 3). This normally happens when two parties have failed to reach
agreement on a matter and establish a dialogue in order to resolve the issue. They may
have few options at this point other than to negotiate; continuing to fight or surrendering
to the other group are not acceptable so they try to reach an agreement over the issue, one
that fits the needs of both groups.
Docherty defines negotiations slightly differently, describing it as two or more
parties who communicate with one another to promote shared understandings, overcome
differences, reach compromises or make mutually beneficial trade-offs (2005, p. 5).
According to Docherty, four fundamental prerequisites exist for the parties’ to recognize
the potential benefits of negotiation. First, they must have a mutually acknowledged
relationship. Second, they must admit that they have differences or a dispute. Third, they
must be open to negotiating with one another. Last, they must recognize the other party
as having a legitimate right to a seat at the negotiating table. That is, both groups
recognized the other party’s position as having an important role to play in the
discussions (2005, p. 8).
P. Terrence Hopmann has a similar working definition. In his 1998 book, The
Negotiation Process and the Resolution of International Conflicts, he describes
negotiation as, “a tool in which conflicts may be resolved in such a way as to produce
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mutual benefits for the parties rather than exclusive benefits for one at the expense of
others” (pp. 24-25).
When the parties agree to negotiate, there is a tacit recognition that they are
interdependent. That is, the groups’ interests are linked together and they are compelled
to negotiate in order to achieve their goals. There is a realization that they most work
with the other party; it may not be possible to accomplish their objectives by themselves
(Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 69). Hence, each party chooses to work with the other party
because they need the assistance. This will inherently involve compromise on both
party’s behalf. Neither can acquire outright what they want so there must a “give-andtake” to acquire and surrender aspects of what each requires (Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 9).
Consequently, when the two groups’ interests are linked together, they are
compelled to negotiate in order to achieve their goals. Initial demands are met with
debate and counter offers by the second party who seeks to make their own needs heard
and understood. As the dialogue between the two groups proceeds, a better understanding
of the position of the other party emerges. Eventually, both sides may soften their
positions, move toward a “middle” solution that accommodates both sides, and reach a
compromise decision that is satisfactory to both groups. In Chile, this took more than
twenty years to achieve as the military slowly relinquished power and the civilian
politicians gradually established democratic control over the armed forces.
Emotions and Cognitive Biases
Both parties, the Chilean military and the newly elected Aylwin administration,
entered the democratic transition phase with heightened emotions and significant
suspicion of the other group, presenting significant obstacles to negotiation and
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normalization efforts. The military’s contempt of civilian politicians ran deep through its
ranks and the armed forces had vowed to prevent a recurring socialist or communist
threat to the Chilean way of life. There was also an immense amount of suspicion from
the other group. One military officer interviewed for this research project mentioned that
part of communist doctrine is to use all means necessary to achieve the desired outcomes.
In other words, if the communists are defeated militarily, the opponent would try to
achieve politically what they failed to achieve through armed force. General Pinochet
echoed the same sentiments one month after he returned from England. “Those who
promoted and preached to our people the sinister ideology of Marxist socialism are those
who today act as my judges” (Weeks, 2000, p. 735).
At the same time, the civilians perceived the military (particularly the Chilean
Army) as aggressive autocrats that believed they were above the law and unaccountable
for crimes committed during the period of military rule. So the initial negotiating
conditions of the two groups presented formidable obstacles to a constructive discussion.
According to negotiation theory, it is important to avoid letting emotions surface
and disrupt the dialogue. Once emotions surface, they can heighten the rigidity,
suspicions, and biases. Ideally, group members should remain respectful and composed
even when tensions and frustrations increase. If emotions do start to get out of control, it
may be best to take a break until tempers cool.
Like emotions, all the participants will also be vulnerable to cognitive biases. The
military had developed preconceived notions of civilians and may have developed a
defensive reaction or siege mentality as a result of the criticisms leveled at the armed
forces. The secretive nature of the communists – they were reported to be clandestinely
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operating in many parts of Chilean society – probably made Chilean military officers
paranoid and suspicious of most civilians. On the other hand, Chilean civilians might
associate all military officers with the same distasteful characteristics: aggressive,
stubborn, and fascist.
Both emotions and biases can have negative consequences for the negotiating
parties. They may lose focus on the big issues by becoming obsessed with “winning” a
trivial and inconsequential issue. They may fail to consider that the other group has
interests they are trying to achieve. They may overvalue their position, inflating its
importance to irrational levels. Last, they may become so infatuated with reaching a
settlement that they overlook or ignore overall goals.
Integrative Negotiation
The most constructive form of negotiating with the Chilean armed forces is
through integrative negotiating. In this case, the objectives of the parties are not mutually
exclusive. That is, in integrative negotiation, discussions and exploration of common
interests may identify alternatives where both parties can gain. This form of negotiations
may offer a win-win solution, not a win-lose competition.
In contrast, another option was distributive negotiation in which there is a winnertakes-all strategy. In these circumstances, negotiators are focused on winning at the other
party’s expense, achieving as many of their objectives as possible and limiting the
negotiating success of the opponent. These conditions may be more appropriate in a
situation in which the military was driven from power as occurred in Argentina in 1982
following the Falklands Islands conflict with Great Britain. But the playing field in Chile
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in 1990 was more even and, in many ways, even favored the position of the Chilean
military over that of the Aylwin administration.
Groups in integrative negotiating focus on commonalities, not differences;
attempt to address needs and interests, not positions; try to satisfy the needs of all
involved parties; collaborate and share information and ideas; and use objective criteria
for standards of performance (Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 62). Integrative negotiation
characteristics are much more honest and mature whereas groups in distributive
negotiation try to coerce each other toward their own objectives at the cost of the other
group. As Lewicki et al. describe it, integrative negotiation is about “creating value” for
both parties whereas distributive negotiation is about “claiming value” at the expense of
the other party (2011, p. 16).
To find commonalities and identify interests, Lewicki, Saunders, and Barry
identify four major steps of integrative negotiation. First, identify and define the problem.
Second, try to understand the problem and bring interests and needs to the surface. Third,
generate alternative solutions to the problem. Last, evaluate those alternatives and choose
the most optimal option among them (Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 64).
This is by no means a simple task. There may be more profound differences
between the groups that can present serious obstacles to developing a dialogue. Lewicki
et al. identify a number of these; lack of trust, perceptions of dishonesty, misperception or
bias, emotionality, and rigid commitments are some examples (2011, p. 17, 19). Neither
group may be willing to budge or make a disproportionate sacrifice in order to find
mutually beneficial solutions. Instead, they may opt to use distributive negotiations to
maximize their accomplishments. When the integrative negotiation efforts seem to be at
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the point of failure, Lewicki et al. suggest a number of techniques to evaluate and select
alternatives acceptable to both groups: make a commitment to work together, try to find a
common goal (could be a common goal or a joint goal), narrow the range of solutions,
use subgroups to evaluate complex options, if tempers flare take time to cool off, use
clear and accurate communication to avoid misperceptions, and accept the validity of the
other party’s position (2011, p. 79-82).
These planning steps are critical to develop the group’s strategy. Lewicki et al.
describe strategy as the group’s plan to achieve their goals (2011, p. 90). Effective goals
are “concrete, specific, and measurable. (2011, p. 91). If the goals are intangible or
procedural (for example, permitting a group to be part of a decision-making process),
then the goals must be verifiable and clarified adequately to avoid poor interpretation or
manipulation (2011, pp. 104-106).
Framing the Issues
Before the negotiation process begins, the issues will often have to “framed.” This
requires the parties to identify the issues that are the most important to them. Being
prepared is critical. One should state the goal, decide on a strategy, know one’s limits,
research the opponent’s interests, and determine how to frame the issues. Be aware of
intangibles, inflating the value of an issue, and consider the impact the negotiations will
have on one’s reputation. Last, take time to conduct a personal reflection after the
negotiation to determine how one fared and how one may improve one’s negotiation
skills in future efforts.
Setting the stage in advance of the negotiation is an important strategy.
Identifying the background social and structural issues and detailed planning of the
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group’s objectives, strategy, and tactics are important preparatory steps so that the team
performs effectively as one entity. Preparation and planning are critical – the most
important step in the whole process – and, if done well, can maximize the group’s chance
to achieve their objectives. Once the negotiation begins, there are a number of other
pitfalls to avoid: emotions, stereotyping, and cognitive weakness can negate the benefits
of the preparatory work. Close adherence to these techniques can make the rest of the
negotiation process conclude successfully.
Each party may have a different perception of what is at stake and how much it
means to the group. The two groups may have fundamentally different perspectives and
therefore it is important to reach a common understanding of what each group expects
from the process. Stark differences may exist in the interests of the two groups as well as
their vision of what the future should look like. Ideally, discussing the issues in the early
stages of the negotiation may identify the differences between the two groups. Each may
realize that they have different interests at stake, varying perspectives on what the future
holds, diverse opinions on the level of risk they may assume, and differences in the time
they intend to dedicate to the process. (Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 17). At the same time, they
may realize that they share common interests, for example, having civilians play a
prominent role in helping develop national security strategy.
Perceptions of civilians by the military officials also determines how the armed
forces may respond to negotiations. In general, there are two competing interests: concern
about other’s outcome and concern about one’s own outcome. Depending on the
circumstances, the military may be prone to “contending” for their own interests or they
may prefer to try to find a common solution beneficial to all parties (“problem solving”).
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Lewicki et al. describe this as the dual concerns model (2011, p. 22). If the actions of the
civilian officials are believed to put the country is at risk, the military will be less likely
to compromise or yield and may take a more defensive stance.
Lewicki et al. suggest portraying the problems between the military and civilians
in a manner that is acceptable to both groups. That is, articulating a problem in such a
manner that it presents less of a challenge and more of a concern may make it more
palatable for the military to acknowledge and act upon. Sweitzer and King refer to this as
framing the conflict by identifying the common interests of the two groups. The source of
the conflict may stem from basic human needs and by presenting it in that manner rather
than as the fault of one of the parties may improve the motivation to work together
toward a mutually beneficial solution. It may also generate empathy for the opponent’s
position that leads to a sense of reciprocity among the parties (2014, p. 20).
A key step in this process is to identify one’s Best Alternative To a Negotiated
Agreement or BATNA. None of the parties to the negotiation want to surrender their
privileges or positions. The groups enter the dialogue with an understanding that they will
have to compromise their positions on some issues but that, in return, they will receive
concessions from the other party. However, if negotiations fail, the parties must consider
their alternatives or back up options. Identifying the BATNA in advance permits the
parties to establish a threshold that they will not pass in case the negotiations are
considered unacceptable. This prevents the party from inadvertently agreeing to
something in the midst of the negotiations that they may regret later on. The groups
should always be willing to walk away from the negotiations and pursue their BATNA if
acceptable conditions can’t be met.
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Identifying one’s BATNA requires a bit of planning. What are the party’s
objectives? What alternate options exist in case the negotiations do not go in the party’s
favor? What are the lowest acceptable terms that the party is willing to accept? Because
negotiations in Chile between military and civilian officials involved a variety of
important issues, it may be necessary to calculate BATNAs for a number of subjects. For
example, military budget levels, legal accountability for human rights violations, military
authorities over operations and tactical development, and salaries and pensions for
military officers were all subject to debate during the transition to democracy that started
in the 1990s.
At the same time, consider the BATNA of the other party. This helps one
calculate how much compromise you may expect to receive from the other group on the
issues.
Negotiation issues for the Chilean military
From the 25 interviews and 50 articles examined for this research project, one can
determine the most important issues for the Chilean military as the transition to
democracy began in 1990. The 1974 Declarations of Principles and 1980 Constitution
listed the goals of the armed forces. First, providing a “protected democracy” was the
constitutional obligation of the military, one that would prevent a Marxist government
from altering Chilean society. For example, General Carlos Molina Johnson, a member of
Pinochet’s Advisory Group, insisted that the military remain the “jealous guardians” of
democracy in the country (Molina, 1990a, p. 24). Second, ensuring the military remained
functional and equipped to accomplish its national missions. Third, preserving the
institutional reputation of the Chilean military was important. Fourth, providing personal
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loyalty, particularly with regard to transitional justice efforts, was an obligation. Last,
protection of military prerogatives was also a key concern.
Table 6
Interests of the Chilean Military and Civilians

-

-

-

-

-

Interests of the Chilean Military and Civilians
Interests of the Chilean Military
Interests of the Chilean Civilians
Provide for a “protected democracy,” the - Reduce military institutional autonomy.
constitutional obligation of the military.
- Restore civilian authority over all
Ensure the military remained functional
elements of government.
and equipped to accomplish its national
missions.
- Restore democratic processes and
rebuilding democratic institutions.
Preserve the institutional reputation of
the Chilean military was important.
- Reduce the political authority of General
Pinochet.
Maintain loyalty to unit, colleague, and
institution.
- Investigate crimes that may have been
committed by the armed forces.
Protect its military prerogatives and
authorities.
- Find out what happened to victims of
the conflict who had been killed or
disappeared.
- Establish transitional justice programs
(e.g., reparations) for victims and their
families.
- Annul the 1978 amnesty.
In contrast, the Aylwin administration that took power in March 1990 had other

objectives, some in direct contrast to that of the Chilean military. First, they wanted to
reduce the institutional autonomy of the military. This involved a number of reforms to
the Constitution, the National Security Council, and to the role played by the Minister of
Defense, among others. A related second objective was to shift authority back to civilian
authorities and away from the military. For example, removing jurisdiction over civilians
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in military courts was an immediate concern. This was related to the next issue also,
restoring democratic processes and reforming the government institutions that had been
shuttered during the 17-year military government. Aylwin and his staff also sought to
reduce the political authority of General Pinochet as part of a broader effort to make the
military subordinate to elected officials. By far, the most sobering task of the Aylwin
administration was investigating the fate of the thousands of Chileans who had been
killed or disappeared by the security forces. This effort included determining the proper
sanctions against military perpetrators as well as trying to find and identify the remains of
their victims. Revoking the 1978 amnesty law in order to hold the military accountable
was central to that effort. Last, because victims had been killed by government agents,
Aylwin and his successors felt it necessary to provide compensation to victims and their
families as part of a transitional justice program.
In sum, the military wanted to maintain the status quo of an active political role
for the Chilean armed forces. But the civilians were intent on rolling back a number of
military prerogatives and authorities. The pressure rested mostly on the shoulders of the
new civilian administration, not the military. The military had carefully constructed the
power structures to perpetuate their interests over that of the new civilian government.
The Senate was filled with Pinochet appointees that would support the military’s agenda.
The National Security Council maintained a veto authority over Presidential decisions.
The 1978 amnesty protected military officers from prosecution for crimes. The new
Minister of Defense was effectively sidelined by Pinochet. The President had no
authority to fire the heads of the military services. The Copper Law ensured a significant
amount of funds would be provided for the defense budget. Pinochet expressed no
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interest in bargaining with the new civilian leaders either. In his 1991 autobiography, he
wrote, “I have not opened the doors to those who aspire to govern us because even a
slight opening would produce a rush” (p. 190). The military was content with conditions
as they were.
In both distributive and integrative negotiation, power is one of the key variables
that determines winners and losers in the process. According to Lewicki et al., power can
originate from a number of different sources: informational advantages, personal sources
of power (such as cognitive or motivational skills), position-based power (based on
location in a hierarchy or control of resources), relationship-based power, or contextual
power (2011, pp. 154-158). This leverage can be either used against an opponent (as in
distributive negotiations) or as part of a collaborative effort (as in integrative
negotiations) (Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 152). These relative power conditions determined
what leverage each party could use over the other.
At the start of the transition to civilian control, the military was in a position of
advantage and power. The political power structure was in their favor and they controlled
all the means of force and security. The military also had information power, specifically
with regard to the location of the bodies of the victims of military repression. Families of
the victims were desperate to know the fate of their spouses, children, and siblings who
had died at the hands of the armed forces but they had to carefully coax the information
from military authorities who might inadvertently incriminate themselves by doing so.
At the same time, General Pinochet and the Chilean military had coercive power
through its monopoly on the use of force and its access to arms. Under extreme
circumstances, the military might opt to launch another coup as they did in September
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1973, overthrowing the elected government if they believed the Chilean way of life was
at risk. The 1990 ejercicio de enlace and 1993 boinazo demonstrated that the military
could pose a threat to the democratic system in Chile.
In contrast, the new civilian leaders had very little relative leverage. The Chilean
population had voted to place Aylwin and other representatives of the Concertación and
Christian Democrats in office. Since the elections were conducted by the military
government, there were few allegations of voter fraud or irregular ballots; the election
results were valid. Hence, they had political legitimacy because they had been elected
through free and fair elections but, in order to convince the military to surrender their
political and legal prerogatives, Aylwin and his staff had to make it appear as if it was to
the advantage of the military to do so.
Normally, one of the powers of the legislative branch is to control the purse
strings for the military budget, part of the system of checks and balances that requires
Congressional review and approval. Lawmakers could agree to maintain the levels of the
military budget in return for the military surrendering some of its prerogatives and
disclosing information of the whereabouts of the remains of the victims. But the Chilean
Congress had little leverage with the military budget. The 1980 Constitution guaranteed
that the military budget could not fall below the levels of the 1989 budget and thereby
provided the military a high degree of institutional autonomy. The Copper Law also
ensured the military would receive a substantial annual stipend from the national copper
industry revenues.
There were no formal negotiation sessions through which to work out differences
or coordination between the Aylwin Administration and the Chilean military. Informal
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opportunities arose during security and defense conferences but the closest Chile came to
formal debate over civil-military relations issues came after crises such as the 1990
ejercicio de enlace and the 1993 boinazo. Following both these events, President Aylwin
contacted General Pinochet to discuss the incidents and work out solutions to prevent
them from occurring again.
Mesas de Dialogo
In Chile, the closest the two parties came to formal negotiation sessions were the
Mesas de Dialogo discussions that occurred from 1999-2001. From August 21, 1999 to
June 13, 2000 – almost a decade after the end of the military government - Chilean
authorities from both sides of the long conflict in the country came together to try to
reconcile the many differences of the two groups. According to human rights lawyer Jose
Zalaquett, the Mesas had two principal objectives that would lead to a reconciliation
effort in the country: (1) the truth about the fate and resting place of the estimated 1,000
detained and disappeared victims of the military regime and (2) the recognition of moral,
historical, and political responsibilities for the breakdown of coexistence efforts and
violations of human rights (2000, p. 10). The most urgent issue was to locate the bodies
of the victims of the military regime. In many cases, the mortal remains would never be
recovered; hundreds of victims were killed and their bodies thrown from military aircraft
into the ocean, lakes, and rivers of the country. In these cases, the families deserved to
know what had occurred to their loved ones.
The Mesas de Dialogo was an extraordinary opportunity but also a very difficult
one for the civilians and military officials on either side of the table. The original idea
was to reconstruct confidence between the groups. To coexist as a nation, there had to be
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a sense of compromise and cooperation, one that restored trust among the military and
the civilians at the discussion. There were some initial successes: hard feelings were
overcome and the parties eventually moved beyond their initial suspicions to have
constructive conversations. But there was little trust among the two parties. The 18
civilian representatives had little leverage over the four military officers present.
Pinochet’s position as the Commander in Chief of the Army permitted no collaboration
with the civilians at the Mesas and prevented any judicial investigations into what had
occurred (Zalaquett, 2000, p. 11).
There are no public records of the twenty-two meetings of the Mesas de Dialogo
that occurred during those eleven months. There are only a few written accounts by
participants of their experiences and a handful of statements released to the public. Jose
Zalaquett, one of the civilians members of the dialogue and a Chilean who had been
forcibly detained and then exiled during the military regime, called the Mesas a means of
establishing “mechanisms of understanding and conflict resolution” (2000, p. 7). My
attempts to interview the military representatives in the Mesas were rejected. The senior
military representative, General Salgado, reportedly had no interest in revisiting these
issues.
Months into the negotiations, the civilian government finally convinced the
Chilean military to cooperate. On January 7, 2000, the military released information
about the locations of a few dozen victims. The remains of 14 of President Allende’s
assistants and personal bodyguards were recovered in an abandoned well on a military
base north of Santiago. Eleven other bodies, victims of DINA, were recovered in an
abandoned mine west of Santiago. The Chilean Army also provided a list of about 200
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prisoners who had been detained and admitted that 122 of the bodies had been thrown in
the ocean and another 21 disposed of in rivers and lakes (Minister of Justice, 2001; Matei
and Robledo, 2013, pp. 581-582). The biggest concerns of the armed forces (military)
and security forces (police) was to avoid charges for human rights violations. As a result,
they sought a “punto final” in which the investigations into human rights violations
reached an end. However, the civilian negotiators refused to agree to that concession.
Overall, the effort at reconciliation and truth finding achieved only limited results.
“The Mesas did “not achieve a significant amount of reconciliation, weakened the effort
at national unity, and failed to result in a role for civil society in the functions and
responsibilities of the armed forces,” one member of the discussion reported (Zalaquett,
2000, p. 12). The military officers representing the three armed services and the
Carabineros did not have the authority to cooperate fully with the civilians. The military
was not the only group to reject cooperation. Out of principle, the Chilean Communist
Party and the Association for the Families of the Detained and Disappeared forcibly
rejected the initiative to negotiate with the Chilean military.
On June 13, 2000, President Ricardo Lagos marked the end of the Mesas de
Dialogo with a public speech. The final negotiation efforts had achieved only a handful
of achievements, in part obscured by Pinochet’s arrest in London and his triumphant
return to Chile on March 3, 2000 after avoiding accountability for charges of murder,
torture, and disappearances. But, in an attempt to advance the reconciliation efforts
within the country, Lagos said,
So, to conclude, I would like to call on all Chileans to help in this process, to
avoid disqualifying trials, let's abandon prejudices, avoid stigmatization, let's open
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ourselves to the truth. Let us recognize others to our compatriots, even if the
events of the past separate us with them. We believe, every day, in the daily
gestures of a climate of harmony and reunion.
Potential Pitfalls when negotiating with the Chilean military
Any negotiating effort can be a delicate debate over competing interests. Knowing
the other party’s interests in advance will help avoid miscommunication and minimize
misperceptions. With its unique values, rigid hierarchy, and insular nature, the Chilean
military was a particularly unknown entity. In general, the armed forces eschewed
coordination with civilian officials prior to 1990 though that would gradually start to
change with the new civilian administrations. As a result, the potential for pitfalls during
the informal discussions were plentiful.
The following section examines a number of issues that Chilean civilians needed
to know to conduct effective negotiations with their military counterparts. These include
(1) the elevated levels of institutional pride and patriotism among military officers; (2)
extreme levels of loyalty to the institution and fellow colleagues among military officers;
and (3) the inviolable culture of obedience within the armed forces. These are intangible
but important features within military culture and its associated structure, ones that
Chilean civilians should understand to avoid making errors during negotiation.
Military Pride and Patriotism
Upon commissioning, Chilean military officers swear an oath to defend “la
patria” or the fatherland and it is a point that is reinforced throughout their career.
Indeed, during the interviews and content analysis, loyalty to the country is one of the top
principles of the armed forces. Civilian leaders who do not understand the profound
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patriotism - at times, an almost religious obligation – are at risk of miscalculating the
dedication of the soldiers and provoking their ire, possibly even being perceived as an
“enemy of the state.”
During discussions with military officers, Chilean civilian negotiators must
approach any issues associated with military patriotism with immense caution. Recall the
1973 military coup was launched with the highest nationalist intentions – to save Chilean
society and state from a civil war and authoritarian regime – by the Chilean military. It
was the ultimate act of patriotism, according to Pinochet, who contended that the Chilean
military “rescued” the nation because it could not “accept the destruction of the country”
(1991, p. 29).
In contrast, negotiators may use the military’s patriotism as a carrot by which to
“disarm” soldiers who may be instinctively suspicious of civilian politicians. In other
words, if civilians “frame” the matter in a way that convinces the soldiers that the
civilians have the best interest of the country in mind, they may have a better chance of
success (Lewicki et al., 2001, p. 115).
Extreme Loyalty within the Military Institution
The second intangible of Chilean military culture is loyalty. Military units are
generally close, fraternal organizations. Loyalty to the unit and to the service is an
important characteristic that generates unit cohesion and insularity. As Chilean Air Force
Colonel Gustavo Urzua Lira observes, most military units are physically separated from
their civilian counterparts, living in base housing on installations that are often in isolated
areas. As a result, military families become more dependent on one another than they do
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with other civilian families, encouraging an insular community of like-minded
individuals (Urzua Lira, 2003, p. 65).
A sense of loyalty – to one’s military colleagues as well as to the military
institution – is sacrosanct. Betraying one’s fellow members of a military unit is
tantamount to conducting treason against a family member and the person who does that
will be likely excommunicated from the military unit, designated an outcast from his
community. As a result, very few military officers will ever publicly criticize actions or
decisions of their superiors.
I had a number of personal experiences while conducting research for this report.
One Chilean officer insinuated that I was a “traitor” to the military for questioning the
military actions. Another senior army officer asked me why a former military officer like
myself would be advocating for human rights, suggesting that I was aiding the cause of
their adversaries. In another incident, while lecturing on transitional justice efforts in
Colombia and specifically about accountability mechanisms for victims of the conflict in
that country, a senior admiral in the audience asked about the rights of the Colombian
military personnel who had made their own sacrifices. He received an ovation from the
other military officers in the room, many of them from other Latin American militaries. It
was an uncomfortable moment.
When mistakes are made, it is not unusual that other soldiers will refuse to turn in
a fellow colleague. Rather, there is a tendency to “circle the wagons” and take a
collective defensive posture on behalf of the accused service member. The environment
resulting from this feature of military culture may contribute to ethical crises and
resistance to accountability. Military personnel assume they will be exonerated by their
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peers or superiors because their organization prioritizes loyalty and fraternity, sometimes
even in the face of serious misbehavior. Fellow officers may intentionally omit
information from investigators, for example by withholding relevant evidence not
directly requested by authorities. More problematic, they may purposely lie to protect
their colleagues. This may make the military a more permissive environment for
misconduct - especially if the perpetrator justifies his or her behavior by invoking the
“best interests” of the unit or the country.
A useful technique for civilian negotiations who have to navigate these tricky
conditions is to cite a military officer’s loyalty to the country and military institution as
compared to that of a colleague who has committed transgressions. Within the armed
forces, the loyalty of a Chilean military officer lies with entities at a number of levels:
state, institution, unit, and individual. That is also the sequence of priorities when ethical
or legal conflicts arise. Of utmost importance is “la patria”(the state), followed by the
military as a collective institution of the state, and then to one’s unit and military
colleagues. Illegal or immoral acts committed by a service member brings negative
public attention to the military as an organization and sullies the professional reputation
of the force. Therefore, if civilian negotiators are encouraging military officers to
cooperate with investigations, it may be useful to remind them of their higher loyalties.
Likewise, it is difficult at times for commanding officers to conduct unbiased
investigations of operational errors or human rights violations. Officers often don’t want
to open investigations into actions of their troops because they fear it could expose their
own wrongdoing or shortcomings. Even if the commander’s intentions are morally
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unbiased, a culture of silence among soldiers often frowns on sharing incriminating
information (Pryer, 2010, p. 100; Sappenfield, 2006; White, Lane, and Tate, 2006).
The takeaway for civilians is that they must approach negotiations with the
Chilean military with a clear understanding of how patriotism and loyalty will impact
their talks. Both topics are nuanced and delicate subjects for military officers. Addressing
these issues without due discretion can provoke a negative response from the military
representatives that can jeopardize the productivity of the negotiations.
Obedience and the 1980 Constitution
According to the 1980 Constitution, Chilean military officers are “nondeliberative and obedient,” a phrase recited regularly by Chilean military officers
consulted for this project. Many refer to the 1980 Constitution in keeping with the belief
that the armed forces had a constitutionally-mandated obligation to insure internal order.
It seems to be a point of pride that they are following the orders as written in the nation’s
most important document.
There is also frequent mention of the institutional characteristics of the armed
forces that required absolute obedience from military officers. Pinochet, for example,
writes of “institutional cohesion, discipline, hierarchy, obedience, readiness, and loyalty”
(1991, p. 312). The command structure of the military institution is one of absolute
respect for hierarchy which made it nearly impossible to question or disobey the
Commander in Chief.
If the Chile military boasts about being constitutionally obedient, then true
military subordination was not possible until the military authorities and prerogatives
listed in the 1980 Constitution were removed through reforms in 2005. Civilian
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negotiators attempting to restore military subordination may run up against a bureaucratic
roadblock in the form of the 1980 Constitution that Chilean military officers will gladly
cite as their justification for continued military autonomy. Consequently, significant civilmilitary reforms to the constitution were not completed until 2005.
Effective Techniques for Negotiating with the Chilean Military
The next section focuses on the most effective techniques for civilian negotiators
who may have to manage the Chilean military. In many ways, this is the culminating
portion of this entire research project. The list represents the most constructive
negotiating techniques to reduce military institutional autonomy, remove military
prerogatives, and ensure civilian supremacy. These are the lessons garnered from the
three principal data collection and analysis portions of the dissertation: the Chilean case
study, the interviews conducted with Chilean military officers, and the content analysis
from the Chilean military archives examined for this research project. Each technique is
also examined with regard to negotiation theory and practical uses.
There are six key negotiating considerations to explain: (1) a focus on the mutual
interests and the interdependence of civilians and military in Chile; (2) delinking General
Pinochet from the Chilean military; (3) international security assistance as leverage; (4)
adherence to international law; (5) the power of truth; and (6) empathy for the Chilean
military. Each of these negotiating topics will be examined at length in the section that
follows.
Focus on common interests and interdependence
In Chile, the soldiers and civilian leaders were dependent on one another. By
itself, the Chilean military was ill-equipped to govern the nation. Military officials
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normally have little experience in economics, development, trade, and agriculture, all of
which are important matters left to civilian experts. Additionally, the Chilean military
budget was dependent on the economic health of the nation; a bankrupt government
cannot pay its soldiers, buy new military equipment, or send its officers to institutes of
higher education. On the other hand, the civilian members of the Aylwin government
needed the military to defend the borders, respond after natural disasters, and provide
security during violent protests. Both parties – soldiers and civilian politicians - needed
the other to support their interests and contribute to the betterment of the Chilean society
(Lewicki et al., 2011, p. 28).
For these reasons, civilian leaders negotiating or bargaining with their military
counterparts should emphasize the dependency that both groups have on one another. In
theory, this will level the playing field which leans heavily in favor of the military that
retained much of the power at the start of the transition to democracy.
According to the information obtained through interviews and content analysis,
the Chilean military opened the door to cooperation with their civilian counterparts soon
after the Aylwin Administration assumed control in March 1991. Chilean military
officers recognized that the development of a new national security strategy, one that
would incorporate the new challenges that faced the nation from organized crime, natural
disasters, and drug trafficking, would require close coordination with civilians who
headed other government agencies. National defense should be the responsibility of all
Chileans, they contended, not just the armed forces.
During the testy exchanges among senior officials of the two groups, semantics
mattered. How one carefully frames the issues may determine if the proposal is perceived
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as collaborative or combative. For example, efforts by civilian officials to reduce the
military budget may be perceived as endangering the country because the armed forces
would not be able to purchase the equipment necessary to defend national territory. But if
the issue is framed differently, the armed forces may perceive it as actually beneficial for
the country. That is, reducing military expenditures to avoid an economic crisis that could
result in government collapse may more tolerable to military officials. The acceptable
solution – reduction in military expenditures for the betterment of Chilean society – may
meet the common interests of both parties.
Delink General Pinochet from the Chilean Military
Another important understanding for civilian negotiators was the role that
Augusto Pinochet played during the democratic transition that began in 1990. Recall that
Pinochet stepped down as Supreme Leader of the country when Patricio Aylwin assumed
the Presidency on March 11, 1990. However, Pinochet remained the Commander in
Chief of the Chilean Army until March 10, 1998 when he retired from the military. In
many ways, Pinochet was the personification of the Chilean Army and any attempts to
hold him accountable for crimes was considered an affront to the Army. Loyalty to their
leader was unquestioned and unconditional. Fuentes referred to this as the “extreme
personalization of civil-military relations in Chile” (2000, p. 137).
Of the 25 military officers interviewed for this project and in the 50 articles
written by military personnel examined for the content analysis portion, only one of the
75 officials said or wrote anything negative about Pinochet. This was in spite of
numerous criminal charges pending against the general in the years before he passed
away in 2006. This dynamic is linked to the previous point of loyalty among soldiers
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because Chilean officers thought criticism of their commander was unthinkable and
would reflect poorly on themselves as individuals and on the armed forces as an
institution. Hence, civilian leaders had to figure out how to delink the two, Pinochet and
the Army, in order to advance its reforms of civilian supremacy and military
subordination.
Security assistance and international standards as leverage
The third negotiation technique civilians may use as leverage is security
assistance and international aid. Most developing countries are the recipients of large aid
packages from international donors. The U.S. and European Union, for example, offer
billions of dollars of aid each year to help partner nations build strong economies and
sustainable government institutions. But there are strings attached to this foreign aid.
Recipient countries are expected to abide by international standards of democracy,
respect for human rights, and the rule of law. Countries that do not meet these
requirements often have aid reduced or cut off (Paterson, 2021, p. 84). In the U.S., for
example, the Leahy Law prohibits training or equipping any foreign security force units
that are credibly believed to have committed a gross violation of human rights. The
legislation encourages foreign governments to bring to justice members of their security
forces when they commit crimes. Advocates of the law contend that it makes partner
forces more professional and accountable because, as a result of the requirement, partner
forces are encouraged to adopt better practices in human rights tactics and doctrine
(Paterson, 2016, p. 33). The legislation’s sponsor, Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont,
describes the law as punitive for security forces that abuse the rights of civilians but also
declares it as an incentive “to build professional, disciplined, transparent, and accountable
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security forces who are sustainable and effective partners of the United States” (U.S.
Institute of Peace, 2015). Most European countries also have similar rules in place which
prevents the donor country from being associated with brutal security partners.
Chile was no exception to these aid packages and the associated requirements. In
1975, Chile was the largest recipient of foreign assistance in Latin America, receiving
twice as much money and equipment as the next largest recipient (Bawden, 2013, p. 525).
However, as reports of military repression and gross violations of human right reached
the international community, the Chilean military regime came under intense scrutiny
from the United States and the United Nations. In 1976, the U.S. Congress passed the
Kennedy Amendment, cutting off all military aid to Chile. This came at a time when
tensions with its neighbors, Peru and Argentina, were heightening. Those two countries
had continued to build their militaries. Peru received a significant injection from the
Soviet Union. Chilean officers interviewed for this research project expressed concern
that their technological advantage in military equipment would disappear. In an armed
conflict with Peru, a nation that harbored deep resentment against Chile for atrocities
committed during the War of the Pacific, Chile would be at a sizable disadvantage.
Likewise, Argentina and Chile had a long simmering dispute over national boundaries in
the strategically-important Darwin Passage and Magellan Straits in the southern part of
the country. Chile almost went to war with Peru in the late 1970s and mobilized its
military forces in the southern part of the country in 1982 to defend its territory against a
cross-border incursion by Argentina.
These fears – loss of national territory to foreign invasion and violations of
national sovereignty – are major concerns of all Chilean officers, ones that persist today.
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A long-standing maritime dispute between Chile and Peru, for example, was finally
resolved by the International Court of Justice in 2014 and Chile lost a sizable portion of
her maritime waters as a result (Paterson and Flynn, 2013, p. 5).
Civilian negotiators can leverage the threat of reduced foreign assistance to
compel the Chilean armed forces to surrender its military prerogatives or accept a number
of other reforms. The conditions that the United States, for example, places on military
assistance is similar to that of the representatives of the Aylwin, Frei, Lagos, and
Bachelet administrations demanded of the Chilean military: respect for democratic
processes, adherence to international standards of humanitarian and human rights law;
and military subordination to elected officials. Civilian officials can dispassionately
remind their military colleagues that critical military equipment and training will be put
at risk if military officers do not adhere to professional standards on the use force or
conduct credible investigations and adjudication for the accused perpetrator.
Furthermore, because the policy is implemented by foreign governments, Chilean
civilians can rightfully assert that the matter is out of their hands. This limits the
resentment that sanctions leveled by Chilean civilian officials might generate.
Use adherence to international law and military professionalism as leverage
The fourth negotiation technique is centered on the pride that Chilean armed
forces have as a professional, modern military. There are many definitions of what
constitutes military professionalism but most scholars agree that (1) subordination to
civilians and (2) adherence the law of armed conflict (LOAC) and human rights law are
two essential components (Paterson, 2019, p. 146). For example, in his 1991
autobiography, Pinochet contends that his government “adheres to international law and
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peaceful resolution of disputes” (p. 105). During an armed conflict, rules on the use of
force are governed by the four Geneva Conventions, agreements that every country in the
world has ratified. Chile ratified all four Geneva Conventions on December 10, 1950.
Like the Geneva Conventions, the international community of nations abides by
dozens of important human rights treaties to compel governments to respect the
individual rights of its citizens. The most well-known of these are the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). The ICCPR and the ICESCR are nearly
universally accepted by the community of nations and form the basis for the national
constitutions and criminal justice systems in more than 200 countries and territories.
Many of these human rights treaties also establish the baseline for civil and political
rights that are fundamental to a developed democratic government. Chile ratified the
ICCPR and ICESCR in 1972 and, as a result, was obligated to adhere to those treaties
during the 16 years of the military government.
When a nation ratifies an international treaty like the Geneva Conventions, the
ICCPR, or the ICESCR, it becomes the law of the land on an equal footing as the national
Constitution. The government pledges to apply those treaties to its citizens and
throughout its territory, particularly for government agents charged with security
responsibilities. The government also has an obligation to investigate any violations of
those conventions and treaties.
During the 16 years of the military government, the Chilean military was accused
of committing horrific and depraved acts of violence. Their actions were inexcusable and
unbecoming of a professional military force. The Rettig and the Valech Commissions
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documented these atrocities thoroughly. Aside from the validity of the 1978 amnesty,
clemency should not be permitted for gross violations of international humanitarian law
or international human rights law.
According to the Geneva Conventions and international human rights treaties,
governments have the obligation “to clarify, punish, and make reparation for violations of
human rights and international humanitarian law.” Specifically, the 1948 Geneva
Conventions and Additional Protocol I require states to prosecute those persons who have
committed serious violations of the laws and customs of war. The International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, article 2) and the American Convention on Human
Rights (article 25) require a judicial investigation when an individual’s rights have been
violated. Under this concept, governments are required to disclose to victims and society
the facts and circumstances surrounding crimes committed during the conflict (Mendez,
2001, p. 34). The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights defines this as “a
collective right that ensures society’s access to information that is essential for the
workings of democratic systems, and it is also a private right for relatives of the victims,
which affords a form of compensation, in particular, in cases where amnesty laws are
adopted” (Burt, 2011, p. 289).
Amnesty for the crimes committed by the Chilean military is an indignity to the
victims who suffered extrajudicial actions such as kidnapping, torture, rape, and murder.
Perpetrators of violent criminal acts who receive amnesty avoid accountability for their
actions because they are not subject to criminal or civil inquiries. Public human rights
trials for the alleged perpetrators are necessary to dissuade those who may commit crimes
in the future. Justice is also necessary to provide victims with closure, and to grant both
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legitimacy and stability on the new governing body (Paterson, 2016, p. 4). To the victims
and their families, the state’s perceived exoneration of the perpetrators can sometimes be
an even more painful punishment than the loss they have suffered. From their point of
view, if “impunity is allowed to persist, the political system that is being built may be
democratic in formal terms, but it will lack the essential governance ingredients of
legitimacy and accountability” (Mendez, 2001, p. 30; Paterson, 2016, p. 17).
In order to be compliant with international law, Chile must hold its personnel
accountable for the crimes committed during the 16 years of the military government.
Accountability is the idea that individuals, including government security forces, should
be held responsible for their actions (USIP, 2013, p. 9). It often coincides with political
accountability in which the government acknowledges its own mistakes. Accountability –
either in the form of punishment, sanction, or public shaming – helps to deter future
violence by those who may experience similar conditions. According to the U.S. Institute
of Peace (USIP), even if perpetrators are not convicted, the government effort to find and
prosecute perpetrators who committed the most egregious acts of violence reinforces a
culture of lawfulness (Morgenstein, 2008, p. 4). This is critical in a democratic society
that aspires to adhere to a rule of law (Paterson, 2016, p. 22).
The Power of Truth - Truth Commissions and Public Opinion Surveys
Establishing the truth in a war-torn society such as Chile is a difficult conflict
resolution and transitional justice challenge. Fact-finding bodies such as truth
commissions can be equipped to conduct research, support victims, and propose policy
recommendations to prevent recurrence of crimes. Most commissions focus on victims’
needs as a path toward reconciliation and reducing residual tensions, becoming a form of
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transitional justice that, in theory, deters future atrocities (Leebaw, 2008, p. 104). As one
scholar framed it, truth commissions may “prevent violence and future human rights
abuses, forge the basis for a democratic political order that respects and protects human
rights, and recommend ways to deter future violations and atrocities” (Olsen, Payne,
Reiter, and Wiebelhaus-Brahm, 2010, p. 459).
The Rettig and Valech Commissions ordered by Presidents Aylwin and Lagos
were tasked to investigate what had occurred during the internal conflict. In the opinion
of the Commission members, no situation of "internal war" existed that could justify the
killings, most of which occurred in the years immediately after the coup. The commission
also stated that the “disappeared” were most likely dead. It determined that most of the
disappeared had been seen last in the hands of members of the security forces and
concluded that the armed forces therefore bear moral responsibility for "the practices that
they commanded, condoned, or failed to either stop or prevent from recurring" (Jaksic,
1993, p. 260).
The comprehensiveness of the report left little room for denial by the Chilean
military. Nonetheless, General Pinochet rejected the account, stating that the Rettig report
had approached the problem from the wrong historical perspective. But public opinion
polls from the period indicated that the Rettig Report was very damaging to the Chilean
military. A survey of Chilean citizens conducted a year after the release of the Rettig
Report indicated that the majority of Chilean citizens held the military responsible for
crimes committed during the conflict. According to the survey, 91.5 percent of Chileans
believe the armed forces were involved in the human rights violations and believed that
the Chilean Army was the military branch responsible for most of the abuses (Facultad
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Latinoamerica de Ciencias Sociales, 1992, p. 5). In addition, the survey indicated that the
military’s institutional reputation had suffered; more than 53.3 percent thought that the
level of prestige of the armed forces had decreased as a result of the actions of the
military government (Facultad Latinoamerica de Ciencias Sociales, 1992, p. 73). There
also seemed to be little appetite for “forgiving and forgetting.” More than 73 percent of
surveyed Chileans believed that there should be some sort of punishment for the human
rights violations committed by the Chilean military. Only 19 percent said they should be
pardoned and less than 8 percent supported an amnesty (Facultad Latinoamerica de
Ciencias Sociales, 1992, p. 87).
At the same time, other socio-economic issues in Chile overshadowed major
accountability concerns for Chilean military officers. According to the Center of Public
Studies (Centro de Estudios Publicos or CEP), social issues (such as health, education,
housing, and the environment) and economic issues (poverty, inflation, wages, and
employment) were more of a concern for the average Chilean citizen than was bringing
military officers to justice for crimes committed decades earlier (Centro de Estudios
Publicos, 2019).
It is important for civilian negotiators to understand the support the military had
from right wing political elites, many who joined Congress during the military
government when other political parties were banned. These individuals, particularly in
the Senate, blocked reform initiatives by Presidents Aylwin and Frei when they were
submitted to Congress and permitted the armed forces to continue to enjoy institutional
autonomy. A number of proposed laws that would eliminate military prerogatives were
blocked by right wing politicians who supported the military government. For example,
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political conditions during Aylwin’s term made revocation of the 1978 amnesty
impossible to do. For these reasons, civilian officials need to recognize that their
successful negotiations with the armed forces will be short-lived unless they
acknowledge that Congress was unlikely to pass laws on the back end of the negotiations.
Related to the previous point is the popular support that Pinochet and the military
government had among the Chilean population. Recall that during the 1988 plebiscite 43
percent of Chilean voters supported a continuation of Pinochet and military regime for
eight more years. For military officers, this represents a public demand for security, free
market policies, and democratic values over those of the socialist program advocated by
the Unión Patriótica political party of Allende. The fact that the plebiscite occurred 15
years after the 1973 military coup indicated that Chilean citizens approved of the
economic conditions and trusted the military to continue to provide security throughout
the country. Likewise, in the military’s opinion, it indicated that Chilean society was
willing to forgive and forget any transgressions that had occurred during the military
government.
In November 2003, the National Commission on Political Imprisonment and
Torture (known as the Valech Commission) was established to gather information on
human rights violations between 1973 and 1990. The Valech Commission report was
released a year later on November 29, 2004. President Ricardo Lagos went on public
television the night before the report was released and apologized to the Chilean public
for the crimes committed by the country’s security forces. He admitted that he now
understood, “the magnitude of the suffering, the insanity of the intense cruelty, and
immensity of the pain.” (Burgis, 2004)
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This time, the military response was very different from what had followed the
Rettig report in 1991. Pinochet had been arrested in London and his immunity had been
revoked, the amnesty law had been annulled in cases of disappeared, dozens of human
rights trials had put military perpetrators on trial, and additional investigations indicated
that Pinochet might be guilty of dozens of charges of corruption, fraud, and selfenrichment. In anticipation of the bad publicity that was sure to follow the report’s
release and facing a cascade of new information that would likely damage the
institutional reputation of the military, Army Commander in Chief General Juan Emilio
Cheyre admitted the military’s responsibility for the human rights crimes committed
during the military regime. The military, he wrote, assumed, “institutional responsibility
for all past actions that warrant punishment and were morally unacceptable.” In doing so,
he abandoned the hardline stance advocated by Pinochet that human rights abuses were
the isolated acts of individuals, not a systemic campaign advocated by the military
institution (Kornbluh, 2005).
During the negotiations between the civilian government and the military officials
that followed the democratic transition in 1990, victims’ groups pleaded for information
on the survivors. Family members wanted to give their loved ones a proper burial,
perhaps to achieve a sense of closure on this difficult chapter of their lives. The military
eventually admitted their technique of disposing of the bodies. This permitted the
victims’ families to search the coastal areas for the bodies. No bodies were found but a
number of the bricks and iron rails used as weights were recovered from the ocean. Some
of them had articles of clothing and buttons still tethered to them.
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In his book Bloodlines, Vamik Volkan describes the mourning process as a
healing of a wound. It takes time and occurs gradually (1997, p. 36). The process depends
on a number of factors, both internal and external. In the case of Chile, the surviving
family members of the victims must feel an immense amount of anger over what
happened to their spouse, sibling, or child. They would naturally want to see some sort of
justice for the loss of their loved one, either in the form of compensation, a trial, or an
official state apology. One Chilean author describes the “dwelling” of the memories of
torture, disappearances, and forced exile as a lingering presence, one that “persists,
insists, resists, and exceeds” the containment of associated emotions (Gomez-Barris,
2009, p. 28).
The point of the two Chilean Truth Commissions (Rettig Commission in 1991 and
Valech Commission in 2003) is that societies must reckon with what occurred in order to
acquire a form of reconciliation, to put the past behind them, and move forward as a
nation. Establishing the public truth about what occurred – one that cannot be refuted or
denied - is a necessary step to achieve closure for Chilean society. Through their
testimonies and their shared experiences, the victims and their families can counter the
lies and subterfuge of the government and contribute to a process of reckoning and
justice. As Irina Sherbakova wrote about the Soviet gulag system of prisons, “memory
itself was intrinsically a serious threat” (2008, p. 103).
Empathize with the Chilean Military and Police
The last negotiation technique is to try to empathize with the other party in order
to understand their perspective on the issues. For Chilean civilians, it is helpful to see the
civil-military relations debate through the eyes of Chilean military officers in order to
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negotiate effectively with them. As Fisher and Ury state, the dispute between the two
sides in Chile was not based on an objective reality but rather the subjective perspective
of both parties (1981, p. 24). Understanding those differences helps negotiators
determine what issues need to be resolved and permits the process of negotiation to
begin.
The Chilean military insists they were compelled to intervene when all other
political options were exhausted. In August 1973, just a month before the military coup,
the Chamber of Deputies and the Supreme Court had warned Pinochet that he was
abusing his executive authorities. The armed forces believed they were facing a violent
opponent, one that consisted of thousands of militants among the Chilean population that
would destroy their way of life. The imminent conflict was part of a larger backdrop of
the Cold War competition between the Soviet Union and the West, a fight to determine
which economic model would dominate for the remainder of the 20th century. The
military also feared that they would be subject to mass executions as had occurred after
Fidel Castro’s successful 1959 revolution in Cuba. Castro’s month-long visit to Chile in
1971 reinforced that belief.
The military was torn between its historical apolitical stance and the need to
prevent its country from collapsing into civil war. Some Constitutionalists within the
armed forces believed the situation had to be resolved politically and that political
intervention would damage the professional reputation of the military. Others believed it
was foolish to sit by passively while the country collapsed around them. The military had
a role to play, they believed, as the guardian of Chilean society and the political
alternatives had been exhausted.
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Empathizing with the Chilean military does not mean one has to agree with them.
Certainly, few observers would condone the excessive force used by the Chilean military,
especially those of the intelligence agents operating for DINA. But, as Fisher and Ury
contend, empathy is one of the most important skills a negotiator can possess (1981, p.
25). From my own experience with the Chilean armed forces, I know they feel very
gratified when one acknowledges the difficult dilemma they faced.
One of the negotiation techniques associated with empathy is to use formal
ceremonies to commemorate the fallen soldiers who sacrificed their lives during the
conflict. Hundreds of Chilean soldiers and police were killed in the line of duty during
the nearly two decades of fighting in the country. Most were honorable Chileans serving
their country and had no involvement in any illicit activities. Their families undoubtedly
grieve over the loss of their loved ones and want their memories of their kin to be treated
with honor and respect. As previously mentioned, Chilean military culture devotes a lot
of effort toward commemorating famous battles and events in the history of the country.
Rather than take a continuous adversarial role, civilians can earn respect from their
military counterparts by acknowledging the sacrifices these soldiers paid in service to
their fatherland.
Chivalry – the code of honor that professional military officers live by – is an
important part of Chilean military culture. It includes principles of honor, respect for
one’s opponents, valor during battle, protection of innocents, and willingness to help
those wounded in battle. Of the many stories of chivalry in Chilean military lore, one
stands above all the others. It is worth recounting here so civilians negotiators understand
their military counterparts.
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During the War of the Pacific in the late 18th century, Chilean and Peruvian forces
were evenly matched as they fought over disputed border territories between the two
countries. Peru’s Navy had an advantage, particularly with its ironclad Huáscar which
had attacked Chilean warships along the coast and prevented the Chilean Army from
launching an invasion of the Peruvian capital of Lima. At the Battle of Iquique on May
21, 1879, the Huáscar rammed and sank the Chilean warship Esmeralda after four hours
of intense battle. Peruvian Admiral Miguel Grau was in charge of the Huáscar and Navy
Captain Arturo Prat was onboard Esmeralda. Prat was killed in the battle but, in a famous
display of military chivalry, Grau recovered his opponent’s personal belongings (his
sword, diary, and uniform) and sent them to Prat’s widow in Chile with a personal note of
condolence. In the letter, Admiral Grau told Prat’s wife of how valiantly he had fought
and expressed his sincere regrets for her loss.
Grau’s actions represent the values of military chivalry that are deeply embedded
in Chilean military culture: bravery, honor, and respect for one’s opponents. Today,
Miguel Grau is one of Peru’s most famous national heroes. But he is also revered in Chile
as a worthy and honorable opponent. When he was killed in the Battle of Angamos six
months later, his remains were buried with full military honors in Chile and later
repatriated to Peru. This story illustrates that even during violent confrontations,
compliance with internationally-accepted practices to limit the horrors of warfare often
generates reciprocal behavior by the opponent. Miguel Grau’s actions after the Battle of
Iquique and the Chilean military’s symbolic gestures are the kind of chivalrous behavior
expected of professional militaries.
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Civilian negotiators that have to bargain with Chilean military officers can earn
important points with their military counterparts by paying homage to fallen soldiers.
This reinforces the idea of national reconciliation in which adversaries during the conflict
can forgive the actions of the other party and acknowledge them as fellow citizens, not
enemies. In the end, all of the Chileans involved in the conflict were countrymen who
believed they had the best interests of the nation in mind albeit different ideas on how to
achieve them.
Civilian leaders have to walk a fine line when paying homage to Chilean military
officials. Their actions should not be perceived as condoning the illegal actions of the
armed forces, especially by victims and their families. Indeed, during the Mesas de
Dialogo, the civilian representatives who participated on behalf of the Frei
Administration were roundly criticized by victims’ advocacy groups. Representatives of
the Chilean Communist Party also refused to participate because they believe the
negotiations legitimized the actions of the military. When General Pinochet died in 2006,
the Bachelet Administration chose not to host a state funeral for the former military
leader in case it was perceived as honoring his role in the military coup or the hundreds
of crimes for which he bore responsibility.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations
The parallel data collection approaches that support the case study methodology
provide a number of important findings. There is a composite theme that serves as a
common subject throughout the phenomenological interviews and qualitative content
analysis. Chilean military officers welcomed a partnership with their civilian counterparts
to address security and defense issues. The military leaders acknowledged the
collaborative effort with civilian officials that was necessary to provide a whole-ofgovernment response to national sovereign issues.
This partnership is clearly present in the findings of the two complementary
studies of the case study, the interviews and content analysis. In both cases, Chilean
military officers testified and wrote about the need to bring civilian supervisors into
security and defense circles which had been the jealously guarded sphere of the influence
of the military until that point. Chilean military officers organized conferences on
security and defense issues and invited their civilian counterparts to attend. They
accepted civilian leaders – even members of the socialist party who just twenty years
earlier had been considered the enemy – as having to play an important role in military
oversight. “[President] Ricardo Lagos had an immense amount of knowledge of security
and defense matters,” reflected Victor, a retired Chilean Admiral. Another retired officer
commented about Michelle Bachelet (Minister of Defense and later President). She was
very “knowledgeable” and had an “impressive mastery” of security and defense matters,
said Xavier. Therefore, it was in the best interests of the military institution to ensure
civilian supervisors were competent at their jobs. The Defense White books of 1997,
2002, and 2010 were purposely collaborative efforts between military and civilian
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officials. And perhaps most significantly, the Chilean military voluntarily surrendered
power following the rejection of the military plebiscite in October 1988. This makes
Chile perhaps the only South American nation in which a military dictatorship capitulated
its power to civilian elected officials.
Figure 11
Convergence of Data
Convergence of Data
Research Questions (RQ)
RQ1: From a phenomenological
perspective, what are the “lived
experiences” of Chilean military
personnel who were involved with the
political crisis in Chile and the
transition to civilian democratic rule in
Chile from 1990-2010?

Interview Questions (IQ)

Interview Responses

IQ1: What were the “lived experiences”
of Chilean military officers during the
transition to democracy from 19902010?

IQ1b. Need for civilian education on security
and defense matters.
IQ1c. Contemporary problems required a whole
of government response

IQ2: What were most important
issues of concern for the Chilean
armed forces in 1990?

IQ2a. Military readiness for external threats.

IQ4 - What are the cultural and
institutional characteristics of the armed
forces?

RQ2: What can be learned from how the
institutional autonomy of the Chilean
military related to the attempts to
establish civilian control over the armed
forces from 1990-2010?

IQ3 - When and why did relations
become normalized between the military
and civilian elected officials?

RQ3: Based on the data collected
from interviews and content analysis,
what techniques were most
constructive when negotiating with
Chilean military officials?

IQ5 - What should negotiators know about
the military so they are prepared for complex
conflict resolution and transitional justice
issues?

-----

Content Analysis Takeaways

Negotiation Techniques

Coexistence (Convivencia) with Civilians
Focus on common interests and
a.Lack of civilian knowledge of security and
interdependence.
defense issues
b.Requirement of military assistance to educate
civilians on security and defense matters.

----Military Culture
a.Values and norms
b.Obedience
c.Non deliberative
d.Deference to senior officers

Security assistance and
international standards as
leverage.
• Delink General Pinochet from
the Chilean Military.
• Extreme Loyalty within the
Military Institution.
• Obedience and the 1980
Constitution.

Coexistence (Convivencia) with Civilians
IQ3a. Defense White Books of 1997, 2002, and 2010. a.Defense as a responsibility for all Chileans

IQ5a. Armed conflict in 1973 against well-armed
opponent.
IQ5b. Military compelled to intervene.

Empathize with the Chilean
Military and Police.

Justification for 1973 intervention
a.Inevitability of the 1973 intervention
b.Guarantor of internal order
c.Guarantor of Institutional integrity
d.Distinction between state and government

Use caution when discussing
military pride and patriotism.

Justification for human rights violations
a. Military conflict justified actions

b. Individuals, not systematic practice across
institution
IQ6 - Was negotiation useful in reducing
obstacles between the military and elected
civilian officials?

IQ6a. Yes, if mutual interests existed.
IQ6b. Mesas de Dialogo

IQ7 - What negotiation processes worked
well and, likewise, which negotiation
techniques failed?

IQ7a. Military officers felt betrayed by legal
double standards.

---------

The Power of Truth - Truth
Commissions and Public Opinion
Surveys.
Use adherence to international law
and military professionalism as
leverage.

The decision of the Chilean military at the end of the military dictatorship –
voluntarily consenting to a restoration of civilian rule – is one anticipated by the literature
on civil-military relations (Loveman, 1998, p. 118; Pion-Berlin, 2005, p. 165). The armed
forces had effectively eliminated a threat to the fatherland. New civilian leaders such as
Aywlin and Frei were clearly warned that the military would provide a “protected
democracy.” The military’s own spheres of influence had been codified into law by the
1980 Constitution and ensured that the military would continue to have a direct role in
domestic politics within the country. The military would jealously guard its political and
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institutional prerogatives, only gradually surrendering them through twenty years of
tedious negotiations with their civilian overseers.
The data collected through interviews and content analysis help provide an
important contextual explanation why the military surrender of power was not an
anomaly and made logical sense in the context of the times. Chile was one of the last of
military governments in South America to turn control of the state back over to civilian
authorities. The Argentine military had surrendered power following the Malvinas
debacle in 1982. Brazil and Uruguay permitted a restoration of civilian government in
1985. The Cold War was winding down and promises of glasnost and perestroika by new
progressively-minded leaders of the Soviet Union lowered the temperature of the
potential confrontations between the East and the West. With the retreat of the Soviet
Union went Moscow’s sponsorship of communist insurgent groups that operated inside
many Latin American countries including Chile. The traditional threats of those periods
was diminished but new problems soon emerged to fill the vacuum, ones that were not
exclusively the purview of the armed forces.
The biggest takeaway from the dissertation is this: Chilean military officers
acknowledged their own institutional limitations that they could provide to a democratic
system of governance as well as to effectively protect the nation from contemporary
security challenges. To their credit, they recognized the role that civilians would play in a
future post-Pinochet government in the country and actively sought a partnership with
their civilian counterparts.
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Triangulation and Convergence of Data
Using multiple methods of data collection – in this case, interviews and content
analysis – permits a triangulation of the data. As examined in the methodology section of
chapter 3 of this dissertation, Yin encourages using data triangulation to strengthen the
construct validity of the research design (1994, p. 46) and improve the quality of the
dissertation. Triangulation results in a convergence of the data (1994, p. 118) and this is
particularly apparent in the responses to about half of the interview questions. Interview
question number one addresses the need to educate civilians on security and defense
matters and the military’s obligation to provide that orientation, topics mentioned
frequently in both interviews and written reports of the Chilean officers. Interview
question number three (how relations normalized between military and civilian officials)
generated responses about the collaborative efforts to develop the Chilean Defense White
books and national defense as a responsibility for all Chileans, not just the military. Last,
the responses to interview question number five (what civilian negotiators should know
of conflict resolution and transitional justice efforts) generated remarkably similar
responses. The internal conflict in the country was a “war” and the military was obliged
to respond, officers contended in their interview responses. The same topic was
frequently repeated in written reports examined during the content analysis phase.
These conclusions are supported by the convergence of data from the two
complementary studies of the case study, the phenomenological analysis of the interviews
with twenty-five Chilean military officers and the content analysis of the fifty written
articles published by military officers. The central research question is of the lived
experiences of the Chilean military officers during the period of the transition from
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military to civilian rule that lasted from 1990-2010. Three interview questions examine
these experiences. Perhaps the most important of the recommended negotiation technique
generated by these findings is that civilian officials should focus on common interests
and interdependence with their military counterparts. The convergence of the research
questions, interview question, and interview and written responses is depicted in table #6.
Figure 12
Convergence of Data

The convergence of data is notable in a number of findings. Notice that across the
three methodologies – the case study historical summary, the interviews, and the content
analysis – there are similar but independent responses to a number of common topics. For
example, when asked about their “lived experiences” in interview question number one,
many of the officers mentioned that their civilian counterparts required education on
security and defense matters. Likewise, this was a frequently mentioned theme in many
of the written reports examined during the content analysis phase.
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Here is another example. Interview question number five gives the officers a
chance to explain what civilian negotiators should know about the military so they are
prepared for complex conflict resolution and transitional justice issues. The common
response, in both interviews and written reports, was that the actions of the Chilean
armed forces during the internal conflict in the country were justified because the nation
was at war and that the military was compelled to intervene because of its constitutional
mandates.
Table 5 demonstrates the convergence of data that occurred throughout the
different phases of the research. From the left column, the principal research questions
(RQ) were supported by interview questions (IQ) that addressed those fundamental
questions. Both are listed in columns one and two of the table. Column three lists the
responses to the interview questions. Adjacent to that, the takeaways from the content
analysis of written reports by the Chilean officers are listed in column four. Detailed
analysis of each of these responses (spoken and written remarks of Chilean officers) are
provided in their respective sections of the dissertation. Last, the negotiation technique
that is recommended as a rejoinder to each research and interview question is listed in the
final column. In some cases, the data did not converge. That is, I did not find similar
responses to the subject in both interview and written responses. These areas are marked
by a series of dashes. This is not to say that these are not common perceptions by Chilean
officers but only that they were not observed through my data collection.
Ensuring Quality Analysis
When developing the research design for this project, it was critical that the end
product was trustworthy, reliable, valid, and replicable. Trustworthy means that the
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analysis and findings are reflect the reality of the circumstances and are free of biases of
the researcher and the participants in the study. In contrast to quantitative research,
qualitative research is often more subjective than objective. The principal researcher’s
interpretation based on his or her perceptions plays a larger part in the analysis than it
would in an empirical assessment.
Validity is often used interchangeably with trustworthiness (Creswell, 2014, p.
201). Validity means the analysis accurately reflects the research being described. This is
done by using a number of different verification methods: triangulation, peer reviews or
audits, identifying biases in advance and taking measures to mitigate their effect, and
acknowledging counterfactuals up front, for example.
Assuring the reliability of the research is an important feature in a qualitative
study, particularly one that involves data collection from interviews and written reports.
Chilean military officers have been under immense scrutiny as a result of the military
government and the actions taken during that period. They may not answer interview
questions honestly because they were concerned about their personal reputation within
the armed forces or because they have something to hide. Some of their experiences may
have been too emotional to revisit. Or they may have been conditioned to respond in a
certain manner as part of the institutional position.
Optimizing reliability could be done by reducing to the maximum extent possible
any systematic biases or personal biases inherent in the research design. The systematic
biases could be mitigated by ensuring I heard from an adequate number of participants
(25 in this case) so as to hear as many possible accounts as possible. Ideally, the number
of participants should be adequate so that all possible accounts are heard. This is referred
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to as reaching “saturation” (Creswell, 2014, p. 248). In other words, no additional data
collection is required because the research has already provided the all the necessary data.
No additional insights can be disclosed. The sample size of participants and the sampling
criteria (eligibility to participate) were also important factors in reducing systematic
biases. For example, I chose to interview representatives from all the military services
(army, navy, and air force) to ensure I heard diverse accounts.
As principal researcher, I also had a role to play to assure the information was
received and processed in a reliable manner. I had to make sure my own biases did not
distort the reporting or interpretation of the interview content in any manner. Scholars
refer to this as a form of reflexivity in which researchers consider how their own biases,
value, and background might color the interpretations of their study (Creswell, 2014, p.
247). And, as Yin (2014) and Creswell (2014) emphasize, I also had to make sure all my
research records were documented adequately and conducted correctly to ensure that
other researchers trying to replicate or confirm the data and methodology could audit my
work. The accuracy of my work also depended on my ability to interpret the participant’s
account precisely, extract the contextual elements of it, and analyze it in a manner that
reflected the interviewee’s true account. Ideally, reliability indicates that two researchers
studying the same phenomenon will reach the same conclusions.
At the same time, my assessment of the material as the principal researcher was
an important contextual contribution to the study. Hence, qualitative researchers must use
caution when describing their studies. The report should be a balance between the voice
of the participants (in this case, Chilean military officials) and the researcher’s own
analysis of what occurred. That is, as Denzin and Lincoln put it, the researcher is the
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conduit to understanding (2018, p. 278). In other words, the report should be a product of
both the circumstances described by the persons who lived the experience as well as the
analysis and interpretation of the researcher (Willis, 2007, p. 66).
Qualitative analysis, in order to pass a threshold of credibility among researchers,
needs to also be transferrable. Transferrable means that other researchers have to be able
to follow one’s research design. They don’t have to necessarily reach the same
conclusions but they must at least be able to understand how the researcher arrived at the
conclusions that he or she did. To do so, the research design must be clearly described
and the steps in the process retraceable to other researchers can identify missteps or
weaknesses in the research, if they exist. The rules of the research design must be equally
and consistently applied to the entire project. Sometimes referred to as “confirmability”
or “replicability”, transferrability means that the research methods should be adequately
explained so that other researchers using the same material and process will reach similar
conclusions.
Limitations of the Research
The objective of this research project, as stated numerous times through this
document, is to describe how Chilean civilian officials can effectively negotiate with the
Chilean military to reduce the military’s autonomy. However, there were inevitably
limitations to the methodology in part because the topic touched on delicate issues such
as accountability and institutional pride. For example, some of the interviewees may not
have spoken openly about their experiences either because they are apprehensive talking
about issues they consider very personal. Or they may not have trusted me because I was
an “outsider.” There were about a half dozen Chilean officers that I contacted who
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refused to participate. As a result, despite the exhaustive efforts and careful procedures I
devoted to data collection, I was at risk of not having collected enough data through the
interviews and content analysis to reach a degree of theoretical saturation. Likewise, my
methods might have been inadequate or improperly applied. I recognized these potential
problems during the initial design of my research and therefore remained alert for them.
Acknowledging these pitfalls in advance spurred me to ensure my methodological
strategy was as well developed as possible and applied with the utmost of caution and
attention to detail.
To the maximum extent possible, I tried to avoid allowing my own biases to skew
my analysis of the interviews and document analysis. I have grown practiced at this over
the past few years as a retired military officer who teaches human rights, a topic that is
often an anathema to Latin American military officers. Personally, having served in
military for 20 years and also having taught human rights and transitional justice for more
than ten years, I understand and empathize with the perspectives of both groups, Chilean
civilian and military officials. In the classroom, my teaching technique is not to take a
position or a side on the issue, but rather to present all the facts in a balanced manner and
allow the student to decide what is the best course of action. I am confident I approached
this research from a neutral third party perspective and analyzed the interview and
resource content in an objective manner.
Contributions and Next Steps for Conflict Resolution Research
This project contributes to the scholarly research on conflict resolution, civilmilitary relations, negotiations with military forces, and phenomenological studies. I
hope that it stimulates other scholars to pursue parallel studies that elaborate on these
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main issues. As the roles of the armed forces in many countries evolve and as civilians
acquire more knowledge and expertise on matters of security and defense, additional
research will be required to update these studies. The armed forces in Chile, as well as
many other countries around the globe, will retain portions of its political influence.
Civilian overseers will need to know negotiation techniques that convince the military to
continue its allegiance and deference to publicly elected officials.
In addition to civil-military relations and negotiation techniques, the dissertation
also provides an insightful phenomenological perspective of Chilean military officers.
More than two dozen – many of them senior officials - were interviewed for the
dissertation and the written perspectives of 50 others were described for this research,
revealing important military culture and sociological issues. Combined, the takeaways
from the three aforementioned topics - civil-military relations, phenomenology, and
negotiation techniques – provide a study of contemporary conflict resolution focused on
the military institution in Chile.
In particular, the study of civil-military relations in Latin America can be updated.
This project addresses the authorities that are unique to civilian and military officials.
However, many contemporary decisions on security and defense matters are collaborative
results between members of the armed forces and civilians who oversee the military.
According to civil-military relations theory, the military should refrain from involvement
in domestic politics. Likewise, civilian leaders should leave operational planning to the
armed forces. Civilian officials should direct the actions and strategy of the military and
then step back and allow the military to run the operations. One of Huntington´s main
premise in his seminal work on civil-military relations is the idea of “objective control,”
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in which civilians recognize and accept the professional expertise of the military and
avoid meddling in these matters (1957, p. 4).
In today´s complex operating environment, the lines of demarcation between
military and civilian authority are not always so easy to distinguish. Few decisions rest
solely in the hands of either military officers or elected civilians. Military missions have
expanded to include unconventional tasks such as humanitarian assistance, disaster
response, and peacekeeping operations and subsequently require more civilian
supervision of operational matters. Herein lies the dilemma facing many elected leaders
in democratic societies. Warfighting is too multi-faceted and complicated to permit
civilians to manage the operations. A professional military with extensive technical
expertise and experience is required. Civilian practitioners, some with limited
understanding of military strategy and tactics, often are not up to the task of managing
military operations. As Richard H. Kohn wrote in his 1997 “An Essay on Civilian
Control of the Military,” “war has become too complex – the preparations too elaborate,
the weapons too sophisticated, command too arduous, operations too intricate – to leave
the waging of war to amateurs” (p. 3). Contemporary military missions require both the
armed forces and civilian expertise to work closely together to provide a holistic solution,
one that draws on all government resources.
Here is an example of the shared responsibilities between civilian and military
officials. Consider the following fundamental matter of a government. Decisions to
deploy military forces for potential combat operations normally rest with the civilian
President and the civilian members of Congress. Among nearly all military and civilian
authorities, there is very little debate over the matter; only civilians such as the President
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or representatives of Congress have the very weighty and consequential decision
authority to deploy the armed forces for a potential conflict, one that might place them in
harm’s way.
However, in the opinion of some, it is not a decision made exclusively by civilian
leaders. It is assumed that civilian leaders will consult with military officials about the
viability of military success in light of strategic, intelligence, mobility, and logistical
factors. Hence, the preponderance of the decision may rest with civilian authorities but
that it remains a shared decision with military advisers. Future research should
investigate these shared authorities of civil-military relations and how civilian and
military leaders effectively navigate these tasks.
Another topic related to my dissertation that requires additional study are new
reforms to civil-military relations. The conditions that most countries experienced in the
1970s and 1980s – prior to the third wave of democratization – are now part of the past
and do not exist in Chile nor in any Latin American country. For example, there are no
military governments or military heads of state. The military’s ability to unilaterally
declared war or mobilize troops has been removed. Military officers do not dominate the
President’s cabinet or the national security council. The President has the authority to
nominate and remove senior military commanders in most nations. Civilians are no
longer tried in military courts and, in most countries, military personnel who commit
egregious crimes must be adjudicated in civilian courts. In most cases – but not all –
military personnel have been held accountable for grave violations of human rights.
I refer to these as first generation civil-military reforms. As mentioned, they no
longer exist in most countries. However, there are still second generation civil-military
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relations reforms from which many countries could benefit. In Latin America, for
example, second generation reforms are implemented in many but not all countries. Some
work still needs to be done on these issues by civilian leaders in many countries. In some
nations, the Minister of Defense remains a senior military officer, instead of a civilian
official, raising questions if the Minister can effectively separate his loyalties from the
armed forces with that of the President and Congress. The number of civilians who are
intellectually equipped to handle security and defense matters is limited, thereby
providing the monopoly of decision making to the military. Likewise, there are few
effective Congressional oversight committees in some countries and, as a result, little
public transparency of the military institution and budget. And in some countries, the
military enjoys significant protection from human rights accountability from the
operations conducted within the country. Last, military justice system retain a process
separate from the civilian judiciary. When military personnel are judged by their own
system, evidence indicates that military courts offer more leniency than civilian courts.
Conclusion
The project examines three important theories in the case of Chile: (1) civilmilitary relations, (2) phenomenology and (3) negotiations. Using those theories as
backdrop, the research project examines the lived experiences of the Chilean military
officers through interviews and first hand written accounts. The findings provide
important insights into the best negotiation techniques for civilian officials seeking to
break down the institutional defiance of the Chilean armed forces. The two
complementary studies - phenomenological interviews and content analysis of military
archives – provide primary source accounts of these matters and can fill the gap in
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research on effective negotiations with the armed forces in a country. Last, this research
project provides the do’s and don’ts of negotiation techniques, those that promise the
most success between the Chilean military and the civilian officials elected to oversee
them.
A phenomenological assessment of interviews and content analysis of archival
data from military leaders offer important insights into the Chilean armed forces during
this vulnerable period, ones that are critical for conflict resolution scholars to understand
in order to optimize negotiation techniques with the military. The 20-year period that
followed Chile’s return to democracy in 1990 could be described as tense,
confrontational, and uncooperative. For much of that period, the Chilean military refused
to cooperate with democratically-elected officials. At the same time, civilians authorities
who wanted to force the military to surrender its authorities struggled in negotiations with
obstinate senior military leaders. Civilian authorities from four Presidential
administrations during this period - Patricio Aylwin (1990-1994), Eduardo Frei (19942000), Ricardo Lagos (2000-2006), and Michelle Bachelet (2006-2010) – struggled with
how to carefully navigate these treacherous waters. How these administrations negotiated
with a resistant military – one that retained much of the power in the country – is the
focus of this research project. Understanding the experiences and philosophies of military
officers from 1990-2010 is essential to understanding their perspectives and points of
contention.
In recent years, Chile’s military has grown increasingly acquiescent to the civilian
government, even accepting political candidates who just a few years earlier would have
been subjected to political persecution. For example, the third Chilean president after the
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military government was Ricardo Lagos of the Socialist Party. He took office on March
11, 2000 and was succeeded by Michelle Bachelet, another candidate from the Socialist
Party, in 2014. In both complementary studies – interview with Chilean military officers
and content analysis of their writings - I did not encounter any significant military
opposition to either of these two candidates. Twenty years since the transition to
democracy, the Chilean military has accepted its position in Chilean society as an
apolitical organization. A new generation of Chilean military officers appears
comfortable with subordination to civilian officials.
In many Latin American countries, not just in Chile, the military has “returned to
the barracks” and abandoned its interventionist doctrine. Despite the amount of time it
took to happen, democratic transition did occur in Latin America. Autocrats finally
bowed to internal and external pressures and surrendered power to democratic
organizations. Much of this occurred because military governments in the region failed to
cope with the economic and social crises of the 1970s and 1980s. Additionally, following
the end of the Cold War, Latin American leaders could no longer declare any opposition
movement as a possible communist plot and then respond with draconian political
decrees they contended were necessary for the defense of “la patria.”
Despite all this positive news, civil-military relations in Latin America remain
muddled. Some indications are very positive. Military prerogatives have been reduced or
eliminated. The quality of liberal, representative democracy has reached heights never
before seen in the region. For the most part, the militaries remain out of direct politics.
David Pion-Berlin summarizes the situation as, “The militaries have accepted ‘major
reductions in their budgets and structures’; lost control of police forces; watched as their
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courts have lost jurisdiction over human rights cases; accepted, despite their displeasure,
abrupt and sweeping personnel changes; and, in general, been obedient to executive
orders and thus refrained from interference in governmental policymaking” (2005, p. 27).
However, in countries where the armed forces retain significant levels of military
autonomy, the armed forces remain politically influential and institutionally autonomous.
In Latin America, only three of every five governments have “effective control” over the
armed forces in their country (U.S. Department of State, 2017). Since the end of the Cold
War, military coups or coup attempts occurred in Haiti (1991), Venezuela (twice in 1992
and again in 2002), Paraguay (twice, in 1996 and in 2000), Ecuador (2000), and, most
recently, in Honduras (2009). Other regional militaries - namely Bolivia and Paraguay have issues with military subordination to civilian leadership and defense organizations
of “dubious merit” that make military intervention a potential option (Pion-Berlin, 2009,
p. 583). While great advances in civil-military relations have been made in previously
troubled countries like Chile, Argentina, and El Salvador, there is still room for
improvement in nearly every country in the region. As J. Samuel Fitch describes it,
“None of the current Latin American democracies could claim to meet all of [the civilmilitary relations] requirements (2001, p. 62).
In parts of Africa and Asia, the situation is even worse: the militaries in many
countries remain politically independent and able to direct or influence policy in those
countries, most often against the wishes of elected officials. Civil-military relations
problems between elected leaders and national militaries are a frequent part of the news
in countries like Egypt, Myanmar, Thailand, Mali, and Iran. For example, in the spring of
2011, the senior military leadership in Turkey resigned in protest over a political decision
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made by the Turkish Prime Minister with which they did not agree. In Egypt, following
the Arab Spring uprisings, the military refused to cede power despite promising to
establish democratic elections within six months. In February, 2021 the military in
Myanmar seized power in a military coup.
Perhaps the most frightening example of civil-military tensions exists in Pakistan.
The “memogate” scandal of November 2011 revealed the alarming lack of control that
the Pakistan Premier had over the military. When one considers that the Pakistan military
was in power for more than 30 years since 1945 and controls an estimated 25 nuclear
weapons, the urgency of ensuring military subservience to elected civilian officials
becomes readily apparent.
In many African nations, the militaries retain special prerogatives that place them
outside the rule of law or any form of accountability to which most institutions adhere. In
these countries, the militaries remain resistant to democratic reforms and retain political
prerogatives that provide them a degree of autonomy detrimental to democratic values. In
Mauritania in 2008, for example, high-ranking generals overthrew President Abdallahi
and established a new government led by eleven senior officers that comprised the High
Council of State. In another example, in Mali in March 2012, the military overthrew the
elected government in a violent uprising ending 20 years of democratic rule. The coup
leader, Malian Army Captain Amadou Sanogo, declared himself “Supreme Boss,” closed
the national Parliament, and imprisoned members of the political opposition.
The era of military power in Chile may have passed but the study of civil-military
relations remains an important issue. It is hoped that the lessons drawn from Chile may
be illuminating for other civilian governments that are also trying to establish control
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over the armed forces in their country. The negotiations that occurred in Chile from
1990-2010 offer important lessons for civilian leaders in other countries, ones that will
reduce military autonomy, heighten civilian supremacy, and ensure that the military
remains in the barracks.
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Appendix B: Timeline of Significant Events in Chilean transition, 1990-2010
1988, Oct 5

Plebiscite on permitting Pinochet to rule for eight more years.

1989, July 30

Plebiscite on Constitutional reforms. 54 reforms approved and
ratified.

1989, Dec 14

Election and reforms; Patricio Aylwin elected President of Chile.

1990, Mar 11

Patricio Aylwin becomes President of Chile. Pinochet surrenders
power after more than 16 years of military government.

1990, Apr 25

Establishment of Truth and Reconciliation Commission (Rettig
Commission).

1990, Dec 19

Ejercicio de enlace.

1993, May 28

Boinazo demonstration at La Moneda.

1993, Dec 11

Eduardo Frei elected President.

1994, March 11

Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle becomes President of Chile.

1995, October 21

General Manuel Contreras enters Punta Peuco prison, the first
senior Chilean officer to be convicted and imprisoned on criminal
charges.

1997

First Chilean Defense Book (White Book).

1998, March 10

Pinochet retires as Commander in Chief of the Chilean Army,
becomes Senator for life. The next day, March 11, the Chamber of
Deputies (the lower house of Congress, begin a symbolic effort to
impeach him.
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1998

National Holiday of September 11, established to celebrate the
military coup by the Pinochet regime, is rescinded by the
government.

1998, Oct 10

Arrest of Senator Pinochet in London.

1999, Aug 21

Mesas de Dialogo begin.

2000, Mar 3

Pinochet returns from London.

2000, Jan 16

Ricardo Lagos elected President of Chile.

2000, Mar 11

Lagos takes office in La Moneda.

2000, Jun 13

Last Mesas de Dialogo (the 22nd meeting).

2000, Aug 7

Supreme Court votes to allow charges against Pinochet. He is
stripped of immunity by Supreme Court the next day.

2002

Second Chilean Defense Book (White Book).

2003, Aug 12

President Lagos appoints the National Commission on Political
Imprisonment and Torture (Valech Commission) to investigate
cases of torture during the military government. Report released on
November 29, 2004.

2004

Chilean Congress votes to transform National Security Council
into an advisory organization with no decision-making ability.

2004, Nov 5

Chilean military admits institutional responsibility for HR
violations (Cheyre, 2004).

2005, Aug 26

2005 Constitutional reforms (58 in total) take effect.

2006, Mar 11

Michelle Bachelet becomes President of Chile.
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2009, Nov 24

President Bachelet forms the Institute for Human Rights (passed
by Congress as Law 20.405).

2009, Dec

Chilean Museum of Memory and Human Rights inaugurated in
Santiago.

2010, Feb 4

Law of Organization and Functioning of the Ministry of Defense.
It creates the Undersecretary of Defense with policy responsibility
thereby removing authority for planning and strategy from the
military and shifting it to civilian officials. It also creates the
Undersecretary of Armed Forces and consolidates power with the
Joint Staff, not the three military services.

2010

Third Chilean Defense Book (White Book)
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Appendix C: Examples of reforms to Chilean military prerogatives
Military prerogative

Action

Military control of

Per 1980 Constitution, the NSC had military representatives

National Security

in four of seven seats. It could also be convened without the

Council (Article 96 of

permission of the President by its military representatives and

1980 Constitution)

had the authority to declare a state of exception, thereby
justifying the deployment of the armed forces for internal
disturbances. In 1989, the comptroller general was added as
the eighth member. In 2004, the Chilean Congress finally
transformed the Council into an advisory organization
without any decisive power (Pion-Berlin, 2009, p. 568). In
2005, additional reforms gave only the President the
authority to convene NSC meetings (Heiss and Navia, 2007,
p. 186).

Amnesty

Amnesty for crimes from 1973-1990 passed in 1978. Never
retracted or revoked. In 1999, some disappearances were
considered “open” cases because no body had been found.

Military assignment of

Per 1980 Constitution, four of nine appointed Senators could

Senators

be designated by the military through the National Security
Council. Five others could be designated by other
government bodies, not elected through normal elections.
This authority was removed during the 1989 Constitutional
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reforms (Heiss and Navia, 2007, p. 174; Fuentes, 2000, p.
116).
Senate seats reserved

Four Senate seats were reserved for former Commanders of

for four former

the Chilean military service branches. The right was removed

commanders of the

in 1998 (Weeks, 2003, p. 111).

military services
President’s authority to

Per the 1980 Constitution, the President could select the

select and fire military

military service commander from each of the four services

commanders (Article

(army, navy, air force, and police) but only from the top five

93 of 1980

officers in each service. In addition, he did not have the

Constitution)

authority to remove them. The NSC had to consent to any
decisions to remove senior military service commanders.
President Aylwin sent a number of bills to Congress giving
the President the authority to do just that but it was blocked
by right-wing political elements (Hudson, 1994, p. 45).
President finally achieved the right to fire military
commanders during 2005 reforms (Dreisbach, 2015, p. 2).

Pinochet as Senator for

Written in 1980 Constitution. Applies to all former

Life.

Presidents, not just Pinochet. Pinochet’s immunity was
revoked in 2000.

Constitutional mandate

Article 90 of the 1980 Constitution provide the military a role

for military to ensure

as guarantor of institutional order. This authority was

“institutional” order.

removed in the 2005 reforms (Heiss and Navia, 2007).
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Carabineros switched

In 1992, Aylwin tried to switch operational control of

to Ministry of Interior

Carabineros to Ministry of Interior in 1991 but the initiative

and Public Security

was blocked by Congress. As a result of the new law in 2010,
the Carabineros were also finally removed from the Ministry
of Defense and placed under the authority of the Minister of
the Interior and Public Security. The change went into effect
in 2011.

Service commanders

Changed with 2010 reforms that created two

authority and

Undersecretaries of Defense. One was called the

membership on

Undersecretary of Defense and the second the Undersecretary

Presidential Cabinet

of the Armed Forces. Submitted to Congress in 2005 but not
official until signed by President Michelle Bachelet on
February 4, 2010.

Military judicial

In Nov 1992, Aylwin tried to reform the Constitution to

jurisdiction over

remove military jurisdiction over civilians. The Constitution

civilians

permitted civilians to be imprisoned in military jails for
speaking or writing badly of the military or government.
Written in Article 276 in Military justice Code. Military
jurisdiction over civilians was removed by President Aylwin
in 1992 (Hudson, 1994, p. 291).

